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cards,' 'as soon as they are printed," and save $2 a month riding 
duringpeak;hours;,MQnday^ttro^i^:J^»%J|||iussg|^ 
Thursday. < ; * »'" 
_ SAVE's plan differed with the cmepre9^|ed:l^.^niu$^^ 
^ofmasstransportationThursdayaa\reduced fare proposal. 1 • „ 
city councilmen approved a four-part package designed to Different fares throughout the day would be confusing, to 
convince motorist that bus and taxi ridership have more citizens, Mike Smith, spokesman for SAVE, said. Instead, a flat 
^rnta^toan driS - 15-cent fee at all Umes should be charged, he urged. Increased 
Councilmen approved the transportation energy conservation ridership would pick up tfce added costs with lower fares. Smith. 
Ss^Mra^aitera^pro^ffS^ S^by Save Austin's In response, Ternus maintained SAVEtsplan,would £«st $»$, 
Austin moved into*; 
City Council reviews new' transportation energy conservation plan, 
Valuable Environment (SAVE). city an additional 140,000 a month. h-f tf > / 
Councilman Berl Handcox voted in favor of the SAVE plan but Another major concern of the environmental poup. Smith 
later changed his vote to make the approval unanimous, - explained, is that Ternus plan would encourage bus ridership. 
Councilman Jeff Friedman and Mayor Pro Teto Dan Love were during peak hours when buses afe already • 
absent from the meeting. " ^ Ternus quickly took issue with Smith s remarks, maintaining 
The adopted*plan provides for a park and ride shuttle system, "the increased ridership from the program would not result lii^ 
reduced fares for off-peak traffic hours, a "taxi pool" service and shortage of buses as >a resultof overcrowding. . --v.,• 
commuter basses * - ; - In terms of energy conservation, the transportation plan wiji gJ| 
Starting March 25 motorists may drive to the Fox Theater on save more than 18,000 gallons of fuel a month, said Lyndon 
aS?iSrt^lS^aS catch a bus to downtown. Aenry, executive director of the Texas Association for Pub|ifc . 
The shuttle, leaving every 15 minutes between 7 and 9 a.m. and 4 TransportatiOnK ^v , , Tl- rr_^-rrr:T7w_,I 
to6 p.m., will make additional stups near the University and the Although .Hfiffey predicted a 40-rninute daily loss in tra*el||W 
State Capitol complex. Fares will be 30 cents one way. 
Another incentive for riding buses will be the April 1 
implementation of a 15-cent bus fare during the off-peak hours of 
9 a.m. to 3 p.m. and 6 to 10 p.m. The lower fee is half normal fare. 
Closely related to the park and ride service is a taxi service 
also beginning March 25. Instead of riding a bus from the fox 
Theater to work, participants will have the option of paying $1 for 
a taxi ride to their office. A minimum of four passengers in a.taxi 
would be required. 
Regular bus riders may purchase $10 monthly commuter 
with the plan, bus riders will save $23,000 a month. 
In other action, the council adopted a "no smoking" policy for 
city buses. Councilman BobBinder was the lone dissenter,' 
asserting that the city shojuld npi use its ''lawmaking power to^ 
enforce" sucha policy. V-* ' ... 
The council postponed fot- furth%f study action on Mayor Koy«,v? 
Butler's proposal for adoption of a procedure in handling alleged^ 
police misconduct. The second reading of amendments to the gas'f-




• Student services to be guaranteed 
funding under a fee reorganization plan to 
be presented to the University System 
Board of Regents Friday are 
"indispensable activities," University 
President Stephen Spurr said Thursday. 
The Student Health Center, students' 
attorney, shuttle bus service and 
intramural programs^ are ,.the four, items 
liar 
priority group of student services. 
Men's intercollegiate athletics, 
women's intercollegiate -athletics, The 
Daily Texan, cultural entertainment, 
Student Government; Cactus yearbook, 
parking and lockers -would be under an™ 
optional positive check-off basis. 
^ The student services fee reorganization 
jflan is a result of an interpretation by the 
XJjiiversity System law office of a Texas, 
Education Code amendment giving 
financial relief to part-time and graduate 
itudents. 
U Under the plan, all students would pay 
$2.50 per hour. Part-time and graduate 
students would pay this fee, instead of the 
current $3.50 per hour. 
Under the - proposed fee structure, 
$110,000 from the University's operating 
budget would be used to help pay for 
student identification cards and increased 
shuttle bus service costs. 
The recommendation will be presented 
Friday because of a need -'to-work- fast so 
the' materials for preregistration can be 
printed," Spurr said. 
- , • (Related-Story, 2.) " • 
.  . . .  

















' : Texan Staff Writers 
When the University System Board of 
Regents considers a reorganization of the 
present student services mandatory fee 
history will mark yet another episode in 
the fight for control of The Daily Texan 
and Student Government. 
From the 1920s until 1971, both The 
Daily Texan and the Students' Association 
(now Student Government) were funded 
by the optional blanket tax: The Students' 
Association set the amount and allocated 
the revenue from the blanket tax for the 
-University Athletics Council, The Texan, 
and the Union Cultural ^ Entertainment 
Committee. . 
A Taxan Interpretive A 
. In opposition U v* 
Student Government President Sandy 
Kress, who will present a two-part 
proposal offering an alternate method to 
Spurr's plan. 
Kress said he would first propose not to 
change the current fee .system at all, 
"because the system, already under a 
proportional fee, is legal. — 
In addition, Kress will propose a •, 
voluntary fee retrieval system. This would , 
call for an initial student fee from all 
students, but would allow part-time 
students, those taking under 12 hours, to 
be eligible to retrieve the fee if they felt 
they were not receiving any benefit from 
it. 
Preregistration for the fall semester 
begins April 29. 
An increase in University residence hall 
rates is among, proposals which the 
regents will consider. The proposed 
increase is 2 percent for residence halls 
and 3.8 percent for board rates. 
Residence hall and board rates for 1973-
1974 were raised 8 percent over the 
previous year. 
' "Raises have been made for jresidence 
hafi charges for the last three or four 
years," MSr Nevada Blackburn, director 
•of University Housing and Food Service, 
said. 
Other University items to be considered 
at the regents meeting Friday in Main 
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A 1970 ruling by the state auditor 
declared that all money collected by the 
state was state money, resulting in the 
regents.assuming control over the student 
; services funding. 
Bryce Jordan, the 1971 University 
president ad interim, recommended to the 
regents that the Student Government 
> budget be cut from a proposed $1.84 to 56 
cents per blanket tax. Jordan's proposal 
passed, thus providing only enough funds 
for salaries, office supplies and the 
students' attorney's office. - \ 
In that same year the Bauer House story , 
broke and The Texan found itself without 
blanket tax funding through failure of the .. 
regents to.recharter Texas Student -
Publications, Inc.- ^ r - S \ 
Only when a "declaration of trust" was; i 
drawn up giving the regents control over 
all TSP publications, including TheTexan, -
*J was a mandatory student services fee for 
< the paper even considered by the regents. 
Yet TSP remained without any financial 
- ̂ ssistiince •unttTthrfatl of-l972-^heri"Oie 
mandatory student services agreement 
' was apprnved hy Ihe -rttgentg, Until that 
out-of-town nonconference football games 
to full price and tickets for the Oklahoma 
game to $8. 
• A recommendation to replace worn 
synthetic turf at Memorial Stadium and 
Uhiversity practice fields for $300,000. 
Changes to allow advertising students 
Ides of March: 
^ ^ Beware the Day of Foreboding 
- J: By B^ ETNYRE . , . 
Although the Titanic rendezvoused with an iceberg on April 14, the 
Japanese sank the fleet at Pearl llarbor on Dec» 7 and final exams are held 
in the first week of May, heed the advice of Shakespeare's soothsayer who 
warned, "Beware of the Ides of March."* v» 
This day of certain danger and impending disaster has already recorded, 
victories over a smited Caesar; Nicholas II, the last of the Russian 
Romanovs who abdicated March. 15 and Sanutel lnsull. an American_— 
financier who chose the wrong day to flee from Athens, -dressed Tike a- -
woman, to evade extradition to the United States for fraud. 
But the Ides of March is a day of foreboding. For example, look at all the " 
portents Caesar ignored. , ^ 
First; on the night oreceding the assasSinition^Caesar dreamed that he 
and. students with less than 60 hotirs to be 
members of the Texas Student 
Publications Board. 
• ; • Recommendation to co-sponsor with 
the University Ex-Students' Association 
an International Alumni Conference on 
"World Energy." 
• Request for a PhD degree in Slavic 
languages and literatures. 
was soaring above the clouds on wings and that he placed his hand within the 
right hand of Jove. , 
That should be 
Caesar warranted a few more omens. Calpurnia, Caesar's wife, dreamed he 
had been wounded by assassins. The arms of Mars, deposited in Caesar s 
house, rattled that night. And the doors of the room where he slept flew open 
spontaneously. , T1 ""r... 
So look around for telltale signs today, because the Ides of March may 
uncoil with fangs extended. 
And if you're a homesick son from Hinckley, Ohio, and insist on an 
absentee celebration of that great local festival, Buzzard Day, don'tdrink or 
smoke too much of whatever because BuzzardDay is also the Ides of March. 
WASHINGTON (AP) — Treasury 
Secretary Goerge P. Sbultz, who for five 
years has been one of President Nixon's 
most important and most loyal advisers, 
announced Thursday he will resign in 
May. 
"My time has come to move -on to 
something else and let somebody else do 
these wonderful things as secretary of the 
Treasury," Shultz told newsmen. 
The 53-year-old" former economics 
professor was the last remaining member 
of the original Nixoh Cabinet still in the 
Administration. 
The White House did not name a 
successor to Shultz, and White House 
sources said the President would use the 
six weeks between now and the first of 
May to make a decision. , . 
Informed sources said federal energy 
chief William E. Simon, who also is deputy 
secretary of the Treasury, remains the 
front runner as Shultz's successor, but is 
_by no means a shoo-in; .. : 
In announcing the resignation, the White 
House described Shultz as "a pillar of this 
administration and this government" and 
Nixon said he was accepting it with "a 
sense of personal regret." 
Shultz was named to the first. Nixon 
Cabinet in 1969 as secretary of labor. He 
became director of the new Office of 
Management and Budget in July of 1970 
and remained in that post until he was 
named Treasury secretary in June of 1972, 
succeeding John B. Connelly. 
It was known for months that Shultz 
wished to resign as long ago as last 
_ summer but stayed at the urging of JNixon 
.i '> t f \  /,( * T 
f ,  _  .t * * ' t > 
-t-UH Talaphote 
ts \ a George Shultz 
. • • — : .— . f . 
until it was felt the time was right/. 
• Aides said the secretary did not want to 
look as if he were deserting the President 
in a time of need. 
; He made clear to newsmen Thursday he 
was resigning because he was tired-after -
five pressure-packed years. He said be 
was disturbed by the Watergate scandal 
but had words of praise for.the President. 
Shultz said Nixon "has always been 
available for counsel and always < 
supported me, and. I.appreciate that very 
much." - '• 
One of the greatest achievements during 
his term as secretary, Shultz said, was the 
new system of floating world currency 
exchange rates, which he said has worked 
well. ~ " 
jJII 
4^ 
r On the minus side, he said, was the 
country's inflation rate which cause<| 
consumer prices to increase 8TB percent'!^ 
last year, the highest rate of inflation 
since 1947. . a [h 
• As for lessons learned, he'saitfr "the 
U.S. economy is part of the world 
economy — UiaVs Uie big lesson of 1973p* 
Shultz said he has not decided what he 
will do after he resigns but indicated he 
might return to the University of Chicago 
where he was dean of tiie Graduate School 
of Business before joining tiie Nixon 
administration.,. <$, % «( ^ <• 
i 1 * , , ^ ^ 
Before stepping "down"as secretary, ;^ 
Shultz will travel to Santiago, Chile, for a /J 
meeting of the Inter-American.^' 
Development Bank, April 1 and 2 and to,^ 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, for a meeting ot^% 
the Asian Development Bank, April 24 to4j 
sM 
itmu "ff1 w • •• ' —1 ••• . :m  
time, TSP continued publication,, using 
reserve funds. 
- The previous, year had seen the 
mandatory fee extended to cover funding 
of Student Government. 
^Should -the -regent* pass this 
proposal the deal for power will definitely 
reshuffle the structures of T|p.and 
Student Government,'once again^fg; 
Cloudy 
Friday's forecast 
calls for consider^ 
able cloudiness 
and a 30 percent 
chance of precip­
itation/ Temper a-




with the low in the 
mid-50s and the 
high in the upper 
80s. _Winds will be 
easterly fr<m $ to 
15 m.p.h. ••yi;r 
Meeting-. 
' 
Zone 7 of the Phase 111/ ~ 
Austin Tomotrow pFO-
gram will meet 2 to 5 
p.m. Sunday in the 
V#»fT 
Leaks 
Surgery to the'in* 
iured right knee of 
Texas' All-America 
-ftrtlback Rwrsevett 
Leaks was termed 
successful: Thursday/ 
but doctors doubt 
%*Leaks will be able to 
return to action next 




„ >*x »; ents 
Changes 
By JEFF FRANKS 
The University System 
Board of Regents will be 
going against the wishes of the 
majority of students if they 
pass a proposal Friday 
• making The Daily Texan fee 
optional. Umvei 
Stephen Spurrand University 
System Chancellor Charles 
jgpLeMaistre have requested the 
|$gfunding change. 
pj| A preferential poll on 
fclfstudent fees conducted by the 
JfiOffice of the Vice-President 
fefor Student Affairs last 
^semester showed students 
1? |f v?want The Daily Texan (55.9 
l^ppercent)  and Student  
Government (46.1 percent) 
funded by mandatory fees. 
$4 ^f 40,619 students surveyed 
Sl 'pduring the registrat ion 
,^!i2process for last semester, 
^.^52,719 said The Texan should 
|s$Mbe funded mandatorily. ' 
Another 9,818, or 24.2 
^Jpercent, thought The Texan 
should be made available to 
students on an optional basis,' 
Also, 3,507 or 8.6 percent, felt 
The Texan -should not be 
supported by any kind of fee 
collected by the University. 
No information was given . 
113 percent or 
those surveyed. 
Concerning Student 
Government, 18,734 or 46.1 
percent, wanted mandatory 
funding; 11,108, or 27.3 
. percent, said this should be an 
optional service and 6,283, or 
15.5 percent, felt the 
University should not collect 
. any fees for that body. 
No information was given 
On this question by 4,494, or 
11„1 percent ,  of  those 
surveyed. 
Mike Quinn, assistant to the 
chancellor, said Thursday the • 
proposal to make The Texan-" 
and Student Government 
optional services is being • 
made to comply wi|h the 63rd 
Legislature's House Bill 83? 
the Texas Education Code, 
subsection B, section- 54.503. 
This bill, Quinn said, 
intended to give financial 
relief to part-time students 
and graduate students. 
LeMaistre had to decide what 
student services had top 
priority because "incoine 
derived from the student 
services fee will not support 
all of the current activities." 
Four services were chosen 
to remain under the 
mandatory student services 
fee allotment, Quinn, said. 
They are the shuttle bus 
service, the health center, the 
students' attorney and the 
intramural sports program. 
' Quinn said the University 
will still have to pay $50,000 to 
keep the shuttle buses 
running, despite t he-




A hers* statu* in St. Mark's Basilica in Venice, Italy, it dismantled for examination 






Transportation by bus " 5 days skiingvand lodging 
Condominiums with « Lift tickets 
kitchens and fireplaces -
>. MAIL $25 DEPOSIT U T. SKI CLUB 
. AT ONCE TO: P.O. BOX 7338 







iClip and Mailn 
Aid Bill Would 
A student financial aids bill, $1,500, was passed Thursday 
which would raise the total : !>y the U^Sr House. —-
federal individual loan limit The new legislation does not 
frpm $15,000 to $20,000 while require students to have 
allowing yearly loans up to financial means checked to 
Student .Ministry 
IS 
"JESIIS IS: THE SAME YESTERDAY AND TODAY, YES, AND FOREVER." 
i3?i ft--'" 
Hyde Park Baptist Church 
• ' 3901 Speedway 
Bible Study 9:30 Worship 8:30 & 11:30 
To involve more 
independent students in the' 
University. Sweetheart 
contest, the entry fee has been 
increased from $5 to $10 this 
year, Terrie Feher, chairman 
of the University Sweetheart 
Election Committee (USEC);; 
said Thursday. 
Because "about 75 percent 
of the applicants last year 
were from three or four 
sororities," the USEC decided 
a fee increase might limit the 
number of nominations a 
particular organization could 
financially support and leave 
the contest open to more 
coeds, Ms. Feher explained. 
The Sweetheart' "serves as 
fen official hostess at 
University functions and as a 
liaison between the students 
and alumni,"'she said. 
The race "is not simply a 
beauty contest," Ms. Feher 
emphasized. The winner has 
to have poise and personality, 
be a quick thinker and able to 
handle all sorts of situations." 
The .Sweetheart is mainly a 
• "public relations officer," bjit 
should Texas win the 
Southwest Conference football, 
championship again, she 
would reign as Cotton Bowl 
Queen. 
Any organization or 
individual can nominate' 
candidates to the Inter-
Fraternity Council (IFC) 
sponsored event., Applications 
are available in Union 
Building 340 and must be 
returned there by noon, 
March 22. ^<0: 
Applicants must be female 
sophomores or juniors with a 
grade point average of at least 
2.5 and plan to be a University 
student next year. 
The USEC will interview; 
and select five finalists from a 
group of semifinalists? 
previously chosen from 
applications. The winner is 
determined by a campus 
election during Round-Up 
week and presented at the 
•Silver Spur Marathon Datice 
April 19. ~ — •••«-
~ The contest was dropped in 
1972 by the former sponsor, 
Student Government, because 
of "lack of relevance." After 
a year's lapse, however, the 
IFC decided to reinstate the 
Sweetheart contest in 
conjunction with the IFC-





Buddy Kirk of Houston 
withdrew from ' the 
Democratic primary ' state 
comptroller's race Thursday 
in favor of Bob Bullock. 
Kirk said he .never 
the job bjit entered the race 
he did not want 
outgoing Comptroller Robert 
.. Calvert to pick his successor." 
Calvert has endorsed his 
former chief clerk, Hugh 
Edburg, in the Democratic 
primary. 
Kirk, until recently a 
district supervisor in the . 
comptroller's office for eight 
'and one-half years, told an 
Austin news conference 
Calyert hari fnrhidden him to -
"pursue certain delinquent 
tax accounts." He said the 
accounts cost Texans "untold 
millions in uncollected tax-, 
dollars." 
Kirk said he talked t< 
Bullock Saturday "about 
inequities in the comptroller's 
office, and his thinking is the 
same as mine — he would do 
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receive aid. In the past, a 
student's financial status was 
examined to determine the 
amount of money he or his 
parents  could afford to 
contr ibute toward the 
student's education. To obtain 
aid, a certain amount of need 
must be shown. 
Under this bill, the federal 
government would underwrite 
the amount of money which a 
student's family cannot 
afford. 
' 'The bill greatly widens and 
simplifies loan qualification 
criteria," U.S. Rep. J.J; 
"Jake" Pickle of Austin said 
Thursday. 
Post-St. 
Advertising Gimmick (operable for ad to run 3/15/74): through use 
J>f clever copyjtnd slick headline this ad will make a connection in the 
consumer's mind between traditional St. Patrick's Day "green''motif 
and corresponding greenery as it appears in nature, i.e. trees, shrubs, 
newts. Ad will urge consumer to go on a hike, bike trip, etc., as per 
"green theme, at the same time pointing out wonderful bargains in 
the Co-Op Bike & Outdoor Shop, {fitly "Post-St. Patrick's Day Sale" 
angle addi levity, arouses reader interest. 
Monday, March 18 - Sat., March 23 
(St. Patrick.'* Day, is Sunday, March 17) 
Close-Out on Falcon 
10-speed Bikes—Boxed 
Reynolds 531 tubing; Campagnolo derailleurs and hubs; center-pull 
brakes: tew-up tires only; 21", 22", 23" frames.) 
*95 each. Net—No Dividend 
While They Last 
Plus Other Bargains 
Co-Op Bike & Outdoor Shop 
403 W. 23rd 
Vglies' Protest 
Beautiful Image 
By Zodiac News service 
A group has been formed in 
Fort Worth to protest the 
"Beautiful people" image in 
cigarette and deodorant ads. 
The name of the new group 
is "Uglies Unlimited." To be 
a member you must have 
warts, pimples, freckles or 
some other visual oadity; and 
you must pay $2 dues. 
Organizer Danny McCoy 
says that membership in 
Uglies Unlimited is open to 
just about anybody, as long as 
they have a face that would. 
stop a train. 
wHli perdttM ef $2 «r 
. «ec«. IwbAMifkirf 
& Mailircbitfl* 















Rigorous quality control 
procedures — at every 
stage of the manufacturing 
process — insures flawless 
performance from every 
Sony product you buy. 
"Quality first'"tias earned 
for Sony wo/ldwide recog­
nition as the unquestioned 
leader in solid state elec­
tronics. Here's another ex-




Co-Op Supply Dept. 
i i -"  rwiiu)  •)  H i t  Mti .  
KV-T520R TRINITRONS" 
REMOTE CONTROL COLOR TV 
• 15-inch screen measured 
diagonally 
• Trinitron one gun/one lens 
system for sharp, bright 1 
. life-like color 
• Sony Remote Control 
Cornmander 
. • UHF pre-select detent ?-
8-channet tuning system 
• Automatic fine turfing, 
color and hue in one push 
button control — 
• Solid state reliability 
• Recessed slde-qpounted 
handles 
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Graduate 
By ROGER DOWNING/' ? 
i?r* 
niMw ww o'lW for pilll somotimot'' 
Holp. Whon in that shriokof blind And tho re«t 
I found my substane*, It w«t a / _ ^ I just figure^ 
Vantage-point, a^d <0 ^ " 
problems encountered by 
Kahn in minority recruitment 
are finding out which students 
are from minorities and 
learning that some minority 
applicants aren'tn marginaL 
but submarginal. I 
I "Most applications"' vie 
receive > f rom minori ty 
.s tudents  are severely 
^deficient," Kahn said. \ 
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Health Center Workload 
. 1 f »s c ' f tn »?u ^s ,<*&. 
Texan Staff Writer 
Students failing to meet 
graduate school entrance 
requirements still may be 
able to enter through the 
Cbnditional .Admission for 
Marginal Applicants (CAMA). 
Program. 
Dr. Catherine Cooper, 
assistant dean of the Office of: 
Graduate Studies, said the 
T«,ogram^ was"initiated itt ^ropMal calling for sufficient 
spring,^ 1972, to allow 
departmental admissions 
personnel considerable 
latitude in admissions. 
CAMA increasingly is being 
used as a means of admitting • 
minori ty s tudents ,  she:  
explained. 
EVEN THOUGH CAMA is 
not  used total ly for  
minorities, the "departments 
are encouraged to recruit 
minority students, and CAMA 
is available for them to use," 
Dr. Cooper said. ; 
.  She stressed that  the 
graduate school does not 
equate minori ty with 
marginal, but the school does 
recognize that the academic 
potential of some applicants 
may not be reflected solely by 
the standard admissions 
criteria. 
-funds to travel around the 
state to interview and recruit 
Minori ty s tudents .  The 
proposal also would include 
scholarship monies, Kahn 
Said, y- ,C s 
• He added that about $41,000 
'Would be required to fund this 
program for 15 minority 
students for a yfear. If such a 
program can be funded, it 
would free CAMA spots for 
nonminority students, he said. 
Dr. E. Wailand Bessent, 
graduate adviser -for the 
Department of Education 
Administrat ion,  said that  
"CAMA makes it possible for 
us to enroll minorities who 
are at tracted to the 
department's programs." 
D R .  C A R L  Hansenv 
graduate adviser for the 
Department of Special  
frightened by the size of the 
campus and are worried about 
their scores on the Graduate 
Record Exam, Hansen said. 
The department is trying to 
overcome these problems by 
•^ 'set t ing up a  summer 
orientation program to get the 
minority student exposejcLjtq. 
the campus," he saidty;k|$^| 
"Minority students can not 
really be assessed in a fair 
manner; by the Graduate 
when considering his  
application, Dr. John King, 
chairman of the 
said.. 
Three 
Office of Graduate Studies has 
started to help 
student are: 
• Materials concerning 
monies from private 
foundations have been 
distr ibuted to graduate 
advisers to recommend to 
resources, and intensive study * 
in key academic areas. 
fi 
i the minority 
Record "Examination",  minori ty students .  
Hansen said. • A Summer Graduate 
HEAVY EMPHASIS- is  Inst i tute for  CAMA • ss tudnts  
placed on a minority student's which would include 
success in his community orientation to University 
use of graduate students amL 
faculty. . ' 1 
Cooper said "CAMA 
positions may increase in the ' 
short run, but ultimately we * 
won't need a CAMA system, 
for everybody will be able to * 
get  a  quali ty (primary)- '  
education. „ _ . i 
"Admission is- only the' 
beginning," Cooper said. ̂  
"What we need is follow*up -
and placement programs." 
\ Jl 
Volunteer runners are 
easing the workload of 
professional personnel at the 
Student Health Center by 
taking medical  f t les  to 
doctors' offices. 
The volunteers have been 
recruited by .the Panhellenic 
Council and the Health Center 
Board memtye/ Janet Onion 
said in the pa'st duties of 
runners Were unsupervised 
and poorly orgnized. 
Ms. Onion, a senior in health 
education, said so far . the 
feedback from the volunteers 
has been "great," and the 
coeds "love to do it." She also 
said a person leaning toward 
nursing or premed° would 
enjoy it." 
One runner,  Jane 
MoGuffey,  a  junior  in 
elementary education, said 
she was "more impressed'' 
with the health center after 
serving as a runner. She said 
nurses are appreciative of the 
runners' efforts. 
"I feel  l ike I 'm doing 
^something worthwhile,"  
l .ebecca Conway,  .  a  
by Volunteers 
-Some departments which—-Education said CAMA is not 
sophomore in secondary,  
educaion, said. Lisa Emery, a 
freshman in business, said she 
served as runner when the 
recent flu epidemic was at its 
peak, "they really need more 
help,"  Ms.  Emery said.  
"People- were just packed in 
there." , 
—Deidre.  Lyons .a junior  
biology major, said she felt 
"that they really needed us. I 
enjoyed doing it and it really 
helped them a lot." 
The Panhellenic Council's 
junior delegates are in chqrce 
of the project. Each sorority 
is responsible for providing 
one runner an hour from 9 
a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday 
through Thursday. 
Anyone interested in 
working. ,_as a  runner may-
contact-  Mrs.  Evelyn 
Anderson, nuring supervisor 
at the health center. 
TAKE A BREAK 
r March 30 - April 4 
fly EASTERN to tteBAHAMAS 
Stay at the HOLIDAY INN 
on Paradise Island 
only *255.55 * includes 
—Round Trip Eastern jetfare 
San Antonio-Miami-Bahamas & 
return 
—Five nights accommodations at <-
the Holiday Inn 
For Information Call JIM WORTH at453-0638 
or your local travel agent 
• Based on quad occupancy & group 10 air fare from San Antonio 
are actively using their CAMA 
allotments for  minori ty,  
recruitment at the graduate 
level  are education,  
administrat ion,  special  
education, foreign language 
education,, community and 
regional plamdng and speech 
communication. 
Dr. Terry Kahn, graduate 
adviser for the Department of 
Community and Regional 
Planning, said his department; 
gets two'or three CAMA slots 
but is hoping for 15 next year, 
'• Two of the-  major 
HllllllllllllltlllHIHIUHIIIIIII 
totally the answer to the 
minority problem. 
Two of the main worries 
minority students have- about 
coming to graduate school at 
Texas are that they are 
Tho Austin chapter of 
the Red Cross is soak­
ing volunteer driver* 
to transport disabled 
persons. Drivers may 
use Rod Cross cars or 
their private vehicles. 
Interested?/ Call 478-
1601. 
TO THE LAND 
< - •: setting back to the und 
(inipiiasit en Communal HomestMding) 
A discussion of practical aspects and areas 
of potential conflict disappointments and 
disasters. . -—— 
• WORKSHOP SERIES $1.00 each 
Taught by Jesse Dragonwagon 
Monday, March 18th, 7:30 p.m. 
UNIVERSITY Y AUDITORIUM 





in a sundress..; 
a fright little geometric print^sun 
dress of soft easy care knit. Turn it 
into suit with its own short sleeved 
jacket. Wedtfewood blue tiny ribb 
e d  j a c k e t  a n d . .  b o d i c e ,  
blue/white/red print skirt.: and 
trim. Sizes 5 to 13, $30. 
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The University's administration and Board of Regents are once again 
nioving against longtime critics The Daily Texan and Student v 
Government. This time around, however, the punitive action could be, 
terminal. As usual, the administration's move has come with little 
warning and a. total lack of ^onsulta,tion. with the student institutions 
involved. V ' ^ 
|f THE PROPOSAL INVOLVES a reorganization of the student services 
fee changing The Daily Texan and Student Government td an optional 
checkoff basis. 
Student Government's loss of the $20,000 student fee allocation would 
almost surely mean the demise of organized student services and politics 
conducted by and for students. The Texan might fare slightly better: 
general manager of Texas Student Publications Loyd Edmonds says he 
"thinks" The Texan could survive for a year. After that time period no 
one knows. '/•' 
The move to voluntary funding comes from a System law office 
recommendation. President Stephen Spurr says his office had originally 
recommended retention of the present fee arrangement with the addition 
*of an optional $2 for women's athletics. Spurr says LeMaistre's office 
informed him of an obscure amendment of the Texas Education Code in 
House Bill 83, Subsection B, Section 54.503, designed to give "financial 
relief to part-time students and graduate students enrolled at institutions 
of higher education." 
Mike Quinn, assistant to. the chancellor, says LeMaistre requested an 
attorneygeneral'sruting i>nthe a^endmenLeiL 
attorney general's office has not returned a judgment but the System law 
office went ahead and formulated one anyway: "in the interest of 
formulating the student fee rates for preregistration." 
UNDER THE PRESENT METHOD of funding students pay $3.50 to a 
maximum of $30 for student services fees. Under this system students 
taking nine hours pay the maximum rate of $36. Under the new System 
ruling fulltime students register in at 12 hours — which thus requires an 
altered fee schedule. Taking 12 hours as a "full load" maximum, the 
System has divided 12 into the $30 fee and thusr arrived at a $2.50 figure — 
$1 less per hour in service fee payments for part-time and graduate 
stMentsTTB^ifferenceln UT revenue from part-time students will total 
$230,000. I--— 
THE TEXAN ASKED SPURR if the administration had considered the 
implications of his recommendation for the future of student life through 
operation of Student Government and The Texan. He says the 
administration considered "all the alternatives," but, required to make a 
choice—came up with funding for the students' attorney, bus service, 
Student Healthr*Center and the intramural program. We asked Spurr if 
$156,000 for The Texan and Student Government did not take precedence 
over $355,000 for intramurals: he said it did not. He Said, "As you well 
know I've alw^ySbeen a strong supporter of The Daily Texan," and added 
he felt certain The Texan would continue to serve as the major newspaper 
on campus. Spurr did not comment on the future of Student Government. 
The recent mqvesjnuSfbe^uewed in the context of the administration's 
and regents' long history of hostility against The Daily Texan and Student 
Government. In 1971 the regentSrJ^d by Frank Erwin, instigated a year­
long battle to "get" The Daily Texani which had uncovered the Bauer 
House scandal. In that year the regents also cut the budget of Student. 
Government and threatened to destroy the Office of Students' Attorney. 
In early January of this year The Texan learned of Regent Erven's vow to 
have The Texan placed on a voluntary funding basis as his last major act 
as a regent. We are now viewing the culmination of Erwin's tenure, one 
characterized by sporadic but effective attempts to destroy the campus' 
two elected student institutions. 
IN ADDITION TO the regents' antistudent history, the circumstances 
of this present move warrant serious questioning. They include questions 
on: _ _ : — 
• The intent and purpose of House Bill 83, subsection B, section 54.503. 
House legislators were out of town Thursday afternoon for the funeral of 
Hawkins Menefee. The Texan has thus been unable to learn anything 
about the amendment's intent or origin. There can be no question the 
System knew about passage of the provision; most probably the System 
iftstigated the amendment. 
• The System's use of its Own attorneys' ruling on the bill. The System 
has requested a ruling from the attorney general. Failing to obtain the 
ruling at this date, the System will operate under its own 
"interpretation." , 
• The secrecy with which the proposed change was formulated. By law 
.the regents are not required to release recent agendas until two days, 
before meetings. The Texan learned of the proposed changes only 
Wednesday evening at a System press briefing. Student Government, 
which would be devastated by the loss of funds, was not notified at all. 
It seems incredible, but true. With one and a half days notice the 
administration and Board of Regents ostensibly standipoised to cutoff the 
financial base of The Daily Texan and Student Government. In practical 
terms that financial base means the continued existence of those 
institutions. We invite students to view the fateful decision by attending 
the Friday meeting, located in the regents' meeting room directly across 
from the Main Library entrance. At that meeting Texas' heaviest 
Democratic politicos could vote to erode the only, elected voices for the 








By STEVE RUSSE! 
and ' 
. DAVE RISHER 
Wednesday's election finally delivered 
Student Government from the depths of 
depravity. The sordid story began in 1970, 
when a comsymp hippie named Jeff Jones 
wrenched the throne from the rightful 
heirs. This was the year that students first, 
acted on the idiotic notion that they should 
oppose the Board of Regents when the 
regents ignore the best interests of the 
University. 
The 1970 election returns were an 
-irrational result of the events of 1969. The 
electorate was unduly inflamed by a 
picture in The Texan of Frank Erwin 
applauding the Waller Creek Massacree, 
and drew the asinine conclusion that then-
• president Joe Krier was unresponsive just 
because he didn't get arrested with other 
students over a few old trees. Anyone 
could see at the tiihe that the Sierra Club's 
temporary restraining order was just a 
cheap publicity stunt. Had the Sierra Club 
and the handful of student malcontents 
succeeded, today's studenttody would be 
denied the breathtaking beauty of 
Bellmont Hall. 
Another issue exploited in the Jones 
coup was the scrapping of the Program for 
Educational Opportunity by the 
University.PEO was a perfectly useless 
plan that only helped a few minority 
students; hardly a valid' concern for 
but it's forgotten now so it couldn't 
~been very important. 
• Jones' election naturally resulted in the 
regents cutting funds for Student 
fGoverhment. Jones spent his term 
yaipping about this war and about minority 
recruitment and about the farm workers, 
whoever they aire, while his vice-president 
mumbled something about the economic 
and political power of students and spent 
his time fooling with voter registration, 
co-ops and other irrelevant stuff. / 
| In 1971, the law schoot joined the 
conspiracy with the election of, Bob 
Binder, and law students have been too 
damn uppity ever since. .Wben Sandy 
Kress came here from Berkeley, he found 
well developed cadres already firmly 
implanted in the bureaucracy of Student 
Government, 
All told, the usurpers controlled Student 
Government for four years, and what have 
we got to show for it but one hassle after 
another? And what about all the energy 
student politicos have wasted on grown-up 
politics? Oh, we've elected a sheriff here 
and a councilman there, but mostly 
students get behind complete losers like 
Farenthold and McGovern. What a waste! 
This year, the rightful'rulers finally used 
their innate subtlety to regain their 
standing. 
; Watch out Harry — it will eat your 
innards out, it will defuse the very 
^ .  t a. "firecrackers.of your 
student govef«&ii^^" represents aff ' the sta-pressed searaHn'iwir pants 
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There was also something about a war, 
comes 
By GARY H. NEWTON 
The spirit was freedom and justice 
Its keepers seemed generous and kind 
The future of the next 10 years of Austin 
lsbeing planned at 1:39 p.m. Sunday in the 
Union Main Ballroom. Whether Austin 
will sprawl out into plastic suburbia with 
ticitacs like Dallas and Houston or 
preserve its unique natural environment is 
up to you. 
Its leaders were suppose to serve the 
country 
Now they don't pay it no mind 
Cause the people got fat and grew lazy 
Now their vote is a meaningless joke 
The Austin Tomorrow Program i| tfi$e 
The nature of many older neighborhoods 
is being destroyed by poor quality, high 
density apartments, which usually 
eliminate any signs 
out as. a champion of 
supporting the results 
Tomorrow "Program. 
the people by 
of the Austin 
grounds because of the need for parking 
area. The University neighborhoods are 
the most densely populated in the city, and 
many developers desire to make a lot 
more money by building more apartments 
in these neighborhoods. Our chamber of 
commerce is advertising for industry to 
come to Austin, which will bring more 
pie, more congestion, more taxes. Our 
city1"-government encourages new 
subdivisions by giving the. developers 
rebate ion their investment in utilities. 
ine Ubijn to orro  rtugrmn while we are experiencing an 
first time.toe city government of Austin energy crisis, they encourage electricity 
has asked all of its citizens how they would 
like to see Austin in the future. So far in 
the University neighborhoods the response 
has been far from encouraging. The first 
meeting in this area had about 90 people 
attend it — in an area which is supposed to 
be politically, socially and 
environmentally aware and active! 
Yes the monster's on the loose 
It's put our heads into the noose 
And just sits there watching 
The cities have turned into jungles 
And corruption is strangling the land 
The input from these meetings will 
decide what goes into the master plan and 
how or if we will deal with the problems 
that face this community. Over 50 percent 
of the downtown and University land area 
is covered with automobile related 
facilities, and there are plans to widen 
streets in these areas to bring more autos 
with more pollution and congestion into 
our neighborhood. SUN stopped the 
University Street Plan until the master 
plan goes into effect. This neighborhood 
must make its feelings known. 
usage by giving cheaper rates for larger 
users. Do you want these practices to 
continue? 
America where are you now . 
Don't yoii care about your sons and 
daughters •» • 
Don't you know we need you now 
We can't fight alone against the monster 
John Kay/Jerry Edmonton 
Many of you are probably wondering, 
"How do I know the City Council will do 
what is suggested?" There is no guarantee 
that they will; however if 10,000 voting 
citizens participate as was originally 
planned, then their request will be hard to 
refuse. It would be political suicide for any 
politician to ignore that large a group of 
his constituents. Most politicians are 
likely to hop on the bandwagon and come 
follows: From 1:30 to 2 will be 
registration; at the same time a program 
on-the condition vf the University 
neighborhoods, prepared by planning 
students, will be presented. After 
registering you will pick one of the nine 
interest areas — economy," population, 
transportation, housing, core area, 
neighborhoods, environment, land use, or 
health and social services. The people 
interested in these subjects will break up 
into groups with six to ten people in each. 
For the next hour the group will discuss 
the problems affecting their topic. For the 
next 45 minutes problems will be listed, 
and the top six will be chosen. Then the top 
six goals will be chosen. 
The success of Austin Tomorrow can 
guarantee that Austin will preserve its 
beautiful, unique environment. Theise 
meetings could,,be the beginning of 
returning the decisions of government 
back to the people. It could be the 
beginning of neighborhood control over 
. itself. Only you can make it work. Come 
meet your neighbors and discuss the 
problems and their solutions, which will 
affect you. If anyone is interested in 
canvassing to get people to this meeting 
come to 611 W. 22nd St. at 2 p.m. Saturday. 
You can make the difference. 
Gary H. v Newton is neighborhood 
coordinator for this meeting. 
yes, Harry, BEWARE, for no longer can 
the pupils of higher education exist in their 
nonmechanized saturation of natural good-
things. Yes, Harry, it's coming to get us 
and it's bigger than everything we can 
muster.  It 's  the KRESS-ROHN 
MACHINE, by God. 
"Tell me, Ms. Kelly, to whom does 
'swigging scotch with Erwin' refer?" 
"No one. It's just an allusion." • > 
-An allusien te whom^——^ -
No one." 
"How about 'furthering a boyfriend's 
statewide political career?'" 
"That's an allusion, too." 
"Oh." 
Vote for the candidate which furthers 
his or hers or anyone's political 
bedfellow's political ambition the 
mostest. For then comes democracy, 
running down the West Mail and into 
today's regents meeting. It could be "X-
rated if the slanders were on film. 
Take a slap at the nearest female, but 
wait Harry, she's not a female. By God, 
she's a machine. A regular input-output 
legal brief mechanization that spits out 
elitist candidates from the inner depths of 
the law library. She can't even, pour a 
pitcher of beer correctly, 
Come the day, and the true rulers 
converge on the Main Mall, outnumbering 
the forces of evil at least five to one, 
shouting "Stop the „ machine! Stop the 
machine!" And stop it they did. This 
election is no fluke, it's a turning point. It 
portends a new constructive relationship 
with the Board of Regents. Sweetmeats 
will flow again, and no usurper will dare 
come forward when the power of the 
bootlick dynasty to deliver the boodle is 
apparent to all. 
Ah,  the evi l  
PAIN 
People's Assembly to Impeach Nixon will rally on the Main Mall 
Friday. State Rep. Ron Waters will speak, and eager impeachmovers 
up for bus rides to Houston ($4 round-trip) for Nixon's March 19 speech 
splendid tiiUe is guaranteed for all 
machinery is dead, 
into the very souls of the 
movements. Housemates no 
drummed 
liberation 
longer rule this cemented, demented land 
of scholarly churning. The monkey wrench 
has found its mark, and the machine is 
spurting, crackling and sputtering its way 
to the pit. By God, Harry; Round-Up will 
return. 
flflnQ line 
Beware of regents bearing Greeks 
r»1 _. • iniAlrn nM#i MMIMASm f ...  !__1 1 _ _ 1_ _ p 1 . .. 1 . t_ • . _ 1 _ i . . j i .1 « . I t To the editor: 
v In the bitterest election in the history of 
the University, Frank Fleming has 
resorted to ^he safest forms of name-
calling. He's gotten two losers to do it for 
him; If the student body considers this 
second-hand invective as grounds on 
which to vote, allow us to provide our own 
in support of Lee Rohn. 
The key issue seemed to start as a 
division of the University along the lines of 
"conservative vs. liberal." But supporters 
for Fleming have tried to shift the 
emphasis to the "dirty politics of the 
Mayor Daley coalition" that backs Rohn. 
Initially, we tended to disapprove of this 
coalition concept also. But we .have: been 
enlightened recently a to the nature of the 
coalition behind Fleming. We spent la$t 
Wednesday night awaiting election 
returns at The Daily Texan office with a 
group including Fleming and a few of his 
crbnies. When Frank became aware of his 
runoff status, he and his army jubilantly -
started off to celebrate. On their way out, 
they stopped long enough to extend 
invitations to a vice-presidential 
candidate and his friends. A rough 
transcript of the invitation follows: 
"We're going over to split a keg with 
Enwin. Why don't you come and become 
: an administrative candidate too?" 
- It's time that Fleming stood up and let 
his coalition be counted too — Erwin's 
overwhelming support is not to be taken 
' lightly. If Fleming wants to talk about 
coalitions, that's fine, but in reality^, the 
voters are choosing between a group of 
students and a coalition of administrators. 
Mariana Ratney 
. Matt Jones. 
(Editor's note: the letter printed above 
jwas submitted to The Texan Tuesday but 
 ̂ was not run. The Tef an has traditionally 
not Died partisan letters on election day to 
avoid ontrne or undocumented statements 
to .which a candidate may not respond.) 
tricks and criminal cover-ups of criminal 
actiongi j^AINCFhePeoples Assembly to 
Impeach Nixon) is having a rally at noon 
Friday on the Maiti Mall. Come and bring 
your friends. The purpose of this rally is to 
promo^ the Houston trip. 
Nixon is coming to Jones Hall in 
Houston for a show of support at 7 p.m. 
Tuesday. We intend to show him, and the 
nation, through entirely peaceful means, 
that he doesn't have that support. Charter 
buses will leave Littlefield Fountain at 
noon Tuesday and return at midnight. A 
donation of $4 will be asked for the round-
trip. Take your Junch, skip your class and 
Show the World "What You Think of Nixon. 




I would like to proclaim a gross need in 
i he  gene ra l  a r ea  o f  t he  new 
Communication Complex — that being the 
bicycle  space.  
11:30 
l ack  o f  adequa te  
Wednesday, March 6, at a.m. I 
observed no less than.26 bicycles parked in 
the controversial area known as the Rust-
Ick Box, some quite precariously placed 
on parking meters — and all you bicycle 
riders know what happens to bicycles 
when cars pull away from curbs — the old 
fender-bender bicycle trick. 
Consequently, I would like in this letter 
- to proclaim a just cause — that being the 
placement of several bicycle racks in this 
area' for the gas-saving population of 
bicycle riders. Molly Stafford 
Holland daze 
To the editor: 
Though I have no desire to inpugn the 
professional integrity or intent of- Herb 
Holland, I must say that the factual 
content of his track articles' leaves* much 
to be desired. An example of this occurred 
Monday in his article concerning the 
March 9 meet in Denton. He states that 
Tim Patton twice lapped Lamar Collie (a 
corrected spelling from the Texan article) 
on the way to a glorious victory in the 
t h r e e - m i l e  r u n . —  • / -
This is an interesting statement as Tim 
^Patton did not lap anyone twice not to 
"men t ion  tha t  Co l l i e  wasn ' t  even  in  t he .  
race, having run the half-mile earlier. 
Even if a Texas runner was lapped twice, 
does such a fact deserve news coverage? 
; Admittedly, last year's track reporter, 
Buck Harvey, was negative, on the "big 
business" aspect of college athletics, but 
at least he made an effort to become 
knowledgeable about the sport and factual 
in his reporting. T 
BUI Gamble 
your 
To. the editor: • 
We can't allow three more years of lies, 
leadership. W$ can't ignore five years of 




'Har Majetty Is out of the country-^whieli mofcei her imarter than 
• %  .  . • r " " ' . . .  a B s t i m a a L m  .  «?. 
Quest viewpoint 
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>" Altnough the editorial "Rape: A Vicious Circle," (Daily 
.(Texan, March 8) attempted to deal sympathetically with rape 
. . ..as a "woman's problem," it lacked an analysis of rape as a 
phenomenon inherent in a sexist society. Such an analysis is 
crucial to a clear understanding of the crime. 
„ The socialization of both male and female sex roles sets the 
stage for rape to occur. It is fairly obvious that aggression, 
^•especially with respect to sexual achievement, is the sine qua 
non of masculinity in our culture. For a woman to be worth 
'having she must be obtained by the man throuj^i some effort. 
inaccessible to men. Men and women, therefore, learn io 
pursue mutually exclusive goals. A man who is frustrated in his 
attempts to possess a woman and thereby validate his 
masculinity may eventually feel hostility for the source of his* 
frustration, women. This hostility, coupled with the learned 
masculitie aggressiveness, finds expression in rape. ft«„ 
Real Motivation 
inflictpain, both psychological and physical, on women. Rape is v is the ultimate objectlfication of women: 
an expression of woman-hatred. .$6p -m: If one juxtaposes the common misconceptions about rape^ The cultural stereotype which designates wotnenas passive 
§1 mi 
Cultural role* 
Femininity, on the other hand, involves the suppression of a sociologist Menachem Amir, however, this emphasis on sex is 
: woman's own sexuality and the acceptance of the role of sexual the wrong, one. He found that rapists differ from nonrapists not 
object. Women learn to play hard to get in Order to gain status in the magnitude of their sexual appetite but rather in their 
' One popular misconception about rape is that It is primarily^ unbreakable link between what is considered "normal male 
motivated by a need for sexual release. The rapist is frequently 
viewed as a person virhose desire for sex is so urgent as to cause 
him to resort to force to obtain gratification. According to 
beings is particularly pernicious during a rape trial. The routine 
investigation of a woman's sexual history, used to "prove" 
consent in a rape case, reveals the legal attitude towards 
freedom of choice for women. A. woman who deviates from -
prescribed norms by living with a ̂ man or by having a number of7 r 
sexuality" and aggression against women. " sexual affairs can expect no justice if she is rapeg.. Having 
3 This socially sanctioned bond between sex and violence leads' violated the social law which deems every woman some man'i 
(that women unconsciously want rape and that men rape 
women to release pent-up sexual desire) with *the facts about 
rape (that it is primarily a violent and jsecondarily a sexual 
crime) it becomes evident that thereexists in this culture an 
as desirable objects. If these conditions are extended to the 
extreme, the ultra-masculine itian would be one who .is 
unhindered by any obstacle in the quest for his woman, and the 
ultra-feminine woman would be one who is completely 
more firing line 
proclivity for expressing violence and rage. 
In view of the high incidence of violence accompanying rape 
(not to mention the frequency with which rape is followed by 
murder) it is clear that rapists are motivated by a need to 
to the confusion on the paH of lawyers, policemen and juries as 
to whether or not a rape victim's complaint can be believed. A 
woman .may be bruised and disheveled when she goes to the 
police, but her credibility is still questioned. Because our 
society tacitly accepts the idea that sex and aggression are 
related, a jury will readily believe that a woman consented to" 
or even provoked what turned out to be a brutal sexual 
encounter. Rape is the logical extension of the male sex role; it 
property, she becomes, in the eyes of the law, any man's: 
property. What is really on trial in a rape case is a womanJfM.-
right to control h6r own sexuality. , ^ 
> While rape crisis centers and self-defense classes are 
necessary to help woman deal with the problem of rape, it must; 
be remembered that they are still coping mechanisms. Rape is' 
a symptom of the disease of sexism in our society, 
A machine is a 
To the editor: 
In the recent election there 
has been some bickering 
about the presence of 
"machines" on campus." 
Not the usual machines, 
such as bulldozers, chain 
saws, cranes or cement 
potiti^iTiiacfimes:Vis<«is<rf 
Hiley Long and Mayor Dale's 
Chicago machine come to 
mind; but was there such a 
powerful organization in this 
election? 
' "Surely a group of candidates 
allied through a common 
desire and formed for one 
election could not be termed a 
machine. They had no 
'anlzatidnTcT 
influence the election and 
could only appeal to students 
as frustrated as themselves. 
Their alliance with other 
chosen representatives came 
about through that common 
desire, the vain hope of 
modifying "University 
priorities" to include student 
priorities. * " . 
Look elsewhere to find a 
powerful organization, though 
not exactly a politically 
motivated machine. A certain 
three extra -initials in their 
names. When elected, they 
can . be counted on- to 








The ttudenli' attorney*, Frank 
Ivy and Ann Bower, aro 
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday 
through Friday in Union 
Building 301. Tola phone 471-
7142. - The ttudenU' attorneys 
will handle landlord-tenant, 
consumer protection, employes' 
right*, taxation and insurance 
cases. Crinliinal ca*e« and 
domestic problems by appoint-
ment only. 
status quo as it is determined j 
by the one-and-only almighty 
"machine." 
Ef fecti  ve po 1 i  t  i  c a 1 
organization is beyond 
possibility on this carrtpus, as 
far as coordination of the 
lower ranks is concerned. One 
quickly becomes aware of the 
concerned student gets 
pecked. And we all know who 
the peckers iare. 
Patrick Dryden 
Signa Phi Nothing 
Some honor 
To the editor: 
Thp prnmntinml 
^ »s» 
Susan Raleigh is a student in psychology, 
J? 
students^ the organization 
invited my friend to pay an $18 
membership fee that could be 
won back in a $3,000 
fellowship or in a $100 prize to 
each of four runner-ups. 
If $18 -seems a little steep, 
note "this includes your 
membership certificate, your 
year subscription to the Phi 
Kappa Phi Journal." 
•4 And that's not all. There's 
an initiation ceremony in the 
Academic Center Auditorium, 
and for an additional $3.50 you 
can attend a banquet given in 
your honor at the UT Student 
$ 
* 1-V-
Union Junior Ballroom; , 
My friend remarked, "It's 
great to be honored, but why 
do they have to come on like a 
mail-order record club? I've 
seen better offers on the back^ 




To the editor: 
UT ^students 'are getting 
together to prepare an 
informed reception for Nelson 
A. Rockefeller 's 
"Commission of Critical 
Choices for Americans" 
:%hjch will be meeting at the 
LBJ School April 1 and 2. 
Commission members include 
Gerald FOrd, Henry 
K is si  nger,  T re as ur y 
Secretary George Schultz and 
CBS Chairman William Paley. 
The UT reception group,' 
."The People's Commission on_ 
mopt at 
10:30 a.m. Saturday in Union 
Building 334 to discuss plans 
and hear draft reports on 
Rockefeller's role in the 
Vietnam war, the U.S. 
empire, police and . prison 
repression, the 
mismanagement of the 
national economy and to 
examine the makeup of the 
commission. 
All interested people are 
invited to attend. U 
$ t Hal Womack., ' 
First year law student 
DOONESBURV 
sweepstakes gimmick seems 
to be getting a little out of 
hand. A friend of mine 
received a letter the other day 
from an organization called 
"The Honor Society of Phi 
Kappa Phi." In an offer 
ostensibly limited to a select 
group of truly outstanding 
I'M lOSING /VW PATIENCE 
WITH WSIfc.'WE HAVE 




2 Native metal 
3 Rumors 
4 Buckets 
5 Is mistaken 
6 Beast of 
burden 





11 Measure of 
COME DOWN FROM THERE 
A6HT NOW. ANP LET'S .—, //// 
MARGE, HAS ANKDNE EVER 
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23 Father act!? 
mother 
26 Decays 
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24 Singing voice 
25 Form 
27 Metal strands 
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Students Association, Inc. 
Present 
Daniel Ellsberg 
Sunday, March 17, 8 p.m. ' 
St. Edward's Campus 
• a Men's Gym 
Donation $1.00 
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Or ifcyou prefer, hitch, bicycle, walk or mosey (we're just 3 
half block from campus on 24th Street). 
When you arrive, hop an elevator to the 11th floor and take 
a look around. We think you'll like what you find, but if you don't 
you can always streak, hitch, bicycle, walk or mosey f^ack to 
campus. ' ' J • 
Think it over. Because when you compare our environment 
with others, particularly in terms of cost, we think you'll stay 
us. •' 






•< 4-w'*' i v - f J 
f 
.feat's Carl Mayer's Anniversary Said. 
vmsRemember, you can save 25% on Carl Mayer's entire diamond collection. 
' * (Convenient terms available) ^ - & 
?W»! 
4- " V-
s f *  
* T > 813 Congress* 5517 Balconcs 2A23 S.in Aniomu *- 47H-W1I 
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By BILL TROTT 
Texan Staff Writer 
LUBBOCK - Texas 
Baseball Coach Cliff 
Gustafson is finally getting 
what he expected out of his 
pitching staff, but now the 
slumping Longhorn hitters are 
his main concern.. • — 
A poeerful hitting attack 
carried the LOnghor.ns 
through the first three weeks 
of the season while Gustafson 
watched the Texas pitchers 
struggle and fall short of their 
potential. 
BUT NOW, with its third 
conference series of the 
season coming up this 
weekend with Texas Tech, 
Texas will rely on the much 
improved pitching and' hope 
that its hitters will, come 
around. 
"We're pretty pleased with 
the way our; pitchers have 
been, throwing in the last 
seven or eight games," 
Gustafson said, "but werre 
very concerned with the 
Tech To Play Weekend 
hitting. Latejy it's been 
pathetic. " 
V,!"That may seem like 
stretching the point," said 
Gustafson, whose team still is 
hitting an impressive .325, 
"but against Texqs Lutheran 
(a Tuesday doubleheader) 
their starters just handcuffed 
us." A 
The Texas-Texas Tech 
baseball games will be 
broadcast live at 3 p.m. 
Friday aqd at 1 p.m. Saturday 
on KOKE-AM (1370). 
^ Things were worse in last 
weekend's series with Rice in 
which Texas suffered its only 
defeat of the season. The 
Longhorns, 21-1 for the year 
and 5-1' in conference 
collected only 15 hits in the 
three games against one of the * 
better pitching staffs in the 
Southwest Conference. 
Third baseman Keith 
Moreland, who was hitting 
over .600 a couple of weeks 
ago. found the trip to Houston 
especially frustrating and 
failed to get a,tuUn nine at.-, 
bats. -• 
MORELAND is still Kitting 
over .400 but like some of the 
other Texashitters, has been 
slumping badly. 
Catcher Rick Bradley has 
hit only-i087 for the last seven 
games and center-fielder 
David Reeves' batting 
average has Jbfeen dropping 
off, too. 
"It's just an oldtime 
slump,'' Gustafson explained, 
"and everybody's in it 
together. •., " 
"Hitters are usually hot for 
a whilev and it's unusual for 
them to all get hot-at once," 
he said, "and it looks like 
everybody just Pooled off at 
opce.',' 
Gustafson hopes to get good 
performances from pitchers 
Richard Wortham, Rick 
Burley and Jim Gideon in 
Lubbock this weekend --
should the Texas hitters still 
be cold. '; *V 
m ^ 
Wortham (#0) wilHfart thf 
3 p.m. Friday game with 
Burley (5-0) and Gideon (6-0) 
scheduled to start Saturday's 
^pubteheader. 
k? Tech, 3-9 for the season and 
'1-2 after. facing TCU in 
conference play, will counter 
with John Davidson on 
, Friday, Steve Brock and all-
;SWC pick Randy Prince, who 
lost only to Texas last year. 
"WE'RE A real young team 
and we've been doing a lot of 
moving around," said Tech 
Coach Cal Segrest, explaining 
the Raiders' problems. 
."We've had inconsistent 
hitting and fielding and 
haven't had a real set ball club 
and it's affected us but I think 
we're picking up each week 
Meanwhile, Gustafson and 
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Baseball Coach Cliff Gustafson 
DO YOU OWN A 
VOLKSWAGEN - MGB 
* TOYOTA - DATSUN? 
AMM - PORT CAR CLINIC 
GILBERT'S AUTOMOTIVE INC. 
' 'u , - - ,  T l  v  I t  the  place  to  have i t  
Skrvimf or R(pa(r«l. 







5440 burnet road 
STILLWATER, Gkla. - The 
f  i - r s t  annual  Cowboy 
Invitational Golf Tournament 
will open here Friday, withihe 
Longhorns attempting to 
outplay three teams that beat 
them two weeks ago at the 
Boeder Olympics in Laredo, 
One  of  those  teams,  
Oklahoma State, will be 
playing oji its home course.. 
"Oklahoma State's got a 
pretty good team. They're 
enough compet i t ion  by  
themselves,'.' Golf Coach 
George Hannon said. 
HANNON HAS good reason 
for thinking that Oklahoma 
State is enough competition. 
The Cowboys beat Texas by 37 
strokes at the border, and that 
was on a neutral course. 
"  Nor th  Texas  S ta te  and  
Southern  Methodis t  
University took the Longhorns 
by  19  and  7  s t rokes ,  
and  they  a l so  wi l l  be  a t  
Stillwater. 
Texas had problems at the 
border; The putting was off 
and  senior  Tony Pfaf f  
withdrew with back trouble in 
the last round. Unfortunately, 
the Longhorns have had 
problems a t  every ,  
tournament this year. 
"IT SEEMS like every 
tournament we play good 
while we're qualifying and 
then we blow it when we get 
there ,"  sophomore  Tim 
Wilson said. 
Warren Aune, Johnny Dill, 
Scott Hanie, Jim Mason and 
week. Pfaff is still having 
back trouble and did not 
attempt to qualify. 
The Longhorns also will 
have to contend with the 
University of Oklahoma, 
Drake and five other schools 
in the tournament. 
Future Uncertain 
i Leaks' Surgery 
m ' - 1 ' e . v. ®S|' 
ir^iln{u|yM 
Surgery on Roosevelt Leaks' right knee was termed a 
Thursday, but it is still unlikely that Texas' All-America . 
fullback will play next fall. - - >'. K $$£ % 
There was speculation, however, that Leaks may be 
shirted and use up his final season of eligibility in 1975. ^ 
5££ - "It looks like that is pretty well it for 1974," said Head Coach ;; 
Darrell Royal. "We have received no encouragement from our-
surgeon Jfor this .1411. We are hopeful he can rehabilitate and be 
ready for 1975." . ' 'V,- " • :M , v| 
Leaks suffered ligament fears during a Wednesiiay'aTref^n 
'spring training workout. Defensive back Sammy Mason hit him 
low, and at the same time another player hit him high. Films 
show that Leaks' knee was in the air, not planted on the ground. 
TEAM PHYSICIAN Dr. Paul Trickett operated on the knee 
Thursday. "It was a good repair," Trickett said. "It was a 
complete knee tear. The ligaments were completely separated 
and repaired with a transplant operation. -
"We feel good about the repair and have high hopes he will 
have a good knee," Trickett continued. "But it will take some 
lime forrehabintationaMweare nofggjpcting hinrtoplay this 
fall. > ^ -;V "y.r.'ivf " i - . -
Leaks, whobroke the* single-season and single-game -
Southwest Conference rushing records l^st fall, finished third in 
the 1973 Heisman Trophy balloting. 
"I really feel sorry for Roosevelt," Royal said. "If our team 
could have done well, he would have had an excellent run at the 
Heisman Trophy. He is a rare talent. There is not a team in 
America which can afford to lose his ability." ; , 
LEAKS WILL be eligible for the pro football draft next yeSr, 
and he could conceivably pass up his final year of eligibility for 
the Longhorns and join the pros. " 
If Leaks does not play next year, Texas' chances of winning a 
seventh straight SWC title will be creatlv reduced. The 5-11,220-
. —- „..3 a game, an 
his faking ability is also invaluable. 1 y 
Leaks' replacement probably will be sophomore-to-be Pat 
Kennedy, a 5-11,190-pound fullback who played sparingly for the 
varsity as a freshman last year. _ ^ . 
Leaks' absence also will put a great deal of'pressure oil 
incoming freshman-prospect Earl Campbell; a fullback-
halfback from Tyler who was the most sought-after recruit in 
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Beautiful Colors $750 
•IEATHER SALE * 
goods Varioui kindv colon - 75* per ft. 
Capitol Saddlery 
1614 Lavaca Austin, Texas 478-9309 
JACKSONVILLE,  F la .  
(AP) - John Mahaffey, just 
back from an illhess-ehTorced 
absence, and big Labron 
Harris matched wind-blown 
68s and tied for the first round 
lead Thursday in the $150,000 
Greater Jacksonville Open 
Golf Tournament. 
They shared a one-stroke 
advantage over longshol Steve 
Spray  and  b ig  Leonard  
Thompson, a winner three 
weeks ago in Fort Lauderdale, 
Fla., each with 69. 
SIMPLEX -PRESTIGE 
DERAILLEUR 
STEEL RAT TRAP 
PEDALS WITH REFLECTORS WIDE-FLANGE ALLOY HUBS WITH 
QUICK RELEASE 




$139" *109 00 
in the 
D & M Volkswagen Repair 
SPECIALS 
BRAKES , 
Replace Brake Shoes on All-
4-Wheels. Turn Drums and 
Repack Wheel Bearings 
'29.95 
Disc Brakes EXTRA 
ALIGNMENT 
Align Front End 
Balance Front Tires 
'12.50 
Align Rear End 
Balance Rear Tires 
*12.50 
MAJOR ENGINE TUNE 
*18.do 
Parts and Lab«r 
WARRANTY 
6 months • 6000 miles Parts 
and Labor 
Type IV's and 1972 
Factory Trained Mec 
MASTERCHARGE 
836-4480 
OPEN MONDAY • SATURDAY 7 a.m. t 
611-C West Powell Lane 
hanics 
BAN KAMERICARD 
0 6 p.m. ' ... " 
ones in the 156-man field able_ British Open dhampion Tom 
to break 70 on the Deerwood Weiskopf matched par 72. 
country Club course^^^-Lee Trevino went to 40 on 
the'|front nine and struggled 
home with a 75, three over par 
and seven strokes back. He 
must improve Friday if he is 
to survive the cut for the final 
two rounds  Sa turday  and  
Sunday. 
_.Mahaffey, a baby-faced 25-
year-old who won the Sahara 
Invitational and more than 
$100,000 last season, has 
missed  the  las t  two 
tournaments because of a 
mild case of the flu. 
Mahaffey  used  some 
brilliant sand play to take his 
share of the top spot. He was 
in bunkers on four holes — and 
played those holes one ilrider 
par— " — ̂  
„ C par c 
lakespotted, par-72,7,08^jeard 
layout that played even logger 
because  of  the  ch iRy 
temperatures and a tricky," 
gusty, swirling wind. 
Arnold Palmer headed a 
group at 70, just two strokes 
off the pace. Also at that 
f igure  wer 'e  Mas ters  
champion Tommy Aaron, 
Huber t  Green ,  DeWit t  
Weaver, South African Bobby 
Cole and Nate Starks. 
"Cons ider ing  the  
conditions, it wasn't a bad 
round — but it could have been 
a lot better," the 44-year-old 
Palmer said. 
Australian Bruce Crampton 
was in a large group at 71 and 
lir 
WITH FREE CITY-WIDE PICKUP & DELIVERY ON ALL REPAIRS, 
IT'S HARD TO BEAT OUR SERVICE AFTER THE SALE. 
J? 
44] -374-Z 
itf*1 i •vXi 
BIKE 
COME BY OUR NEWLY REMODELED 
S/E 1905 E. RIVERSIDE DR. SHOP 
rF' ; 
*:0/T16l5 W. 29th • 
if 
" 5  
9jWi CMC 
3515 HYRIDGE 
John J. Monfrey Wine and Liquor Co 
Distributor of Mst llwRibbon and A wW..r B«r Supr.m. 
207 E. 4th 47^4QA1 
11600 LAVACA 
I S353 .BURNET RD. . 
OPEN 10 A.M. fll 9 P;M. 
EVAN WILLIAMS. -» q c 96or90ProofStroightBourbon Wbbkey 5th WoOw 
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p.UV 
ulPsin|lliwito«fLy .. 5H, 18 
OLD CROW r\i i a DT * 70 M Proof Straight Bourbon Whhluy QUART 
•' SHl 4.99 
§SS»nsg.N • ,.3.35 
IL»!NLEYVODKA -2.75 
JOHN JAMESON IRISH c oo »«»•"« D.Vt 
DON Q RUM o AO •OProofPOertoftkanRum 5th Vi4/ 
SOUTHERN COMFORT . e e0 lOOFm^Uqiwur ... Jth 3,37 
SOMBRERO TEQUILA « u 
•O Proof Inm Moxlco y,....k, 5lh O • O w 
J & B RARE e 0« MfraofSnlchWM^y ^_.^„5th 3.7 J 
HIGHLAND MIST o AO SO Proof Scotch Whitky Jth W."T W ' M . 
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:#ALEIGH, N.C. (AP)~Bill Knight scored 34 points, 2% 
them in the second half, leading Pittsburgh past 
Furman 81-78 Thursday night in an opening semifinal 
game of the NCAA Eastern Regional basketball 
t o u r n a m e n t .  ,  1  ~ r  - '  ^  
Pittsburgh, ranked 13th nationally, had its hands iFull 
before breakingiunranked. Furman's eight-game winning 
streak. The victorious Panthers ,«««*».2M, trailed by six 
points eight minutes into the second half after leading at 
intermission, 38-34. v -
A four-point play broke a tie at 72-72 with 3:09 to play 
and gav Pitt the winning momentumt^Kv* 'y&> 
-M mm- -MMm-m*. : 
:as 
. TUSCALOOSA, Ala. (AP) — Campy ftussell, a brilliant 
Junior, poured in 36 points Thursday night, helping 12th-
tanked Michigan up$et third-ranked Notre Dame 77-68 in 




In the East 
4 Russell, a 6-8, 21&-pbunder, dominated the reboundii, 
in the early going and sophomore Wayman Britt scored i: 
points as the underdog Wolverines bolted to a shocking,28-, 
8 lead over the dazed Irish. 
;< Notre Dame, which got 34 points from All-America 
John Shumate, staged 3 remarkable rally in the final six • „ . • „ v - -
minutes of the first half that chopped Michigan's margin was caUcd for an offensive foul, 
at intermission to 34-29.* Kansas held onto the ball for the remaining seconds, 
—1 1 1 aSB Mfflg 
(AP) — Big Eight champion Kansas, trailing 
for much of the game, rallied |n the final four minutes to 
edge upstart independent Creighton 55-54 in the first 
round of the NCAA Midwest fH$gional basketball 
tournament Thursday night 
Tommy Smith's layup'with l:2lremaining erased a 54-
53 Creighton lead and lifted'Kansas to victory.' 
The Bhiejays then controlled the ball until there were 
only 20 seconds left, but lost possession when Ted 
S8K 
< tfx-f 
RALEIGH, ft.C. (AP) — North Carolina State All-
America David Thompson scored 40 points to lead the 
nation's top-ranked basketball team to a 92-78 victory 
over fifth-rated Providence Thursday night and gain the 
finals of the NCAA Eastern Regional tournament. 
North Carolina State, 27-1', has won 25 in a row since 
losing to defending champion UCLA and has taken 27 
straight on its home court in Raleigh. 
Thompson, a 6-4 junior, saved State on a night when the 
Wolfpack as a team hit only 38.6 percent of its shots from 
the field. He scored 24 points in the first half to put his 
team ahead of 44-39 at the intermission and added 16 in 
the last half! -> v\ = -
Over-all, he hit 16 of 29 shots from the fidC eight of 10 
free throws and grabbed 10 rebounds. 
••MB-
im-
I- •(!Z In the Mideast 
»' TUSCALOOSA, Ala''.'?:\^AB^^N^MarqaetUi: 
/ Vanderbilt 69-61 in the National Collegiate 
downed f 
Athletic S 
. Associatjon's Mideast Regional basketball tournament. 
w 
f>, In the Midwest #!lli • •• 
TUCSON, Arte. (APf- All-America Bill Walton's five 
points in the third overtime period kept alive the hopes of 
UCfcA- for an eighth straight National Collegiate 
basketball championship Thursday liight as they beat a 
stubborn Dayton club 111-100 in the opening game of the 
NCAA's Western Regional tournament. 
In the second game, the University ©! NSWMexico 
faced the University t>f San Francisco! - " 
Down 17 points at one time, the Flyers frtiitt Daytiifi 
^rallied behind the sharpshooting«f Mike Sylvester and 
1 Don Smith ta pull even 80-30 at the end of the regulation 
In the West • • • 
Sports Shorts 
. Marquette, ranked eighth, never trailed the sixth-
franked Commodores, although the Warriors did blow a 12 
point lead, only to pull away for a comfortable victory in' 
the final five minutes^ if ^ "•?, y ^ £ «•> & £ 
: ^ jt h it » ""a 
- Vanderbilt, which had thrived on comeback victories 
all year, appeared to have another in the making when 
Joe Ford sank a 10-foot jumper in the lane to lift the : 
Commodores inttf a 51-51 tie. After an* exchange of 
baskets, Marquette went in front to stay at 55-53 on a 25-
footer by reserve Ed Daniels with 4:57 left in the game. 
APTeam 
, TULSA (UPI) — Greg McDougald hit a layup with 28 
seconds left Thursday night to clinch an upset victory by If 
.Oral Roberts over Missouri Valley Conference champion, V-
^Louisville 06-93, to set up a NCAA Midwest regional tittle> 
1"game against Kansas: J . £ ^ ̂ . .vv-t.v,. . it . _ x. « n • 1 "• v *+ a. 
time and the score was knotted 88-88 and„$}48 at the ̂ nd®'5 
of the first two overtime periods. 
The third extra five minutes eqUailla an ftCAi 
tournament record and by that time both UCLA foiwg 
Keith Wilkes and Dave Meyers had fouled out. 
_J>y U with five minutes remaining in the first half, but 6-3 U 
.guard Sam McCants stole the ball six times in that stretch -
• and helped his club knot the score at the intermission, 51-1 
51. ..... • .. J 
= s McCantS; began hitting tagain in the second half and ; 
., finished with 30 points while A1 Boswell contributed 23 • 
~and Anthony Roberts 14. 
Alan Murphy lecl aH Cardinal scorers with 26 points and 
Westley Cox scored 22, 12 of them free throws. > 
^sw^ns^utJihe.Bruins into the tad to s^y^with aahoolC£Xv _ 
shot as the third overtime opened. j ' { 
Dayton, coming to McKale Center with 20-7 record^*" % 
never gave up even though they were rated 20th against;11 
the Bruins who were ranked No. 2 in the Associated Pres^|£"i'4"» 
poll. - #4 
mm Sylvester finished with 36 Is" the high point rrtari^while •; Walton scored 27 and hauled down 19 rebounds. Meyers":%^'1 ? 
t . had 28 points when he fouled out. 
%. NEW YORK (AP) - The 
ringleader of. the."Walton 
Gang" and his chief 
accomplice are among those 
named to the 1974 Associated 
Press All-America basketball 
team. 
Bill Walton and Keith 
Wilkes were named Thursday 
to the blue chip team along 
with David Thompson of 
Shumate of Notre Dame and 
Providence's Marvin Barnes. 
Walton, the most famous 
college basketball player 
since Lew Alcindor was king 
Rain Delays 
Tennis Match 
The Texas tennis team's 
match " with SMU Thursday 
was postponed because of 
inclement weather. The 
match is rescheduled for 2 
. p.m. Friday at Penick Courts. 
In case of rain the match will 
be played in Bellmont Hall at 
9:30 a.m. 
at UCLA in the 1960s, was a 
runaway choice for the third 
straight year by the nation's 
sports wri t e r s a nd 
broadcasters. <h-
Wilkes, who with Walton 
gave UCLA one of the best 1-2 
punches in the game this year, 
was a second-team All-
America in 1973. ^ 4 
Thompson, a magician at 
first team for the second 
straight year, his junior 
,season. 
Barnes, the best major 
college rebounder in the 
nation with a 19 per game 
average, was an Hohorable 
Mention in 1973. It's a first' 
time for Shumate, Notre 
Dame's superior center. 
• • • 
The University will host the 
Texas Collegiate Gymnastics 
Championships Saturday in 
Gregory Gym annex with 
preliminaries beginning at 11 
a.m. finals at 8 p.m. 
Seven other teams beside? 
the Texas team will b"6 
competing including national 
powerhouse Odessa Junior 
College. 
Admission is $1, which is 
good for both preliminary and 
final -rounds. 
• • • 
; ST. LOUIS (AP.) -
Fifteenth-ranked Southern 
California, led by junior guard 
early lead and withstood 
ragged second half to 
; underdog Southern Methodist 
82-70, in the Collegiate 
Commissioners basketball 
tournament Thursday night. 
Williams scored 27 points as 
the Trojans advanced the 
Pacific Eight team into 
Sunday's semifinals against 
the winner of the Friday night 
Kansas State-Bradley game. 
Sophomore Ira Terrell 
scored 18 of his 20 points 
SMU and teammate Oscar 
Roan hit all 15 of his points in 
the second half. > ' 
f4<(4t£»t4. "Ht4V€AC 
* The Basics,. 




All You Should lot 2.99 
~ff mmmm mm 1J-1 ^0IW Sandwich 
•BlPVV Beef Sandwich 




FREE DRINK STUDENT ID 
• 12th & Red River 8311 Research 5501 Airport Blvd. 
\S W 
I 
Rose of Portugal 
5th 
1 Speciall 
BOTTLE SHOPS & SPARTAN LIQUORS! 
Auttin't leading Win* A SpMf's 
HACKG&Tf » 3S*itonaiuBr 
SFKIA1S(SCHWARTZ KATZ 
Delightful Qerman WNta Wine 
^ •a,'*" i 
CASTIL RUBUON 
LAMBRUSCO T' JLOi 
lust ask at Riuben's • 
for "REUBEN'S CASTLE" B # # 5th 
STRAWBERRY WINE 
5th 79' 
RED MOUNTAIN Jug Winis 1.69 
Burgundy, Rose, diablis, PinkChablis ..1^ GAL. 
LEINEN Schwartt Katx '71 
BAUER Schwartx Katx '72 
RUDOLF MUUERSchwartx Kat» '71 
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6 fir's 1.33 
Pinot Noir, Pink 
Chablis, Soutern«, Chablis 
by LOPEZ 
SANGRIA Sol do MAJORCA 
APPLE WINE Boono's Farm 
WILD MOUNTAIN Wim 
anc. 
' VT5f<*" < 
—37,, ..y/a"..1: J£i— 
*mm% 
That's why you can be certain that the beer you find 
behind a Lone Star label is as fine a beeras is # 
t tbrewed in the world. Because Lone Star has always 
paid the price for the best of everything it takes to 
make a truly great premium quality beer We're | 
fcloing it now. We always will.: -\K;i Jj 
bu see, you folks; of the^Big Country^are thel 
proudest people on earth. And Lone Star is " 
baer. You ju,st wouldn't have it any Qth§^a 
S* V jt 1--. *.V would we, . . „ < , 
^ "Amirî 'i Fllest Beer 
XftM Star Bur Co. of Austin 
-•1 = J/ 
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UT Women To 
w III 
By CHRIS BARBEE 
Tena Staff Writer 
The Teus wonen't 
bukefbtll (Mm «9I toy to 
keep its season alive this 
weekend as it enters the 
District IV basketball 
tournament directed tgp tbe 
Texas Association for 
Intercollegiate Athletics for 
Women (TAIAW). 
„ All tournament games will 
be played on the main floor of 
Gregory Gym: The first 
women's game played on the 
main floor was Jan. 30, when 
Texas played Southwest 
Texas State University. 
This weekend's tournament 
will be the first district 
tournament for women ever 
played in Gregory. Another 
first for women's games at 
Texas Lutheran College of 
Seguin and Trinity University 
of San Antonio will get the 
tournament under way at 9 
a am. Fridays TLC enters the 
tournament with a £-0 season 
record. Trinity, which has 
played 17 gamcs_ttUs_yeaî _ 
enters the contest with a 7-10 
record. 
The Longhoros will match 
their skills against St Mary's 
at 10:90 Friday. Texas has a®-
.9 season record, and St. 
Mary's has a M record. 
Southwest Texas State will 
play the winner of the TLC-
Trinity game at 1:30 p.m. 
Friday. SWT has a 14-4 
record, while Baylor is 16-4. 
The tournament champion 
will be determined by double 
elimination. Trophies will be 
the winners bradcet uri play 
Baylor. 
If the Horns lose to St. 
Mary's, they will fall into the 
losers bracket and play at 6 
p.m. Friday. 
A consolation game will be 
playedatl:3Qp.m. Saturday. 
The first and second place 
teams will advance to the 
TAIAW State Basketball 
Tournament at Tarleton State 
University in Stephenville, 
March S9 and 30. 
Several teams participating 
in the tournament have 
already played each other this 
a sone press defense against 
St. Mary's and then drop into 
a regular zone if necessary; 
Page has not seen St. Mary's 
play this year, and he doesn't 
know anything about them 
other than that they have not 
played many games. _ 
STARTING FOR Texas 
Friday will be 5-5 freshman 
guard Cindy Hill, 5^7 
sophomore guard Rita Egger, 
5-6 junior forward Treva 
Trice, 5-10 sophomore center 
Debbie Turnbough and 5-10 
sophomore forward Jody 
Thorne 
Ms. HiU leads Texas' 
scoring with 156 points this 
season, followed by Ms. Egger 
with 111. Ms. Turnbough leads 
the team in rebounds with 90, 
while Ms. Thorne has 61 and 
_Ms. Trice, 70. 
Paula Muecke, a 5-9 Junior 
forward who is not a starter, 
has given the Horns a lot of 
strength off the bench. 
Playing as a substitute^ Ms. 
Muecke has scored 81 polpts 
and has gathered 56 rebounds 
this season, ; 
services which will be places. . 
available during the SHOULD THE Longhoros 
tournament. Admission is win the opener with St. 
M*ry>s> tbeywi11 *dv>nce to 
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KiIINR (HipMi owl 
cKtck w UMiwy 
AMIM BmaUn 
R. F. loKnwn 
1601 9*yol . OrMt No. 
Austin, T«m 71741 
"CB" SMITH VOLKSWAGEN 
BSONNCnil 
r«fl mo, M.M mAm 
VWSOAN 
stirMlrin 
SWT defeated Texas three 
times, 56-36, 52-32 and 63-35 
and also has beaten Trinity 
twice, 61-30 and 52-39. 
Baylor beat Trinity twice, 
TLC defeated Trinity twice 
this season, 50-28 and 66-21. 
St Mary's has lost to TLC, 
44-37 and to Trinity, 41-35. 
RODNEY PAGE, coach of 
the Texas team, said Baylor 
and SWT are probably the two 
strongest teams in the 
tournament In its first game 
of the season, Baylor defeated 
Texas A&M, 75-94. Last week 
the Aggies downed Texas, 52-
39. 
Page said his team will use 
••••••!•••••••••••• 
• , The largest ' 
• .. Selection of • 
! RECORDERS: 
• la Taxes . • 
J frwn$2.25«P • 
5 See US for 
• Recordefs 4 
• Recorder Music 
• AmifarM^Se 
Astros,Rangers Lose 
WINTER HAVEN, Fla. 
(UPI) — Carlton Fisk clubbed 
two home runs, one ai 
towering blast which would 
lightpole not gotten in the 
way, and the Boston Red Sox 
ran their Grapefruit League 
winning streak to four games 
by beating the Houston Astros 
8-2 Thursday. 
Reggie Cleveland, picked up 
by Boston from the St. Louis 
Cardinals in the offseason, 
was sharp' in' a five inning 
outing, yielding just an infield 
1624 Lavaca 




I S A  
TO THE 
SOUL 
hit and walking two batters. 
• • • 
POMPANO BEACH (AP) 
Jim. Palmer hurled four 
scoreless innings and Don 
Baylor went three-for-three to 
pace an 18-hit' Baltimore 
attack as the Orioles whipped 
the Texas Rangers, 12-3, 
Thursday afternoon; 
Palmer allowed only three 
hits while walking two, 
striking out three and hitting 
one batter. Rookie Paul 
Mitchell blanked the Rangers 
for two more innings before 
Wayne Garland coughed up a 
run in the seventh and two in 
. the ninths - - 4- -*=•- r 
•••••••••••'••••••a* 
4 • • 








Pick-up Service Available • 
•••••••••••••••••a* 
_ ilKi 
olegiewicz To Get 
at Rice 
Mmm 
By HERB HOLLAND 
iV* Texan Staff Writer 
- — HOUSTON — Junior weightman Bishop 
Dolegiewicz will be in Montreal Friday 
night to do some '"PR" 'work before 
joining the rest of the Texas track team 
for a quadrangular meet at Rice Saturday, 
sis "When we talk about 'PR,' that means 
personal record," rDolegiewicz said 
Thursday. "And the most I can hope to do 
is set a new personal record." 
Dolegiewicz will compete for his native 
Canada in an indoor meet with France. 
The man to beat as far as Dolegiewicz is 
concerned is Frenchshotputter Yves 
Brouzet, who tnrows ''somewhere 
between 66 and 67 feet." 
Dolegiewicz set a University record in 
place third in the NCAA Indoor 
Championship meet last weekend in 
Detroit. 
. Dolegiewicz will compete Friday night 
and immediately board a plane for 
Houston so he doesn't miss Saturday's 
meet 
"I'il have to fly all night," he said. "I'll 
be pretty tired after a night with no 
sleep." 
But Dolegiewicz won't be the only tired 
member of the Texas track team. 
"We've had some real good working 
days this week," Te&as Track Coach 
Cleburne Price said Thursday. "But we'll 
still be a little tired this weekend.-
"But this is the time of year to be 
tired," Price said. 
ti 
Prices, keeping with his philosophy of 
taking the track season slow and steady, 
sip§ 
IS ,,, 
hasn't been working the sprinters on speed^F 
drills much this year. 
—"I seldom take-a stopwatch out tofyrf 
practice with me," he said. "If you have af ;; 
stopwatch in your hand, then the athletes^ 
will try to beat it every time. Some 
coaches can't go out there without one. 
"I don't believe you can develop speeds 
by spading," Price said. "You develop"' 
speed by strength." 
Besides Rice, the host school, Texas will;! 
face Houston and Lamar Saturday, a 
welcome break from Baylor, which beat 
the Horns last weekend in Denton. 
"Baylor's ahead of us right now, but I- :: 
don't know what kind of conditioning 
they're doing," Pfice said. "They have; 
some quality people who tend to run well. 
"Tim Son Tiad TpheWranal tnple last," 
week," Price said of the Baylor sprinter. " 
"Baylor could possibly have the best 
team in the.history of the school," Price 
said. • 
But things should be much easier, for the 
Horns against Rice, UH and Lamar than 
against Baylor. Texas once again will be 
at full strength, personnel-wise, even 
though sprinters Overton Spence, Marvin 
Nash and David McKee are recovering 
from injuries suffered last week. 
Price also said that quartenniler Billy 
Jackson will be entered for the first time 
in the 440-yard intermediate hurdles. 
"It should be a good track meet," Price 
said. "There will be some good individuals 
in each event. 
"But when points are totaled, we'll 
win," Price said. "I don't want to sound 
egotistical, but I don't want to sound 
ridiculous either." ' 
© QUALITY SERVICE ®  
Y O U R  A U T H O R I Z E D  D O W N T O W N  M  
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Your Jeweler Can Engrave On 
Back Time. Piece end Distance. 
A Lasting Memento Of The 
Springot 1974 
UMKMAIt OaiVHtt 
Ssdl Qwdi sr Mmwv Ot4*t Is 
HAMILTON 
•m INI, Wiriass, OUs. 7NH 
Photographic - Backpacking 
Trip 
Copper Canyon, 
March 28 - April 7 
Fee: *99.00 






• 2 bedroom, 1V4 bath 
• large enough for a 
study room 
• furnished 
• all bills paid 
only 
$175.00/mo. 
• plenty of parking 
• city transit to campus 
• 2 swimming pools 
• 24 hour maintenance'. 










Before you make plans to go to 
Europe, don't forget your Travelers' 
Oieck. That is the typeof Travelers' 
Q»ck that Merit Travel can provide 
for you—a thorough checklist of 
everything you need to know before 
embarking for Europe. Since our staff 
has been to Europe almost as many 
times as Henry Kissinger, they know 
all the ins-and-outs of European 
travel and will help you plan your 
trip. So before you travel to Europe 
this year, first check with Merit Travel. 
Here's how to get there. 
Charter Flight 
VIA CAPITAL INTERNATIONAL AIRWAYS 
May SMkJuly 11. Dallas to Brussels— 
Paris to Dallas 
Charter Right exclusively for Uni­
versity of Texas students, faculty, 
and staff and their immediate fami­
lies. Price based on a prorata share 
of the total charter cost (183 seals). 
The flight is aboard Capital Inter­
national Airways, an American 
Certified Supplemental Air Carrier 
whoae demonstrated dependability ~ 
has enabled it to 
be a U.S. Govern­
ment contractor. 
AD Bights aHeredta 
WANT TO TALK 
TO YOUR RADIO? 
DIAL 471-4711 
HEAR FOR GENERATIONS TO COME THIS 
SUNDAY NIGHT AT 6:00 P.M. 
THE FIRST HOUR IS A PANEL DISCUSSION 
ON REVISING THE TEXAS CONSTITUTION. 
THE SECOND HOUR IS ALL YOURS. 
Studtman's 
Photo Service 




1-Day j i '• 
Quick, Reliable Service 
Group Flights 
VIA AMERICAN AND ICELANDIC JETS 
May 19-August 19 (93 days). 
May 2S-July 25 (62 days). 
May 2B-July 11 (45 days). 
May31-August21(83days). 
Dallas to Luxem- flft 
bourg to Dallas vO/O.UU 
VIA DELTA AND ICELANDIC JETS 
May 19-August 19(93days). . 
May 25-July25(62 days). 
May 29-August 15 (75 days)< 
May 30-August20(83 days). 
Houston to Luxem- AMA -n 
bourg to Houston ygoZ,/ / 
We cen also help you with 
Student Rail Passes - Eurailpasses 
Eurailguide * Complete Selection of Maps 
Auto Rental and Purchases • VW Adventures 
Lists of Hostels- Foreign Study Programs 
Travel Insurance 





Austin, Texas 78712 
To get to Eurgpe, simply cross the 
street 
with U.T. Student Government Tears. 
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JOHN HENRY FAULK 
ARMANDO GUTIERREZ 
W. PAGE KEETON 
JANICE C. MAY 
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ff OF flXAS AT AUSTIN 
-• •• 
PROOUCED UNDER A GRANT FROM THE TEXAS COMMITTEE 
MMIANITIE# AND THE NATIONAL ENDOWMENT 
FOR THE HUMANITIES. 
UNIVERSITY BAPTIST CHURCH 
.22nd k Guadalupt 
SUNDAY SCHEDULE 
9:30 am. Bible Study . 
11:00 am. Wor«hlp 
6: OO pm. -Student Sjiippeo* ' 











Four members of the Texas 
women's swim team will 
compete Friday and Saturday 
at Penn State University in 
t h e  N C A A  w o m e n ' s  
swimming championships. 
The four attending the meet 
are Carolyn Jackson, Mary 
Thornhill, Nancy Robertson 
and Beery Boggs. 
The women will enter four 
r e l a y  e v e n t s  a n d  t o u r  
individual events which will 
all feature Ms. Boggs. 
The eight events are: the 
200-yard medley relay, the 
400-yard medley relay, the 
200-yard free relay, the 400-
yard free relay, the 100-yard 
individual medley, the 100-
yard breast stroke, the 50-
yard breast stroke and the 50-
yard backstroke. 
T We're Not REDNECK"! 
J Barbers j 
J MEDICAL ARTS j 
BARBERSHOP J 
j 2915 Red River 477-0691 j 
* v*' • 
n. 
W:S «.Ki§ 
Sherry Coombes (I), a 
graduate assistant at th« 
School of Com­
munication'* Disorder 
Cl'uiic, performs an 
audiomotric Krooning on 
University student Cherry 
Greor. 
By BILL DAWSON 
Remember the hearing test given in elementary school 
when you sat with earphones firmly in place and listened 
intently for the different tones? 
The; University Speech and Hearing Clinic offers free 
hearing tests to Students* but the tests given there go far 
bilyond anything the school nurse ever administered. 
The clinic, in (Communication Building A* 2.200, giVes 
hearing tests on a first-come, first-served basis, a$ part of 
complete diagnostic and rehabilitation services in speech 
pathology and hearing impariment. 
The tests are available to anyone in the community, but 
waiting-list priority is accorded University students and 
faculty who call for appointments. The tests are given by 
upper-division graduate students in audiology, under close 
supervision by faculty members. 
"An audiologist," Dr. Frederick Martin, associate 
professor of speech communication, explained "is involved 
with all aspects of diagnosis and rehabilitation of persons 
with hearing impairment. 
"Our missions are teaching, research and clinical 
services," Martin said. "The clinical services can't 
.separated, from, research, antUfor- students, they 
learning function. ^ 
"We have a wide range of tests, offering any audiological 
Libraries 
test available anywhere, from hearing sensitivity, to finding! ' 
the locus of a lesion in the auditory system," he continued.-
The clinic facilities include an array of sophisticated 
equipment. Double-walled, double rooms for the various -
tests have the clinician seated in one room and the patient in 
the other. Single testing rooms, also are used. < 
Many patients are referred to the clinic by their physicians ' 
for tests. "Here you get everything — the complete gamut of 
diagnostic tests, if you are recommended for them, because 
the student clinicians are learning everything," Martin said. 
"The patients are thus better served because we often find 
problems we're not originally looking for," he added, c 
Martin indicated some audiologists' contention that totid 
rock music causes hearing los| is not universally supported 
-in the profession's literature. "Some hearing losses are 
typical of noise ei|tosure and sdme are not," he said. 
Martin said no shuttle bus drivers or riders have been to 
the clinic complaining of hearing problems from the bus 
engines' noise. 
^ Avoidance of noise is Martin's recommendatioiftopei'sons 
wishing to keep good hearing. "I would like to live to see the 
-day when hearing evaluation is a routine thing, like eye and 
teeth checkups. People should take hearing problems to 
"hearing specialists — audiologists.'' 
Professor Predicts Censorship 
By CHRISTINE GILBERT 
Many American public 
libraries niay be facing new 
problems of censorship, says 
Sam Whitten^ associate 
professor of library science at 
the University. 
A l though  censor sh ip  
attempts have eased since the 
McCarthy days, Whitman 
explains that "we're perhaps 
en te r ing  a  new e ra ,  . . .  
Attempts at censorships ... 
against public libraries are 
increasing." 
WHITTEN SPOKE recently 
on "Insight: Tomorrow's 
University," a weekly radio 
series of the University. 
Censor sh ip  o f  pub l i c  
libraries was one of the topics 
covered in a discussion on the 
history of the American public 
library. 
Pa r t i c ipa t ing  in  the  
discussion with Whitten were 
'Ann- Bowden, lecturer in 
l i b ra ry  sc i ence  a t  the  
University and. deputy*, 
director of the Austin Public 
Library, and Dr. Stanley R. 
Ross, vice-president and. 
provos t -o f  t he  Unive r s i ty .  Dr '  
Rex Wier, associate professor 
of speech communication, 
modera ted  the  ha l f -hour  
program. 
REFERRING TO a recent 
Supreme  Cour t  ru l ing  on  '  
obscenity and pornography, 
Ms. Bowden noted librarians' 
concern "that this will limit 
the type of material which 
they can, present for their 
users." . -,-
The  f ina l  dec i s ion  
concerning whether a book is 
obscene falls to the local 
community, and Ms. Bowden 
said censorship can ^e a 
problem in some conservative 
communities. 
Ms. Bowden, who also is 
chairperson of the Texas 
L ib ra ry  Assoc ia ton ' s  
In t e l l ec tua l  F reedom 
Commi t t ee ,  s a id  when  
questioned about some of the 
comments  on  the  r ad io  
p rogram,^  tha t  Texas  
gene ra l ly  i s  f r ee  o f  
censorship. Her committee 
actively tries to educate the 
pub l i c  on  the  ne fed  fo r  
intellectual freedom. 
The committee sponsors 
banned-book  d i sp lays  
illustrating books that have 
been banned in past years, 
such  a s  "Al i ce  in  
Wonder l and"  and  
"Huckleberry Finn." 
"We try to get across the 
^idea that the book you burn 
^oday might be a classic of 
tomorrow," MS. Bowden said. 
-• Ms. Bowden also said, that 
Aus t in  l i b ra r i e s  a re  
pa r t i cu la r ly  f r ee  of  
censorship because Austin is a 
highly educated community. 
She said the Austin library 
system tries -to " respect all 
po l i t i ca l  v i ews  and  wi l l  
consider any requests from 
particular magazine. 
She said, however, that 
magazines such as Playboy, 
wh iq j i " '  m igh t  b r ing  
complaints, are not carried, 
mainly because they are too 
apt to get stolefr. 
Discussions in the "Insight" 
series are in support of the 
U.S. Bicentennial Program 
and  a re  exp lo r ing  the  
American experience, past 
and present. The main theme 
of this week's discussion is the 
history of the American public 
library, its past, what it has 
achieved, and what is hoped 
fo r  i n  the  fu tu re .  ' - e .  
"Insight" will be' aired 
Saturday on KLBJ at 5:30 
a.m., KASE at 6:30 a.m., and 








the public for carrying a KVET at 5:15 a.m. 
Book Now! 
Space Limited on 1974 
is celebrating its 
10% off all merchandise including locally 
handcrafted goods and imported items. 
Come^by, browse, and have a free beer. -




via Braniff/Icelandic Jets 
For U.T. Students/Faculty & Families 
........ ' . '• O 
Departures 
May 16/Aug. i -92 Days 
May 20/ Aug. 22 -94 Days 
May 23/Aiig. 7 -78 Days • IOUNOTMF 
May 26/Juiy 26 41 Days • IVSTAX 
May 26/July 7 -42 Days 
New York/Luxembourg Portion Only $239 
Austin/N.Y. $142.60 (plus tax) Return Any Day 
Call the Europe experts 478-9343 
Serving UT Since 196? of 2428 Guadalupe 
It's No Blarney, Lass 
Austin Natural Science Center 
I!3S,Y 
Spring Classes Begin 
- - -April 7 — 
Beginning Photography 
Darkroom Techniques~~c 
Silvercasting r , 
Lapidary 
Quilting > 






Jewelry Construction ^ ^ r 
REG/STfft 
472-4523 
'Tis an Irish look you'll be wantin' lass, if you're 
hosting a party on St. PaddyVDay. And if it's £?$ 
.convenience you're\wantin' too, ' we have all 3L 
~ youTTbe needingfor- party goods— by Hallmark; 
St. Patrick's Day, Sunday, March 17. 
VfXSStf 'The Crown Shops 
Msfeil 1 Plaza Baicones ̂  
- 2900 Guadalupp 'M 
Highland MaH ,, 
OF THE WEEK 30% 
PIONEER SX-727 1 AUDICO A12V 
do ® •• 
TOSHIBA SR40E 
M selectivity mi sensitivity and the 
versatifity ef units casting muck mora 
art years with Hie SX-727. The 727 
features greator than 40 Watts 
RMS/channal at aay froqaaacy, IJw 
FM sensitivityaad M excellent cap­
ture rorte el 2.8 A. This highly var-
eetlle receiver will fumHan es the 
beart ef this fina system. 
k.-.-
An array ,ef. easy te use features fias 
cMMiecHeas ler 3 ipeekers, tonh 
tekltt, tapedecki, mikes. Exthislve 
(all-safe pretettt year speakers. 
§im 
sfi 
Sapeth detaeatiea at anv vehmw 
from Metitevanl hathtreeaa or Inat 
rew.led ZeppeHa. This M|h eaerty. 
Mge etficleMy meaiter hem Adttce , 
features M|h templiaiKe 12" woofer, 
mylar deae iridranie 4 tweeter 
sprmrf weR Aspersed temd. Ueeer 
fraquemy respense is aa eutstaaOm 
32 la S2.00B Hz. Fuse pretettiea aad 
level caatrels are, of teurse, iatluM. 
lifetime. Jefect warranty iasuras yew 
satisfaction a*4 peace ef mhd. -
w 
fe-x-wtk 
iNtifriftfl cwwii (irrnifi mnns 
aftre-lew tip mass ler iraater taear 
freaueacy response, netkeakly less 
distertien, loafer styWs We 
redveed record wear; Dynamically and 
sankaHy matched tenearm aNmtiiates 
resonance, rtwwkio and faadhack cans* | 
ad by cartrid|i and taaiarm mis-
match. teMrlva allmhmtes nrndda. 
Taaeann picks «p, returns and skats 




PACKAGE PRICE YOU SAVE 
THE MIDDLE OF THE WEEK 33™ 
TOSHIBA SA400 mm PIONEER PROJECT 60 
!* | 
A high quality, budget-priced receiver 
ef advanced integrated circuit design, 
with IS watts, rms/channel direct-
coupled power resulting in lower dis­
tortion and a widar power bandwidth. 
Drift-free FM has interstation 'iwsh." 
Position for quad adapter, selection * 
for second set of speakers, internal 
fuse protection. 
DUAt 1216 |P1 
Sound yeu wealda't tkink possible 
from moderately priced speakers/This 
2 way speaker features •" bass drivar 
and horn-typo tweeter. Traditional 
Pioneer craftsmanship and durability 
are standard as is the suparfc sound 
reproduction ef Project M. 
* 
- The woU-known 1214 comes with 
walnut base, hiogod dustcaver ead 
Share. WW! cartridge. Able to play 
oither hi an automatic "Stack or |p 
single play Dual products allow ler 
relMrio multi-play wtthaat sacrificing 
single l̂ay performance. : The MHI 
matches stylus compliance with the 
I2lt's tone arm campNanca. 
*635 00 M A A50 9Q00 
*̂1 











A solid state 30 watt ampttfior with 
Silicon output transistors. Features in­
clude rotary controls, magnetic and 
ceramic phono inputs plus connections 
for tuner and tape. Harmonic distor­
tion: less then 0.5fi 
This economy amplifier compromises 
price, not performance, allowing addi­
tion of tuner and tope deck at o later 
: date. 
SYSTEM RIOT 
JENSEN MODEL 1 
A lowprked two element full raaga 
system with an I" driver delivering 
Total Energy Response and masical 
balance thrOagheat year listening 
area. Flexair suspension produces 
greater clarity, more realistic seaad 
and the best perforinaaco par doflar 
on the marfcat today. 
T3 
GARRARD42MS 
A quality budget priced chongor with 
low tracking aHIHy and feather teucC 
viscous damped cooing makiag the Mo 
axpoctancy of your records muck 
groatar. Tim eait iackides tho Shura 
M75 magnetic diamond attptkal car­
tridge for wido bandwidth respehso, 
—leng- Ufa and fooaMo- froo Kstaaiag.. 
ACKAGE PRICE 
00iSSk^« * »-0060: mmm 
YOUSAVE 
(40 
ITEMS RETAIL YOUR PRICE - SAVE 
TOSHIBA SA-400-3 only 
PIONEER SX828-3 only 
SONY KVI722 COLOR TV-4 only 
PANASONIC SA6500 RECEIVER-2 only 
PANASONIC SA5800 RECEIVER-2 only 
PANASONIC TX3600 TUNER-2 only 
JBL L-26 "PRIMA" SPEAKER-3 only 
DUAL 1216 auto changer-6 only 
WB 12 walnut base 
DC4 hinged dustcover 




















I V-sTTt--- -• V v.": 
ITEMS (USID with W Day Warranty) NEW PRICE USED PRICE 
PIONEER TX100 TUNER« $300.00 $175.00 ,̂,; 
SONY SERVO TURNTABLE 500.00 250.00  ̂
DECCA ARM 4 . (Complete 





*, v s „* 
. A'-. ^ 
f, 
£>ound jailer 
INI JS AT W4 
Also Open Sunday For Browsing* 
| Ht ^^ 
REMEMBER: THE SOUND 
GALLERY WILL NEVER LOSE 
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1 Qwtll wpriJwlliii 
I • AC/DC 
• BatfMn ink 
• list $37.95 . 
SANSUI 6 
|>H<nlh 
par choanal *i 
I* Wehart casta) #' 








' Teoe gaoSty 
central ' i. 
Sepoiou vilaau, 
nihil 
|« list $59.95 
AMPEX 710 
2-woy 
I • I" woefer 
• 3" tweeter 
• list $79.95 
L t̂,' «- - -
-* ONf- i 
,, OF 
THE . V 




• list $49.95 
if 
'27" 
HARMON KARDON 50-Pius 
• 50 watts stereo 
• (toad 12.5 watts 
par ckannil 
list $2 .̂95  ̂
195 
DUAL 1214 TURNTABLE 
A.'.-t. W> . 
••Bose""̂  
• Shore M44E 
• Usl $179.95 




• list $349.95 *279" 
ECI 83 
$13" 
CAR -CASSETTE PLAYER 
MIKADO j : 




a list $59.95' • 
|95 
HARMON KARDON 75-Plus 
-W : 
• 75 watts ttaraa 
• lay stick 
halenco ceotrel 
• Ust $399.95 
195 
DUAL 1229 
•' Wehnrt hot* 
5?" 
• ttngod Ant cover 
• Shore M91ED 










• Qoofity " 
*r 1 
Aiapex I 
• 12" woofer 
• y •idiunga 
• 3" twaatar 
• Ust 5129.95 
f|g§ 












• M watts 
A Maaaalii mi !• •  ̂>w|ifnrtvnfiO|v 
• list $13M9 
GRUNDIG: • ' . 
• 2-woy speoker 
• 4" waalar 
• 2" twaatar I 
• Ust $39.95 
BSR-260: 
; • lat« 
• Dart cavar 
• CartrMfa 






PRO »-V •in 
• OaaWy ttmd .T^y: 
• tattartfcaa' Kass, 
• PRO 4AA 
• Ust $59.95 -f 
HARMON KARDON 100-Plus 
• *9 *& Mwi 
• S7J tMlH *HirM mt" 
• U|k md few Mhr 
•lb»$5W.tS 
GARRARD 92C 
• TanrtoMa tnty 
• Zara tracking 




HOME SYSTEM - GOOD: 
SOUND AT LOW PRICE 
COMES WITH 2 SPEAKERS 
• Tana central 
* 15 watts 
Ust $99.95 
MARANTZ IMPERIAL 7 
.• 12" waofar 
• 5" mi<raa|)» 
• 3" twaatar 
• Ust $179.95 
195 
SANSUI-ECI-BSR STEREO SYSTEM 
S-TRACK HOME DECK 
• Staraa 






s 2 speakers 
a FM steroo 
a Ust $99.95 
MARANTZ 2270 
. t}oo6 toooo ftbno 
:  - o  o  O . q o o  s  
• 34 watts rms 
• loiit-in Dolby 
adapter 
• list $299.9$ 
195 
•70 watts 
. per chanaal 
• HigMaw filter 
•list $599.95 
195 
GARRARD 10QC BSR 260XE 
• Turntable only 
• Ike best 
•'Zere tracking 
•'Ust $209.95 r 
AKAI CS35P, 
•.Caaing, Base- . 
$409* 
ĵ tg4jo___ w if coMNnt 
t, AKAI CR81D 
-3? ••TRACK RICOftDER/ttAY(R 
• CRO-2 Switchovar 
• Cassette recerder 









• Exclusive ECI 
Rve Year Warranty 
• 15" waefer 
• 5" midrange 




• 90 Mid. cassette 
• Chmato»™*e*lde-




• 30 watts per clw« 11 rms 
• Mein I reaiete leakers -
• laadaass caatro) 
• Uit $329.95 
ECI-1253: 
• 12" weefer 
• 5" nddrange 
• 3" tweeter 
•Ust $149.95 
• Ixclasive 5 yr. warraaty 




• aaa. <a»*«ta ~ 
• Chroadaoi dtexida  ̂
• Ust $4.99 0 
BSR-260AX: 
" • Oesa 
• Dast cavar 
• Share Cartridge 
. • Caaing 
• list $74J0 ciaiplita 
complete 
BLANK 8-TRAOf 
• lew wSti •3,js»«t. 
• Moo«M. 'I * 






• 12" weefer 
• 5" midrange 
• J" tweeter 
• Ust $149.95 *59" 
MARANTZ-BSR-ECI STEREO SYSTEM 
CO _ OoOO - 'Oo 
0.9 6.6 Q Q S 
MARANTZ 2220: 
• 20 watts 
• Kigh-lew filter 
• leudaats central 
• Tap-rated receiver 
• Ust $299.95 
ECI-1253: 
• 12" woofer 
• 5" midrange 
• 3" twaatar —r1-!——. — 
• Hit $149.95 ee. 
• Ixclosiye 5 yr.i warranty 
TOTAL LIST PRICE 
>805.80 
SCOTCH 90 HIGH* OUTPUT 
BLANK 8-TRACK TAPE 
I-track 
•..90 .»!»<*. Jil • W-L AylwJ vllyn • 
:• ,iew naBo 
• list $349 
•09 
BSR-710X: 
• Dantpad cueing 
• Anti-skating 
• Duet cover, walnut baso 
• Shuro M91E 
• Ust $205.95 
coniploto 
SCOTCH 45 DYNARANGE 
BLANK 8-TRACK TAPE 
45 
• Uw Mm brww#e 
• IhtSlSP ' 
m 
AM/FM DIGITAL CLOCK 









BSR 310 AXE 
4,r> 
• Damp ceetag 
• BHpHcal tortildgo 
• Base, Dast cover 
• Ust $I4J0 
$49!i 
5. s, SUPER^OPE CD301 
mm}' 
W 
» OrMt raptsM 




• 12" weefer 
• 5" iwidraage 
• 3" tweeter ' 
• 2" sapertweeter 
Ust $199.95 
:oo 
• HI.StOrH;;.• W 
• t-trock car stereo '•S* 
• Cooms wHh heed 
•djastmeats 
• Ust $119.95 . 
HITACHI SR3200 
• *yr. warranty" ^ 








• ADC cartridge 
• Cueing 
• Base, Dust cover« 
• Ust $105.95 
8-TRACK RECORDER 
- MC40_ 
• 11mk mmht • rWm*m 
• UrtJIW.W 




LOW PRICE ^ 
• Soggested tracldng  ̂
. M to 114 . -' • 
• list $54.95 " 
MARANTZ-DUAL-ECI STEREO SYSTEM 
MARANTZ 2230: | . «o <Jo6o . .(jo 
•SOwattsnas |.«t O O O-O Q O S 





• 1 r woofer 
•. 5" midrange ' 
• 3" tweeter- . 
• Ust $149.95 ea. 
• Excknivo 5 yr. warranty 
„ TOTAL LIST PRICE 
$899.80 
DUAL J 214: 
• Damp cueing , 
• Apti-sketing , J, 
• Base A Durt cover MU 
• Shara M44E „ , 
• Ust $199.95 
8-TRACK 
HEAD CLIitNER 
* Clean yaar 
••trick 
• Ust $1.99 «(, 
SCOTCH C49 CASSETTE 
BUY 2 GET ONI FREE 
~ - r  «  ^ " 3  
' ^: 
"i® 
V.50 ' 3foP 
v'' 
•  . .  •.?••• 
4  ̂
$£'>U 
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By MARK SKILES 
As be stood looking across the channel toward Hong Kong, 
Cheuk Lam realized that the dreSm of freedom sown 
J«ir years earller was about to bear fruit But a seven-mile 
vjSwim lay. between him and his goal./'. v " £-
,% The journey had begun for Ctaeuk (Alex is he is now 
• called) and his wife three days and four nigitts earlier. They 
had left from a^small mountain village 60 miles north of 
Hong Kong in the Chinese province of Kwang Tung. Hie 
distance was covered on foot, across country, avoiding main 
roads and govertunent troops. The couple carried rice and 
sugar cane to sustain them, their only personal belongings 
being a compass and a flashlight. 
\t SWIMMING THE LAST part of the trip across this inlet of 
the South Chirta Sea was the only choice. Nationalist Chinese 
troops were posted on all roads and docks to discourage one­
-way tourism. Binding his wife to his back with some rope 
and aided by an abandoned life preserver, they started the ^ 
.final stage of their escape. Once in Hong Kong, Alex.CQuld l 




the table tennis team it was much more prudent to delay pie 
plan until a time of lesser responsibility to the government. 
While in Hong Kong, Alex held a few odd jobs until a friend 
lent him the money tobuy a failing table tennis club. With a 
lot of hard work and boasting the only club in town with a 
former member of the Chinese team as resident pro, the 
club was a big success. He also was hired as coach at 
Mansfield College in Hong Kong. Alex was happy, 
prosperous and settled, thai he was invited to accompany a 
friend on a trip to America. "I never intended to stay here 
(America)," Alex remembered, "only to visit and to return 
home!" 
WHILE ALEX WAS in Austin, Dr. Joe Neal, director of 
International Office, met him and convinced him to 
Austin 
4 tor Alex to enter graduate school. He returned to Hong Kong 
£ to settle his affairs and to bring his wife and infant son to live _ 
Leaving China was no snap decision of his. Fdiir y^re Austin. ' 
^-passed before the plan was finally implemented. His Alex was-in-the country <mly a few days-wljen he heard of a 
- marriage one month, before may have been the needed |̂ i|teurnament in Houston with |1,000 for first prize, big money 
catalyst. Alex referred to his escape as his "wet |«f;for table tennis. Alex left for Houston with his close friend, 
honeymoon." ~ 
ALEX HAD A better life than most while in China. He was 
an expert table tennis player and sjsent five years (1960-1965) 
-on the Chinese National Table Tennis Team — traditionally 
-the best team in the world. In 1962 he was the No. 3man on 
the squad and so was nationally famous: —rather like ^tournaments in his year in the United States, winning two of MM 
of 41I A  lLfinmi J CIIaAj>» - iUniM aU<1 K L K M I N A  J 1  _ 41 _ 4.1 ±. A f _ vX 
Richard Ling, to take a shot at the cash. Richard was 
. ^ coached by Alex at Mansfield College, and they proved to be 
^formidable opponents. Alex won the tournament handily, 
vfjfalso the $1,000. ^ • 111 
ALEX HAS COMPETED in four such national 
starting for the Miami Dolphins in the United States. 
* Alex recalled, "I was in India for a tournament when I 
first thought of leaving China." However., as a member of 
them atid placing second in the other two. He currently is 
ranked No. 2 in the nation, and his friend Richard is Class A ?Tav 
National Champion 
S3 
Tl- s * , . „ ' —Tewm Staff Ptiete by Jay MHIm. 
This form ranks Alex Lam nationally in table tennis. 
fife By CHRISTINE GILBERTS 
Texan Staff Writer r 
Like a spider shedding its 
skin, Karl Hansen of Radio 
Denmark astonished an 
audience of students on the 
Communication Plaza at a 
noon sandwich seminar 
~ Tibiirsday stripping to hislrue 
identity. 
The seminar began 
seriously enough when 
Hansen was introduced by Dr. 
Robert Schenkkan* professor 
* of radio-television-film, as the 
minister of communications 
from Denmark, the author of 
several novels, and a "truly 
great Dane." _ ' 
Hansen, wearing a suit and 
glasses, his gray hair neatly 
cut and combed, began by 
complimenting the new 
Communication Complex. 
Then he described his 
impressions of America, 
' saying that Europeans have a 
false image of America as a' 
violent, unsafe land of 
corruption. 
v -' 'There ft jiti country that is* 
To Place A 
Personality Astonishes Crowd 
hated with so much envy,"-he 
said. -
He described his visit to 
Russia, explaining that there 
he found the people to be 
warm and friendly. The., 
Russian bear seemed jflways 
to be smiling; To 
disfavor. He said Americans 
could improve their image 
abroad if "more ordinary 
. people, like you here, went 
abroad to show what you 
Americans are really like." 
Finally, someone asked 
- L>. -i J'ftansen if he had -been 
IfiOallrt ana'' interviewed by any radio He went 
fell in love with a ballerina. 
"We walked, and we talked, 
and we got to know each other 
very -well. By the time I was 
to leave we knew that we 
wanted to be with each other 
foreyer, but when I went to 
the authorities for the papers, 
the Russian bear stopped 
smiling and I was forced to 
leave the country without my 
ballerina." 
In response--to .questions 
from the audience, Hansen 
described radio and television 
in Denmark. He said news 
editorials tend to look upon 
President Nixon with 
,stations in Austin. 
"As a matter of fact, this 
morning I was interviewed by 
one of the most intelligent, 
charming men I have ever-
met, the noted radio 
personality of KLBJ, Cactus/ 
At that moment the 
distinguished. Dane took off 
his glasses, put 4hem in his 
breasts pocket and 'smiled 
broadly. 
In a southern drawl with no 
trace of Danish accent, he 
said, "In fact, I am Cactus 
Pryor." 




planning to call it quits on a 
course must mind their Fs 
and Qs and drop the .course 
by 5 p.m. Friday. 
If students drop a class 
with an A. B or C average, 
they will be dropped with a 
Q^wbic-h meang tha 
student will receive no 
academic penalty for 
dropping the course. 
Students dropping with a 
D or an F will receive an F, 
which will go down on their 
academic records 
The drop procedure 
should be done in the 
academic dean's office of 
the student's school or 
college. 
No student will be 
allowed to drop after 
Friday's deadline unless 
the drop is approved by the 
student's dean for 
nonacademic reasons.' 
...... .... 
Riverside Fire Station Planned 
Ig^ 
Plans have been made to 
construct a new fire Station in' 
an area inhabited mainly by 
University students, James 
Petty, assistant administrator 
for the ;Austin Fire 
Department, said Thursday. 
* The station will be at 5307-11 
E. Riverside Dr., near several 
apartment complexes which 
in North. Austin between 
RtindbergLane'andlH 3fr,?tiH 
is being sought, Petty said. 
"We are building these 
stations because of residential 
growth and annexation," he 
added. "Also, the State Fire 
Insurance Commission 
requires fire stations within 
one and one-half miles , of all 
P&p|jfc the Riverside areat mostly , future enlargement. 
Apartment complexes,"Petty"^.' ^ ^ ^ 
said, "the need for this .An architect already W 
station will be even greater in «®si8ned_ this station, and bids,. 
the near future." * 
1 .. ./*A>ylr?Y 
should be made within 30f 
J. n.iiL ^ r £• £ ^ .days, Petty said. 
arfe, .predominately • student" - residential -areas. 
y "The city has until Octobe^j; 
(end of the fiscal year) to buy. 
land for the second site," he; 
leased. 
A site for a second station, 
"Considerably more 
development is planned for 






TRY OUR SPECIALS! first Time SERVED IN TOWN! 
kOrfgljf lL —— 
SPECIAL CHEF FROM NEW YORK 
MMLthraFalkMMl^ML. 
* We Serve ... . QUICK LUNCH 
Egg Drop $gup:Frbd Rica 
CHicktn Chew Mtin $1.95 i 
Shrimp Chow Mein $1.65 
Peppered Steak $1.75 V 
Sweet Sour Pork •••••••••••a $1.75 
2 Fried Wonton with—, <t 
•, Chicken Almond *e*pto*ea«te« $1.75 
• Skrimp Lobster Sauce.... $2.25 
• Sweet Sour Shrimp HIHIM $2.25 
• Beef with Tomatoes $2.25 
MWE8 5PJ.10PJi.SaLt Sua. 12 Nao-10 PJl -7 Days A Week 
9306 North Lamar at Rundberg Lane 837-2700 
State Rep. Ron Waters of Houston will 
speak at an Impeach Nixon rally at noon 
Friday on the Main Mall. 
People's Assembly to Impeach Nixon 
(PAIN) member Richard Bodein announced 
Waters' address Thursday. 
The purpose of the rally is twofold: to 
demand the impeachment of President Nixon 
and to publicize Nixon's Tuesday appearance • 
before the National Association of 
Broadcasters' convention in Houston, Bodein 
said. 
The rally will feature a performance by the 
Bertold Brecht Guerrilla Theater Troupe, a 
speech by a PAIN member and Waters' 
The statin on East 
Riverside Drive, which will,* 
Cover 4,000 square feet, hasf 
been in the city's Capital . 
Improvements Program for ,.lan  
aeveral yeacs. -It-will <-. added. Tha city, operatai on _ 
policy of buying land one yeafl 
and building the next. Aftei 
the land has been purchased 
construction plans wltl 
finalized, Petty said. 
one-engine company to start 
but plans have been made for 
remarks. A brass band is slated for inclusion 
in the rally's activities, but plans had not 
been solidified Thursday afternoon. 
Tickets will be sold at the rally and at 
PAIN tables on the West Mall for a charter 
bus trip to Houston for a demonstration tc| 
coincide with Nixon's appearance. ,• 
PAIN plans, the buses to depart from 
Littlefield Fountain shortly after noon Friday 
for Jones Hall, downtown Houston site of 
Nixon's speech. The return trip is anticipated 
around midnight. 
The round-trip excursion to Houston costs 
* ^StodiftttV 1; 
iSl; AK«rn.y::";^ 
Th« *tud*nt*' attomay*, hank 
Ivy and Ann Bower, art 
available by appolnlmanl from 
• a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday 
th'roaah Friday In Union 
Building 301. . Tolophem 471* 
7142. Th» itud*nH' attorn«y« 
will handi* landlord-Unant, 
coimwmor prot««tion, •mploy**' 
right*, taxation and inturanco 
catot. Criminal. «a»o» and 
domottte problems by appoint-
mont only. 
* 1 *SSaJ 
E 
1JV 5 H I  
v 
mx fi ' 
ge 
A HAIR CUT 
FROM THE 
HAIR GUT 




j Amster Music t 
« • 1624 Lovaco J 
••••••••••••••••••• 
HOTiCf OF SAU BY WAREHOUSE 
Wlivrvas. the undersigned, a 
wardHiuscmtin has in his possession MIKKIS wluch were deposited with him (or: 
sliii uge und preservation and whereas 
lnwlul rharges i«r storage, preservation, 
jntl other expenses in relation to sucli 
Koods are now due and unpaid and 
whereas the owner and depositor though 
notified to cane forward,and pay such 
fharRCS has failed to'do uo; thererore the 
Koods mentioned above' are hereby 
advertised for sale and will be sold at 
auction at eight o'clock on the15th day of 
Mtirch. 1074. - The auction will be 
cmtducied at -Kelly Sitiifh Cleaners. Stl" 
West mill Street. City of Austin. Travis 
- Couniv.Tcxas thin be<nf(the-place wher«-




BrlBtwmrton on Otmand 
-1904 Purl .• Suit* 301 
474-9292 i 
Auttin, „TeK«s ?87i)5 v. . 
M - F  1 1 - 6  •  S » r ,  i  2 - K  
WE WILL ANSWER ANYvMS ' 
QUCSTION FOR ANYONE •*' 
anv su'ejeer, iinoth, uvu OH AMA • i THOUSANDS ON flU AT JUI» m^AOI . S-DAY- DKLIVIKY ' STAICTIY CONriDtNTlAU 
<8t 
SPRING IS 
ABOUT TO SPRING. 
And our swim suits 
should be looked over, not 
overlooked. 
We have Marilyn 
Monroe styles. 
We have everything from 
the most daring in bikinis 
to the most subtle in one 
piece sophistication. 
We have bottoms to mix 
with other tops and tops to 
mix with other bottoms. 
We havie sportswear to 
mix with it all 
So come to Armand's. 
You'll make a splash in 
^ne ofour suits even if you? 
„ never hit the water 
I B M  
THE BEATLES 
SECOND ALBUM 
Released April 19p4 _ 
<%, SOMETHING NEW i V// 
" neitjon' R leased: July 1984 
THE BEATLES STORY 
Released: Novemtjer 1964 
BEATLES '65 
MEET THE BEATLES RUBBER 80ML 




"t • K 1 1\HS& 
ABBEY ROAD FT?. 
Released October 1968 
ALL THINGS MUST 
PASS 




-Released: Aprt 19:73 
Released: December 1904 
THE EARLY BEATLES 
Released March 196S • 1 
BEATLES VI ' 
«•* Released June 196s 
 ̂ HELPI . 
' . I Released: August 1965 »  ̂
YESTERDAY..: AND 
TODAY 
Released: June 1996 
REVOLVER 
Released: August 1966 
MAGICAL MYSTERY 
TOUR  ̂
r Released: December 1967 sv&l 
YELLOW , 
. SUBMARINE 
Released: January 1969 h 
"Y LIVE PEACE IN 
- RMK - TORONTO F 
December 1969 
• HEY JUDE 
Released February 1970 J ̂   ̂
> . MCCARTNEY ~ * VL:, 
•• .*>"« W 
SENTIMENTAL |S': 
JOURNEY 
Released: May »70ife: 
SGT PEPPER'S R' 
LONELY HEARTS 
CLUB BAND 
Released: June 1967 
564 si < 
5 rSr,^ fUAgi i !• 
THE BEATLES 
Released Novembet t9^ ?. i 
• $7.38 & 
LIVING IN THE 
MATERIAL WORLD 
Released May 1973 /f October 1973 
, MIND GAMES 
* 
THE BEATLES/ T 




BSeised: May 1971 
•mmm* 
IMAGINE 
RelMMd September 197 
69 
&iM 
Released: Seotember 1970' 
PLASTIC ONO BAND 
Retciased- December. 1OTO. . 
. RINGO ~ 
- Released- October 197 '̂  ̂
(WING8): WILD LIFE 
Refeaaed December'ijffi 
BAND ON THE RUN 
r^^(S«B^«MAbeir 1978* 
RED ROSE 
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Operation on campus, the 
Computation Center, often 
called "Big Brother," new. 
has a "Little Brother," in the 
form of the Hybrid Computing 
Laboratory. 
James Knox, supervisor of 
the Hybrid Laboratory calls it 
"a significant enhancement" 
the Computation Colter. 
Unlike the Computation 
located under ground 
east of the Tower, the Hybrid.. 
Computing Laboratory is! 
above ground in Engineering 
Science (ENS) Building 529. 
the center's services are 
available to any holder of a 
valid Computation Center 
"The Computation Center 
and Hybrid Computing 
Laboratory are analogous to a 
Rolls-Royce and a 1952 Ford 
pickup," Knox said. "A Rolls-
Royce (Computation Center) 
is a wonderful machine, but it 
doesn't haul lumber. The 
computers in the Computation 
Center are incredibly 
powerful, but don't offer the 
real-time or hybrid capability 
,that the Hybrid does." 
>'%l The Hybrid Laboratory 
offers digital and analog 
capabilities which can be used 
together. Knox said this 
g rea tly a dds t o the 
laboratory's versatility. 
 t l  f  p riment 
dealing with frogs to find out 
more aboutthroat cancer. 
. "We had' ah experimenter 
following a frog.around with a 
microphone to record its 
croaks. The frog wasn't too 
happy about it, but it was a 
noble try. The experimenter 
was able to try because of the 
capabilities of Hybrid 
Laboratory." 
The machines operate 24 
hours a day, seven days a 
week, but operators are 
present only from 10 a.m.. to 6 
p.m., Monday through Friday. 
Users may reserve time by 
signing the reservation log 
available in ENS 529. 
To Speak at St? Edward's 
>f"V 
Daniel Ellsberg, whci 
released the Pentagon papers 
to the press in 1971, will speak 
on the St. Edward's 
University campus at 8 p.m. 
Sunday in the Men's Gym. He 
will discuss government 
secrecy and military policy. 
Admission 
Canoeing £ 
Darryl Crocker will talk 
about canoeing on area rivers 
in a sandwich seminar, 
sponsored by the Union; 
Recreation Committee at 
noon Friday in Union Building 
202. 
The program will be an 
Introduction to YMoteftig, 
particularly for persons who,, 
plan to take one of the canoed 
trips on the Lower and Upper * 
Guadalupe River planned by 
the committee in March and 
April. Sign-up for the , 
remaining trips, which will be ;. 
March 22 and 23, April 12 and | 
13, April 19 and 20 and April 28«| 
and 27, is in Union Building1! 
342. Cost is ^7.50 per person. 
. Sandwiches, tea and chips 




A specialist in the teaching 
of foreign languages will 
discuss "Student Interest and 
Teacher Concern^ at 
University Saturday. 
:! Dr. Wilga M. Rivers of the 
University of Illinois will 
speak at 10 a.m. in W.C. Hogg 
Building 
The presentation" Is" free to 
i c. 
CBA Week: ; t 
CBA Week, sponsored by 
the College of Business Ad­
ministration Council, is 
scheduled for Monday through 
March 22. 
,v Dr." Karl Cohen will speak 
on "The Nuclear Alter­
native." Cohen is chief scien­
tist at the General Electric 
nuclear reactor division in 
San Jose, Calif. He will speak 
at 11 p.m. Wednesday in 
Business-Economics Building 
150. 
Tuesday is Women's Day. 
University .Vice-President Dr. 
Lorene Rogers, Rep. Sarah 
Weddington and Austin 
businesswoman Margaretta 
Scarborough Wilson will 
speak at a forum on the chang­
ing role of women in business, 
CBA Council spokesman Don 
Paulissen said. 
: At a dean's honor banquet 
Wednesday/i awards will be 
presented for teaching 
excellence and to outstanding 
students and alumni. 
> AUSTM TOMOMOW 
. PHASI III AUSTIN TOMOttOW 
NBOHMRHOOD MMTINO Zone J; 
' from 7 »o 5p.m. Sunday at Andrews < 
*1. Elementary, 6801 Northeast Or. 
' tU ASM1 tOMOItOW 
MBOHROIMOOO MHTMO Zone 7, 
™ Irom 7 to S p.m. Sunday at Union 
Main Ballroom. 
=1 
:f*E WOVINQ OUT OUft BEMAINIf 
rOCK Ttt REDUCE INVENTORY WIT* 





IH/FM SIEIEt RECEIVER 
Pioneer's SX-727 series of receivers are coming off the shelves 
at prices far below normal. 195 watts of music power at y< 
fingertips, with jacks for two tape decks, two record cl " 
and three pair of speakers-and a microphone. 
power bandwidth. Full controls and signal 
The fines t  h igh- f ide l i ty  mus ic  c a n  be ^ M | i Jowip^be ^ f ^  
REG. 289.95 
SALE 120.00 








• 120-watt FM/AM 4-channel stereo 
receiver „ 
• Matrix system for EV, SQ, QS 
• Terminal for future 4-channel FM 
reception adaptor 
• • Jack for CD-4 demodulator 
dDpiOIMEER' 
r* 
^ v \ ) ~  
REG. 199.95 
SALE 100.00 
iHeBowmw MJC20 isacompact full-. 
Wtstt 
1 SANSUI QR-500 
2JBL AQUARIUS 
1 DYNACO QD-1 
2 DYNACO MARK III 
ngon 
full-fioat 
omrw-corostarit, minus sign decimal,,, 
HUM RECEIVER 
ASSORTED BATTERIES 
1 PANASONIC SA 5200 
wmpiiie runction control^ 
• CKtyNormidtapeietoctBr 1 SUPERSCOPE R250 
t mm;  ̂








tic turntable with ar­
ticulated z&o track­
ing error tonearW 
J*169.9 
rn 
MouXfrii 10 "8, 
400.00 
• Decodes CD-4, SQ, RM and discrete 
• 40 watts RMS per channel " 
• Connections for all sources and Dolby Noise 
Reduction Unit 
• Extra broad frequency response \ 
|b%adphP?w 
• 10-inch woofer 
• 6-inch mid-range and 
314-inch tweeter 
• Broad .frequency re­
sponse 




pliance woofer REG. 4Q QR 
• 3%-inch closed "'a3 
back tweeter - " 
• Broad frequency 
response 
• Beautiful wood 
cabinets 
• AM/FMsttreo 
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ambhcan MStmiTi or abunaudcs and 
astmNautks Will meet at j p.m 
f Friday,lit Engineering Lab Building 
102. "James Cookiey, chief of the gas 
dynamics lab . at LTV Aerospace 
• - Corp., will speak. Films on 
engineering laboratory facilities, at 
Vought Aerodynamics will be 
v shown.. 
UTIN AMlKICAN KXICY AlTttNATIVIS 
' - OtOUf will hold an open discussion 
at 7:30 p.m. Sunday in the LAPG 
office, 2434 Guadalupe St., In the 
Methodist Student Center. The 
discussion is entitled: "Mexico: the 
Frozen Revolution." The public is 
Invited. 
tfADMd AND STUDY Statu lABOIATOtY 
will meet, at noon Friday in Jester 
A332 to discuss study reading: Pre-
enroilment Is not necessary. 
STUOCNT-fACUlTT. COUOQUIUM iNSTITUTi 
OF UTW AMBHCAN STUOMB will meet 
,;a- *1 <«. (Up.- Monday i« B4nintn-, 
* ' 'EtOTitotirrtcV 161. Paul 
Rosenstein-Rodan will speak on 
- "Rehabilitating the Post-Ailende 
Economy of Chile." 
STUDCNTS OUMR THAN AVKRAOI Will meet 
•; from 4 to i p.m. Friday In Armand's, 
: 411 W. 24th St. off Guadalupe Street 
. for a happy hour. 
TABUTOrOBffiUUS will meet at l:0Sp.m 
Sunday in the Union Junior 




By HERB HOLLAND 
- Texan Staff Writer. 
"Coffin nails are free today, 
Help yourself," was the cry 
Thursday as the Organization 
for Committing Suicide in a 
Socially Acceptable Manner 
(OCSSAM) opened its 
.membership driya on the 
Union Patio. 
The "nicotine celebration" 
included free cigarettes and 
the sighing of a petition which 
read: 
"We, the undersigned, feel 
that it is every student's right' 
to smoke publicly on the 
campus of the . University of 
Texas at Austin except in 
crowded classroom 
conditions. Crowded here 
is defined as a density greater 
than eight people per each one 
hundred square feet of 
»classroom area," 
"PRETTY SOON, we hope 
to be an honest-to-God 
organization," 'Rick Martin, * 
one of OCSSAM's organizers 
said. 
Martin, a. senior education 
major, is a nonsmoker but 
said the reasons he began 
OCSSAM were twofold. 
"One, I was tired of hearing 
just one side of the issue," 
Martin said. "Two, the thing 
<was getting out of hand. 
Smokers were getting their 
rights infringed on by an 
overreaction of nonsmokers. 
Linda Norris, another 
organizer and the person 
responsible for the group's 
name, said its goal was to get 
a countervailing power 
against the nonsmoker 
movement. 
"There has already been a 
law passed in Maryland 
forbidding public smoking," 
Ms. Norris said. "We really 
don't want to come on as 
a serious organization, but we 
Want to show the absurdity of 
those who say smokers 
shouldn't smoke.". 
THE CROWD around the. 
^"cigarette stand" attracted 
many people with different 
opinions. Among the curious 
spectators were some 
members of U-TURN 
(University Texans United for 
the Rights of Nonsmokers),« 
who engaged in a low-key 
argument with Martin. 
"Look," Martin told the U-
TURN members, "people as a 
rule are usually pretty good at 
evaluating Situations, ' and 
courtesy will breed courtesy ;; 
If someone asks a smoker to 
please .put his cigarette out, 
he usually will. „t 
"And besides, nonsmokers 
are adequately represented by:: 
their own organization," 
Martin said. "And we're just, 
trying to give smokers their: 
due." 
In the first half-hour of 
operation, the petition had 
been signed approximately 40 
times, and the open carton of 
cigarettes was slowly . 
emptying. ~—-*—™ 
As of Monday, a no-smoking 
section will be designated in ' 
both the Texas Union 
Commons and Chuck Wagon 
cafeterias, Ron Mancuso, 
Union Dining- Services 
manager, said.Thursday. 
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ChariejrSection's late-night shift had the 
watch, and o]fi jokes plus familar insults 
jumped around the room, pagjmr the 
coming-to*work ten^btts. "; . 
Every organization chops the World into 
sections for convenience and 
administrative efficency. Austin police 
divide the city into five areas ... East*. 
Austin is "Charley Section." ® 
sergeant's voice rose above 
backgroiuid reading the crime report. 
Ballpoint pens scribbled rapidly, trying 
to record and remember stolen care, 
armed robberies and the descriptions of 
fugitives. ; :::;^^|gpp|! 
/'Full.moon tonight," said one. ' " v 
J" Yeah and it's payday weekend and we 
got a warm night," responded another. 
"Be some cuttings and Shootings, 
criticism. "If you have three or four units 
answering one call, it can look like ybu're 
harassing the people." 
So the word has gone out, if two cars are 
at scene, continue your rounds. • ••• 
The night slows down and for long 
stretches the radio is silent. But still we 
^ roll, moving past necm-Ughted bars which 
spill laughing, shouting crowds out on the 
.SH:s id twaiksV ' ' f i l l " ;  
th«r.^ . 
fi^Crowds don't bother me," says the 
young officer, but still his eyes sweep 
intently over the milling groups. •• -
We answer a call to transfer a prisoner 
i from Brackenridge Hospital to the jail. 
The prisoner is drunk and missing one 
shoe. While being transferred he asks 
continually about the shoe. At the jail he 
glares at me, " You don't give a damn if I 
oe*r not. 
No one grinned at the "full moon" 
theory; violent nights in the past hfid • 
settled the issue for the police. 
. Eleven p.m. the shift changes and 20 
blue-and-white prowl cars hit East Austin 
streets. 
Radio traffic slices through 
conversation, "Family disturbance, East 
Seventh, see the woman." 
•Units nearest the scene respond to the ; 
call, one taking the call and the other 
acting as backiip. ; 
• With one-man units, the backup help is 
critical, so the officers go all out to make 
the call. ^ 
' 'You never know when something can 
go down," says the young officer, "and if 
you don't get there, you may have a dead 
friend." 
Yet the deoartment is acutelv aware of 
Other family disturbance calls come 
through. The wife is kicking the husband 
out or the wife is leaving, the police 
mediate and then leave. 
A car races, 'wobbling through a stop 
light, then crosses to the wrong side of the 
street. At the end of the chase, a girl gets , 
out, clasping her arms to ward off the 
chill. She wears glasses without lenses. 
"I'm on probation for not wearing my 
glasses," she tells the officer "but see, I 
have them on." --' --v. v 
But she does not have a license and is 
booked for DWI still wearing the glasses.' 
The arrest took 15 minutes, but the. 
paper work consumed an hour. 
At dawn, the full moon's power had 
failed to materialize. No cuttings! 
shootings, not even any police brutality. 
By BOBBIE CRISWELfc 
Texan Staff Writer 
. • • Although a net profit of $7.47 
::'lor a dining service for a six-; 
month period may not sound 
too impressive, it brought 
• sincere applause from the 
Texas Union Board of 
directors Thursday. 
The gain was announced by 
Ron Mancuso, manager of 
J^eirry wSbtit^d'' ®: gaii* 
the "tough decisions and 
changes made in the dining 
Texas Union Dining Services, services in December." • 
who reported that last year's Profits for the games area 
'operations showed a loss of 
$29,194.80. 
< Union Director Shirtey Bird 
•.-ill 
• -
•. • . 
Five University professors 
compose the' panel in the 
fourth of eight weekly KUT-
FM Sunday .broadcasts 
sponsored by the Texas 
League of Women Voters 
concerning the new Texas 
constitution. 
This Sunday's panel consists 
of W. Page Keeton, dean of 
the School of Law; Dr. Janice 
May, assistant professor of 
pwnawot; Dr. Enunette£. 
Redford, Ashbel Smith, 
professor of government and 
public affairs; Dr. Alan 
Sager, assistant professor of 
government; and Armando 
Gutierrez, instructor in' 
government. Joining these 
and the Copy Center also were • 
reported rising. 
Frank Remlng, mem^ 
Sf 
ftion Building pj&gram 
A dvis or y Com mi tte e, 
reported progress made by 
the committee, which is 
attempting to collect student 
opinion concerning changes 
the Union Building will 
undergo when 
47 Prtfit 
remodeling and building 
new Union East begins. 
Board members Saftcly^ 
Kress and Cappy "McGafr,", 
Student" Government^, 
president and vice-president,,! 
led a discussion. on long " 
Professors To Speak on Constitution 
listance phone service 
^students, which would .bC 
provided by the Student 
„ t ,, Government and housed in the. * 
University professors will be^is to "give people a chance to will bey beneficial to Texanft^ Union Building. 
political commentator and say their bit." She added that even if the voters reject it.TV * „ 
author John Henry Faulk. broadcasts "give citizens - The proposal, td b6 
Earh twA-hmir .W^another forum" in which Jto, ^ Dr- Sager said future by the American International' 
divftwi voice thelr opWons? £^^^mphcation of the new Phone Co., would allow 
'' f _ „ 1• constitution would be to students to use the phones for? 
effect "bring Texas into the 20th five-minute long distant 
to 7 p.m., the panel discusses -* - • •• 8 
the historical, future and 
humanistic implications of the 
proposed constitution. The 
second hour, 7 to 8 p.m., is a 
question .answer gession^.^ T -
In wWcYi listeners phone 
their questions and comments,l FrOIVI the DirOCtOr Of 
to the panel. "s • 
• MS. ™,us Naims, head «£v| LAST TANGO IN PARIS 
Bernardo Bertolucci 
;; • vviiaumiyji u iu yc w ot uaiw iu  urc^MViuw iw-
-Dr .  Maysa id  fu ture  t        t  i s t ance^?  
w^the proposed constitution Century." calls for only 25 cents. ,Y^# 
ISouthwestern Premier J1 
w 
public relations for the Texas w -
League of Women Voters,said||li|| . _^1_. ....... 
purpose of the radio programs^,|S |
^5 
Dostoevskî  THE 




I B  
e Machine Charges Nickel 
By Zodiac News Service charge." .• ... 
- Visitors to the new $700 
million Dallas-Fort Worth 
airport in Texas are likely to 
get short-changed. 
All of the automatic dollar 
bill changing machines in the 
air terminal give you only 95 
cents in change. The missing 
nickel is for what the machine 
explains is a "service 
Dallas Mayor Wes Wise, 
when he heard of the nickel 
r ake -o f f ,  s a id  he  was  
"appalled." Wise predicted 
that the income from the 
n icke l  charge  wi l l  be  
infinitesimal compared to the 
ill-will it will breed among 
travelers from around the 
world.' X :• 
The Back Forty Steak House . 
5th & Neches 
Now Featuring 
FAMILY STYLE BAR-B-QUE 
ALL ONE CAN EAT 
*3.45 per p«r»on ; 
Minimum 4 Pertons -
Tues. thru Sat. 5:30-9:30 
mmm 
& the COYOTfiS 
Sunday and Monday Only 
rch 17 - March 18 










HAPPY HOUR 44 
AVAILABLE FOR PARTIES 
Saturday 
Doug Sahm & Augie Meyers 
Sunday 
r^V.f 
Big Jam Session 
07 Be« Coves Rcl.  ̂ 327-9016  ̂
JAPANESE STYLE KARATE 
Taught by Brian Pickett 
2nd degree Black Belt 
First Lesson Free 
Cost per month - 1 lesson/week $12.50 
2 lessons/week $15.00" 
3 lessons/week $18.00 
Begin anytime; glasses are continuous 
TIMES: Tues. 6:30-9:30 p.m. 
Thurs. 8-9:00 p.m. 
Sun. 7:30-9;00 p.m. 
Sponsored by University Y, 472-9246 
2330 Guadalupe 
(Above Sommers Drug) 
Classes held in the Y Auditorium , . i . 
ARE YOU ON*SCO-PRO?ii 
IF YOU BRING AN OFFICIAL NOTICE THAT YOU ARB ON SCHOLASTIC 
PROBATION, YOU WILL RECEIVE A DISCOUNT ON BEER AT THE. 
SCO-PRO. LOUNGE 
609 W. 29th off the Drag ' 477-0548 
POOL • PINBALL • FOOSBALL • PONG 
FREE STEREO MUSIC 
ALL GIRL FOOSBALL TOURNAMENT - Tues., Mar. 19, 6-12 
HAPPY HOUR 3-6 DAILY 
COME SEE THE SHOW AT THE SCO-PRO 
I Starring 
5 PIEQRE CLKMENTI :• 
• STEFANIA SANORlELLl 
• "It's tN Mme oM story ot a man who meets his double: 
I They 4ream togelher."-Bernerdo Bertolucci 
| . .  a  b e a u t i f u l  a n d  t u n n y  m o v i e . . .  . T h e  t o t a l  e f f e c t  l a  t h a t  
I of youthful explosion ol movie talent." 
- Vincent Cenby 
• - TW NEW YORK rims 
! Cinemti 40 
FRIDAY, SATURD^? _ 
March 15-16 Adm.$1.50 5 
,, . 47:30-935-11:1S ft® I 
FRIDAY in Jester Aud.M| 
SATURDAY in A.C. AuC | 
SALE 
SUNDAY, MARCH 17, 11 A.M. to 7 P.M, 
CONVENTION CENTER EAST ROOM " 
HOWARD JOHNSON'S AUSTIN 
• 'CORNER IH35 and US 183 " 
ORIGINAL PRINTS AND POSTERS 
PICASSO DALI CLAVE 
GOYA MIRO DAUMIER 
ROUAULT FRIEDLAENDER 
and more than 300 internationally kno^vn artists 
10% - 40% Discount on many items *' 
MasterCharcie , BankAmericard 




























? Filet of Flounder 
i; Golden Fried Chicken 
^ Chicken Fried Steak 
> /- -i 
lor 
• rranch rries m 
• ' IIamaiiimiIA RrMfl"''''  ̂ novnvmuuv divqq.  ̂
Ijmt persen . 
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Arts and Theatre Committee 
Friday ; 42nd STREET with Dick Powell, Rudy Keeler 
; 7, 8:45, 10:15 p.m. 
Saturday: FOOTLIGHT PARADE with James Cagney, Dick Powell; joqn 
* T?*s Blondell 
7, 9:10, 11:20 p.m. 
v^" 
~pfos n short: Movies Are Adventure: Busby Berkeley Dance Scenes 
Sunday: ROMAN SCANDALS with Eddie Cantor 
'0=15 
V^v 'Vt -I 
Produced by,Busby Berkeley*. , 
$1.00 UT-Students.-.Faculty,--Staff50- Member*. 4 A New Film by Mai Zetterling 
'ecteC tQ Open Women's J=ilm • 
Nobody 
Uovts 
JOEY'S •  
RESTAURAN 
M I L  B .mi W h i t  
0 nm Dnilu îin 
Ul t-- • nvHtira 
f-estival 
W&'r-Sii Sin New York 
Friday 
Special 
$!.M UI: r 
S1.M MiMnrs 
ESt®" 







S ZH* $1.50 
Student Gov't. Y 
'Wg, 
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A University chemistry professor Thursday  ̂
trongly criticized "irrational" use orSf 
ectrical power. ' 
r Using excessive lighting in; hallways as 
^example, Dr. Barrie Kitto elaborated adTi: 
energy consumption to 30 guests at the1' 
•University Chr^tj^Q)  ̂ noon sand wich 
seminar. ]P'\-y - v?v x" - sStsI 
Encouraging the establishment of more; 
specific lighting standards in large public and 
Commercial buildings, he added, ''Lighting1 
Comprises about one-quarter of the energy 
ftemand for these buildings. 
|T "Some candlepower standards seem to be 
iwritten so that one can read a fifth carbon j 
Icopy in a hallway, which Mi ridiculous," Kitto 
taaid. 
* Kitto's uwotoemttvt with Zfcro IHjipttW 
Growth and land usage and planning groups' 
stimulated his interest in Austin's energy; 
problems. 
| He described local efforts to cope with 
apid growth as typical of many democratic 
stitutions — crisis response. 
Quoting figures which encouraged public 
Acceptance of the South Texas Nuclear. 
.Project in Austin's $161 million bond issue 
last November, Kitto asked, "Do we really, 
want a continuation of that demand curve? Is 
" pv« ' " -*-<¥ 
it really rational, aid if not what can we dcr to 
prevent it? Such exponential growth cannot 
be sustained indefinitely with finite 
resources." , 
The biochemist elaborated on three 
principal difficulties in correcting current 
t r e n d s . - / / _  -  •  , ,  
He sail electrical end usage lacks 
definitive analysis and promotional rate 
structures encourage rather, than discourage 
Because of Jgr^f aftioiS& !ifk)§taxabfeP 
properties in Austin, such as University and 
state grounds, the city depends more heavily 
on revenues from utility taxation rather than 
property taxes, causing hesitancy officially, 
to discourage consumption, Kitto added. 
v Kitto suggested reducing demand lay 
eliminating long term waste rather han 
useful services. 
He considered the greatest waste to be in 
air-conditioning because of inadequate 
building codes' which "contain nothing about 
insulation or orientation and little on 
materials.'' _ . " 
Kitto, a New Zealander, came to the United 
State* in 1962 and has been on the University 
faculty since 1966, involved principally in 
biochemical research. 
,t ••• ̂  
For Expansion 
'' * • • ***& — ss3?y 
Qf Cit/ Porks 
S-Ttaiii Staff NiM» by Jay MNNor 
WS Tassel Hassles 
Graduation tlm»n»qt, and Undo l\>ttrt; fl*tfln  ̂ fitted for 1i«rtap aiid gowri, torn*: 
plrtw om of the steps that lead down the long rood towards graduation. 
An' ambitious, 940 million-
parks and recreation program ; 
to fit the needs of Austin for '• 
1980 was discussed by City -
Parks and Recreation 
Director Jack Robinson 
Thursday.  ̂ ; • 
Speaking to an' Austin, 
Rotary Club ltfncheonv 
Robinson said the department 
will use innovative measures, 
to meet the growing public's 
recreational needs, which he 
projects will be greater in the 
future since people will not 
?.4i|have the gasoline to go much 
Convention Recesses for Funeral 
"*• The Constitutional 
Convention recessed for two 
days Thursday in memory of 
State Rep. Hawkins Menefee 
of Houston, who died in a car-
truck collision Wednesday. 
Following a brief eulogy in 
Convention Hall, delegates * 
flew to Dallas for memorial 
services on a special charter 
flight arranged by convention 
president Price Daniel Jr. 
Mehefee died early 
c>,. r 
HELD OVER! . 
• ^ Houston's aiiisi 
DOGTOOTH VIOLET 
Back from LIBERTY HALL 
TOAD HALL SALOON 
^ ° *  T R I N I T Y  ;  -
 ̂If you heard 'am at Liberty you'll bo therm/ 
* -
DANCING AND MIXED DRINKS 
Happy How 4:30 to 8:00 
SHAKEY'S 
presents at the Guadalupe Store 
KENNETH THREADGILL 
tonight thru Saturday 
,e _ 1 } '  . ' • •= ( >  
- at the Reagan Square Store 
LOU - RAY 
tonight only 
ARN\ADII 
Sat. Only at Reagan Square 
DOAKSNEAD BAND 
2. WW WW Wfl F/l WW FW WW WW WW WW WW WW WW WW WW WW WW WW 
Presents 
FRI. & SAT. 
To' fil 1 these needs'y> 
Robinson said the department 
> will begin "an agressive land 
'{acquisition program, which 
will develop half-mile 
neighborhood playgrounds, 
and . municipal parks which 
may acquire land from 
neighboring counties." 
The department will 
r -... ̂ t, develop much of this land with 
facilities such as 
swimming pools and handball 
and ~ tennis courts, Kobinson 
Wednesday morning on his 
way to a hospital, after his car 
bounced off a truck three 
times as he attempted to pass 
a bus on U.S. Highway 290 
said. But some of the land will 
be left in its natural state, he 
added. 
The Department of Parks 
and Recreation will bring its 
massive. proposal to 
Council within a few 
but Robinson doubted it would 
ever be approved in full.' 
Robinson sees the use of 
.outdoor recreation  ̂a means 
of aiding the energy problem. 
"If we get people outdoors 
and involved in physical 
activities, the lights and 
thermostats in their homes 
said. 
The public is again ready 
for outdoor programs, 
Robinson said, such as thosie 
that used to be presorted at 
the Hillside Theater at Zilker 
Park. Both Northside and 
Wooldridge Parks may 
eventually begin similar 
programs, he said. 
The director emphasized 
the heed for recreational 
facilities to attract the whole. 
family. - v ' ' 1 „ '  ̂ i 
. Ctub Opens at 4 p.m. 
Showtime at 9 p.m, 
' Specializing in Flour locos 
Check It Out! 
Wine - Beet - Food - Pool 
rutr* toitrwwwww wwi U'U W\a u\4 * 
PIZZA 
OPEN 11:00 a.m. to 2K)0 a.m 
604 West 29th St. 
' Austin, Tx. 
(% Block West of 
- Otiadalup* St.) 
^HOT-
OgUVEHY 
^ ' WITH THIS AD 
30c • ~sem save 
ON YOUR NEXT 12" 
50e 
ON YOUR NEXT 16" 
FOR HONKY TONK HEROES 
& STRAWBERRY JAM 
FRl. DOAK SNEAD 
SAT. PLUM NELLY 
2610 GUADALUPE 
on Student Death-
Awaiting Lab Reports 
Lander Suzanne Philips, a 19-year-old business 
administration major, died early Wednesday moring in her 
apartment of apparent asphyxiation. 
"It appears she regurgitated and inhaled causing her to 
ciiUKe, 5nive siic \vds> uuiiic alunc ctliu cpuluii I gel AIIY ucipi 1jV« . 
Colon Jordan of the Austin Police Department's Homicide 
Division said Thursday. 
Jordan said there were no signs of foul play in Miss Philips' 
a p a r t m e n t  a t  8 0 1  W .  2 4 t h .  S t .  ; ; 2 j . i ' I T z "  
: Miss Philips was not breathing and had no pulse when she was 
discovered lying across herhed by her roommate Sara Wilkes, 
police reported- _ ., 
An inquest ruling on thie c^use of death will be made after lab -
tests are completed, Jordan said., 
Miss Philips is survived,by her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J.L. 
Philips of Houston. 
MASSAGES 
HOT OIL SWEDISH STEAM ROOM 
MAGNETIC TOUCH WEIGHT LIFTING 
' POWDER 
5M 
OFFER GOOD UNTIL APRIL 25»h, 1974 
STREAK ON OVER TO 
3-7:30 Happy Hour 
Live Music Tonite! 
lagtc 
BODY MASSAGE FOR GENTLEMEN 
Young Lady Masseuses in Complete Privacy! 
10 A.M. to 12 Midnight 
(7 Days) 
CALL FOR • • . 
APPOINTMENT : 
1104 KOENIG LANE 




RAY WYUE HUBBARD 
(R^d Neck Mother) 
— JIMMY JOHNSON 
SUNDAY JAM SESSION 
PICKERS WELCOME NO COVER 
38th and IH 35 452-2306, 
D.H. LAWRENCE'S 




FRIDAY ONlrY-March 15 
7:45, 9:50, & 12:00 
A.C. Audlfdriumi 
4, 2  ̂
k -kit A * * * * 
Page 14 Friday, March 
I u" »  ̂ Jf «* • 
MARCH 18, 19, 20 
at HIGHLAND MALL 
PREMIERE TRANSCONTINENTAL TOUR 
A RETURN TO THE 
RICH TRADITION OF THE CIRCUS 





WILD ANIBUH ACTS Q 
125 
PERFORMERS 
. 3 DAYS - 5 PERFORMANCES, SFC 
Tues., Mar. 19, 4:30 & 8 p.m.  ̂C3 
vmk 
Uvlii ifdir* ITj "f»ww Ql O »iii( 
vy«d.# Mar. 20, 4 & 7 p.m. 
M AOVANC! TICKHS ON SALE NOW 
( I I  I  'metT 
lUs 
Jotkc'i MghlwHl MsH . 
^n .H<MKjKk &mt»r  ̂
OHMR'S -21W Itn 
MCKM eM ' $1.00 | Orcw 01c. M17 N. Umar 
No Rotund - No Exchang* 
ton TICKET INFORMATION 451-7961 
,iv wr 
4>" 9am to 9pm tovwi day* a wMk 
m 
Tues.-Sat. March 12-March 16E£rE!:3 
BRUSHY CREEK 
Tues.-Sat. March 19-March 23 : ' 
EWING ST. TJMKlw 
.Happy. Hour' 5-7 pjR.. liui «8:«*4W 
I lie C ulturdl 1 nicrt^linmcnt 
(  DID m itlcc of ] lie Texas Union 
Present 'MBjip™ 
Life . rrm\d Thi'nos 




l i id.iv. M.irch 
i I o(;i( AndiIoi i imiflj 
7:UI X I (): () I) 111 n 
tV<-| 











The, Desk Set;" "by William Marchfut; starring fflFunny. 
Mercedes McCambridge; at 8 p.m. nightly* except Miss Warriner'(Ruth Stra*), hired to'-ifnother" the new 
Mondays, through March 24; at St. Edward's University®;^ computer, also gives the play a shot in the arm. The large 
*. v «*»< v ®y LYI^N BAILEY ^ tv. M woman hustles and bustles about the set, up and downstair 
P--* - Texan Staff Writer M f^«w°rrying and cooing over the machines . >.• 
e'Attei^*r disappointing first act with % ,disillusioning f;g The overbearing efficiency expert set on mechanizing the 
performance by Mercedes McCambridge, the cast of "Hie ^ffice* Richard Sumner (George Phelps), just doesn't '"lave 
Desk Set ' ;  came to l ife and ironed out many of Tuesday's | ; i f  ^  his deadpan, t  monotonal recitat ions ruin any. 
opening night traumas. * . , r^^pontilneity that other characters might have given the plaV; 
Miss McCambridge's performance at first lacked the ?% The party guests, too numerous to name, tend to become 
luster, the exuberance expected. She dully recited her lines, ^ . tiring; their efforts to portray "typical drunk" secretaries 
uppax?nt int?,rest or P1810- v.and executives are laughable — not in the sense of laughing 
While , her three office assistants, Peg (Jann Jackson), v"with" them, however. Quite the contrary. 
Sadel (Janelle Glickman) and Ruthite (Tero Gaus) are :>,< In an inevitable pseudo-sex role, Abe Cutler (Charlie 
frantically fighting to keep their jobs, she remains calm. " Collins), who plays opposite Miss McCambridge as her 
Performance^of Sadel and Ruthie areparticularl#.comic. fumbling, reluctant lover, comes across not as a desirable 
While Sadel fatalistically, sarcastically accepts"* machine 
takeover, Ruthie wails and mourns her fate; 
Minor characters deserve credit for much of the play's 
^•success. Imogene Imboden (Corrine Davis) graces the stage 
" only a few times but nevertheless steals the show. As a 
"disappointed opera star who has been with us ever since She 
flunked her screen test/' she entertains with bumps and 
husband-to-be, but -a questionable cross between Dolph 
Briscoe and Jonathan Winters. His efforts to be suave and 
debonair quickly become ludicrous especially his 
J,tender" dialogues delivered in a distinct southern accent— 
MISS McCAMBRlDGE developes a. certain tongue-in- -
cheek humor,  a  condescending approach to the Entire a ffair ,  
that boosts her performance and reconciles her early lack of 
ifcr-
Sumner, to make him appear the utter fool; alone make the 
play worthwhile. 
Miss Ferris (Carol Blodgett) delivers an hilarious 
|*performance as a stereotyped reporter assigned to take 
^pictures of the new computers. The gum-chomping, clumsy, In one moment of sarcastic eloquence that totally destroys 
incompetent woman gives the profession a reputation that > Sumner's composure she says, "Yes people are iust a bit 
other reporters certainly would, not agree With but still is ' outmoded. Maybe they'll stop making them." 
Slated Giimihin 31—477 w 
OPEN;1»45J® 
$1.50 HI 6 p.rtw^ f 
FEA. 2-4-6-$. loipit 
Female vocalist Joni .Auditorium Box Office'. 
Mitchell will appear at 8 p.m 
March 29 at City Coliseum. 
Tickets for Miss Mitchell's 
concert ,  a  Cultural  
Entertainment Committee 
special event, will go on sale 
March 25. Prices are 82 for 
optional fee holders and, may 
be ^obtained at the Hogg 
Miss Mitchell's perfor­
mance, part of a 1974 concert 
tour,  coincides with the 
release of her album, "Court 
and Spark," which is regarded 
as being one of her most 
personal musical statements 
and one of the most full  
realized arrangements in the 
singer-songwriter's career. 
(MHor't N»Ik Da«t.n andOnm Spiny, VMOO: A restlessness regarding your 
• -wfco pt#pB»a (KBchoft/ora kaJiiiiiiltiiii. n wwkii compounded byadMirata 
ip«iiutiitiiy In diorti. par—nal lnt»r¥l«»n. t "get away from It all." 
amrfyMi and attisUgy donM.) • •». ~UBtA: Use flood ludgment today 
ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATION 
MCLU0IN6 
"BEST PICTURE 
^EST AGTOR^JACK NIGHOLS0 





MK An opportunity to express yourself 
through writing or speaking comes 
nriuch to your benefit. 
TAURUS: Your career seems on an 
upward trend. Much attention 
should be paid to extravagant 
moods. 
GCMMI: The inspiration to communicate 
your philosophy to others brings 
expansive, beneficial relationships. 
CANCHti . If attention is paid to your 
inward drive to "do sorrie 
traveling," a lesson is learned. 
110: An unusual: achievement Is 
indicated having to do with the use of 
intellectual faculties. 
regarding your recreational 
activities as some stress could arise. 
SCOKftO: There Is need for a combination 
of reason and expansive 
communication into the home. 
SAGITTARIUS: It's a good day for any kind 
of formal learning experience, as 
attention is sharp. 
CAPRICORN: Let your talents of reason 
and clear sensory perception bring 
you long awaited rewards. 
AQUARIUS: There should be a lot of 
attention paid to your personality, 
temperament and disposition now. 
HSCfS: Expect the unexpected today. 
Develop your skills and techniques 
in preparation for future. 




;w i  SATURDAY Mr ' 
JERRY JEFF 
WALKER 
- Celebrating his 32 nd birthday^ 
TWO SHOWS 7:30 & 10:30 
AdvwKf Tkkttsat Nxw|k«di ( lirner Sonctvm. 
«.<•, OTIS YOUNG /RANDY QUAID /CLIFTQN JAMES 
CAROL KANE/stm^nSROBERTTOWNE-JS5S5 DARRYL PONICSAN 
** k> JOHNNYMANDEL • n^nnGERALD AYRES • ommuHAL ASHBY 
M ACHUI rn*.««iUMUUT TURN FROM COLUMBIA PICTURES 
A DIVISION OF COLUMBIA PICTURES INDUSTRIES, INC Rl"^5j 
1500 S. PLEASANT VA1UY ROAD 






•nc.ud.ng BIST PICTURE/ BEST ACTRESS/BEST SCREENPLAY 
Reduced Prices 
Til 6 P.M. 
foon. thru-Sat. 
A Mdvin Frank Film 
AlbuchOf Class 
EATURE TIMES Z-4-6-8-10 $1.00 til 6 p.m. 
By the winner of the 1970 Nobel Prize for Literature 
"0»IETWV IN THE LIFE OF IVAN DEMISOVU 
A M ^ W D i R  
soizm mtsyVs 
. 
WHO HAS NOW BEEN EXILED FROM RUSSIA NOW * 
® KNOWS AND SEC THE REASON WHY—HE WANTS 
5 * ALL THE WORLD TO KNOW AND UNDERSTAND... 
HELD OVER • FEATURES 12)50-3:00-5:10-7:25-9:35 
6 ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATIONS 
INCUiDINO BEST ACTRESS 
OXKIUY 
ix thk u ;̂ (»•• n.vx DKXiwnKn 
m 
$1.00 
til 6 p.m 
FEATURES 1:45-3:45-5:45-7:45-9:45 < 
'An exquisite and beautiful film!" 





•  • »  » » • »  » » »•••• »  
________ 
2tt» A Ouodalup* S«<<md Uv«l Oobi* Mall  477-1S24 «• 
DCCf) I ROM TH€ flU*MKER 





MATINEE ONlY f̂  ̂
CAPT.BLOOD-12,4 
ROBIN NOOO - 2, 6 
11.00 FOR ONE 





Haircuts for people 
-Mon^Fri, lOa.m. - fipgau. 
409 W. 14th 476-4890 
Meli&sav Mae. Alma 




17N Wnl mini lm 4SI4JR 
I "A TERRIFICALLY 
^MOVING EXPERIENCE. 
Full of paradoxes, 
Ills at once heart­



















$1.00 til 5 MON.-FRI. _ —....  ̂
j- .AFEATURES 12:45-3:00-5:15-7:30-9:45  ̂
A gun in his sock, 
a tire iron in his belt and no badora 
TTib story of Eddia c i 
: 
The best ex 
.. ^ 
$1.00 til 5 MON.-FRI. 
BADGE 373 
mnnsnTNEKXPumarnn OHM. 
;̂ r' ROBERT -oyyALi - s 
f.' • •> VERNA BLOOM 
t C---. ! B 
r ; ' ; , F E A T U R E S  •  
1:00-3:10-5:20-7;30-9:40 
4MSI MIDNIGHT MOVIE ^ 
$1.25 EVERY FRIDAY-SATURDAY 
YT 5 « 
TONIGHT THRU SAT. 





Sex.Songs and Satirel 
Can Heironvmus Merkin 
ever forget fey Humppe 




WINNER 1972 CANNES 
FILM FESTIVAL 
JURY PRIZE AWARD 
Qnly Amtrkw ram 
to bt so Howowd 
iHtUst % Htti riwi MktiH msOfliBj—•>— 
SLAtJGHTERHOUS 
-p:,VE 
MCHA Î SACKS 'mnuwmui MtnwHinw 
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\ for the University, 
' . facilities and an extensive program 
' Students, faculty, staff and guests. ' 
|itobHDAy:,v® 
*C! " 9 a.m.'S p.m. Art Exhibit: "Canadian 
Graphics;" prize-winning raveling 
exhibit of graphic art by Canadian . 
artists; an honor brought with the help' 
of the Canadian Consulate; through -
- April 5; Union Art Gallery; sponsored 
••'v\ by Art$ and Theater Committee* 
fjjUISOAT . . 
• Noon-1 p.m. Sandwich Seminar: "The 
Brown Berets;" a chicano organization 
from East Austin gives a presentation ; 
of its phTlbsophy and activities^,, 
sandwiches; chips and tea available; ^ 
Union Building T04. ' lilt 
8 p.m. Performing Arts Series: '^ranr^ 
Brueggen — harpsichord, "and Alan 
thCUftlon W'' 
Curtis—-recorder; free to optional fee • 
holders; $2 general admission; Hoggp 
Box Office. 10 a.m.« D.m. dailv. 471®? 





, . .^6 p y,  
' 1444; Hogg Auditorii>m. 
WEDNESDAY \, , 
Noon-l::30 p.m. SandWkh Seminars-t-
Consumer Protection Serie.s: 
/'Marriage and Divorce ik Texas," Dr. 
Guy Shuttlesworth, profenor of social 
work; sandwiches, chlptjj and tea 
available; Union Building 104. 
THURSDAY . \ 
7 p.m. Film: "Sorrow and thevlty,''1 
miDAY - \ 
Time and location to be announced; 
Chess Tournament; through Saturday;: 
further information will be available in§ 
the ' Progfarrt Office, Union' Building'; 
342; registration required; sponsored 
9 by Recreatidps Committee .and UT; 
Chess Club. >uii 1 
* The first  
TEXAS WORLD PREMIERE TODAY AT 1:30 P.M. 
"the Girls"; starring 
Bibi Andersson, Harriet 
Andersson and Gunnel 
Lindblom; directed by Mai 
Zetteriing; to be presented 
Friday and Satnrdliy by 
Student. Government iii 
Bordine Auditorium. 
By CICELY WYNNE 
Texan Staff Writer 
0ur fvitasies ofteijj; 
fovemhelm everyday ;reality 
"witti their shocking and 
humorous revelations. Seldom . an excepi 
can submission to that reality1? |these da>», 
produce so much pleasure as dominate 
in Mai Zetteriing'.s ''The., refreshing 
,„ about 
IN HK0H HYTWt DAHHB> » 4MUV", 
STEVI FtHMAN - fftOOUCIt 
% 




- C . 
Also Starung EDA/^RD BINNS 
LARRYMcMURTRY and Pto&iced b* STEPHEN FRIEDMAN SIDNEY LUMET 
From COLUMBIA PlCTURf S/* DIVISION OF COLUMBIAPICTURES INOUSIRIES INC jjg " muTcm 






Reduced Price* til 6:15 
FILMED IN 
ACTORS 
Larry McMurtry knows 
the north country of 
Texas like the palm 
of his Writing hand. 
His stories of that wild * 
and sweet prairie 
spring from the earth 
itself, and from the 
roots of the people who 
live, and loye. .and die on it. 
From these stories 
have come two notable 
motion pictures. One was 
TiUD. Another was 
THE LAST PICTURE SHOW. 
Now, Stephen Friedman, the 
producer of THE LAST ^ 
PICTURE SHOW and Sidney' 
Lumet, the director of 
SERPIGO, hgve turned "7 
another remarkable.stoty by 
Larry McMurtry. LOVIN' MOLLY 
is perhaps themost unusual 
story of them all. *, 
BASTROP WITH MANY LOCAL 
INCLUDING JOHN HENRY 
FAULK. 
1970 film opened the 
Best of New York 
Festival of Women's Films: 
but, to my knowledge, has not 
been shown commercially in 
this country. In fact;, the only 
Zetteriing to reach Austin has, 
probably been her 
Weightlifter's sequence in 
,J'Visions of Eight." 
It hardly stretches any point 
to note that the Swedish 
/director is both a woman and: 
film maker. In 
violent,- male-
movies, it's 
see a beautiful 
omen from a 
viewpoint. 
THE DIMENSIONS of three 
actresses' awakening to their 
equality is visualized through 
realistic and surrealistic 
images made all the more 
txmitpeUingfay; 
humorous and ironic 
Fen\inist 
."detachment" as well as her The ^emphasis on 
honesty in portraying the "Lysistrata" as thematic 
asks the audience if we 
change the, world, yie must 
frailties of both sexes. basis arid structural v remember that the/film was 
The story unfolds with springboard grow* made in 1969 and that alot of 
umbersome. 2etterling tilings have been said since. 
Far more importantly, we 
must realize that Zetterling'is' 
ftiia 
substantial . r-r~r;-•• . 
Zetteriing, who wrote tbeseems to want to make 
script with David Hughes^,, certain we understand the 
uses Aristophaness^piay's relevancy. And,indeed, 
"Lysistrata" to arouse thie 1 she usually makes such points 
independence in three with subtlety simply by 
actresses who are touring to performing the play and 
the play. Aristophanes') letting Aristophanes' ideas do 
comedy concerns a group of their own leaping, acrpss 
women who tell theiifr millenniums. s t 
FORTUNATELY, The 
director soon breaks away 
sex until you.. 
female artisW 
husbands: no 
stop the war. 
We see scenes of the 
comedy, which is the first 
antiwar; feminist work, then 
.in mid-line, we are suddenly 
transported into one of the 
women's fantasies.  
Zetteriing's ease in handling 
the shifts heightens the sense 
a/m ture and honest artist 
who presents both sides, from 
the characters* viewpoints as 
well as > her own. Jt ;ii< | 
intentionally, the chatacter$'..-j 
self-consciousness and Bias, : 
not the director's. ^ j 
At the sairi 'e  t ime, ; 
Zetteriing displays great i 
from the dependence to talent for surrealism. The 
juxtapose playfully little fantasy passages express the 
episodes of realistic men-
women (and vice-versa> 
relations with the womens and 
her own dreamlike visions. 
Some of the lines may sound 
dated or self-conscious, as 
of discovery, bothmensayworoena** 
characters' and ours. „ silly, or when Bibi Andersson 
INTERSTATE THEATRES 
A U S T I N , , ^  VARSITY Jl  I T •/ .  .<hi 
ADALuPf S . RE C T 







'His rainbow is a 
Pony Farm 
in the heart of 
New York City. 
mWm..jriiu iiiwchphoouctoh. 
SAYS I CANT RUN! A RAINBOW!" 





, ONLYH .. 
P A R A M O U N T  H VARSITY 
:  r . 'TvGf. ' t  SS W.^C-0 < ADAUl !Pf S . H! !  
SATURDAY NIGHT ONLY! 8:00 P.M. , 
A RADICAL TEACHER WHO BUCKED THE ; 
ESTABLISHMENT AND WON HIS STUDENTS' HEARTS...A 
TRUE UVE DRAMA IN TRADITION OF "SOUNDER" 
PARAMOUNT •'472-5411 
/  I ,- j CO N GPE5S A v E Mjf 




••BEST PICTURE OF THE YEAR! 





















"DRAGON* ' % '• '• 1 
arwstt mww 
nUliiT -1 
HE CUOBBERS THE MOB AS 
IV 4 
Hi 
' AWEINTRAUB HELLER Production "BLACK BELT JONES" slatnng JIM KELLY; GLORIA HENDRY Scieenptay by OSCAR WILLIAMS • Produced bv 
FRED WEINTRAUB and PAUL HELLER Directed by ROBERT CLOUSE Wk&ik fn>m w»n»«»Bn>».QAw«m«fCommunte«iion^cBn»»ny 
CT A DTC $1.00 til 3:00 p.m. 
.  91AK19 , '  - FSfifVjll l l l  FEATURES 
TODAY!! ^ l:4O-3:20-5:OO 
6:40-8:20-10:00 
women's doubts and 
frustrations quite graphically* 
but they are subdued by the 
amused detachment, ot a 
deeply committed and 
intelligent film maker; f| 
viewpoint, sans fantasies, and 
it is definitely feminist. IJ is 
the viewpoint of an extremely s 
sensitive and intelligent I 
human being who hapened to \ 
go through life as a woman § 
and became proud of her:  
womanhood. And it is the 
uncanny brilliance of an artist 
who can still laugh and sigh — . 
especially at the end of the 
film — thinking it a bit absurd 
that men and women can't. 
treat each other as equals. 
THE DIRECTOR could 
hardly have found two better 
actresses in Harriet and Bibi 
Andersson..  Ingmar 
Bergman's discoveries prove) 
once again that it only takes a 
thousand nuances, to be truly 
great actresses. .Gunnel 
Lindblom, as the other.  
woman, is  almost as . 
impressive. 
7:30, 9:20' and 11:05 p.m. 
-Friday and Saturday in 
Burdine Auditorium. : ; J 
mm 
ARICA 
It's more _ 
than your mind. 
476-2281 
# VAGABOND 
'» ;M F .»Si»i" st: 
LAST DAY! 
WOMAN: 8:20 
HIROSHIMA: 6:40, 10:30 
Undoubtedly a Masterpiece...It u of course a work of enormous 
dignity, a landmark in motion pictures. 
—SATURDAY REVIEW 
"Alain Resnais' film is quite possibly the most controversial first 
fmture iince CITIZEN KANE, ft has aroused the same sort of ex­
citement and partisanship; its. place jn film history seems no_less_ 
firmly assured. Its innovation-is only partly in its method, in the 
way in which flashbacks are used not for reminiscence but to br­
ing the past forward into the present, inseparably to interlock the 
chimes of Hiroshima and Nivers. Equally remarkable a (he film's 
total style, which derives from the exact balancing of text and im­
age..."' ' V 









With Eiji Oksds, Kyoko Kishida 
Direclxt t» Hirothi Teshitthtrs 
Produced by Xiich Ichtksws snd Tsdtshi Ono 
? A Jestugshsrs Production . A Pslbe ComtWBorvy Files Messe _ -
new wm nui ftsm sauut, iw • mmoi nui fesimi «cu*»ng*. igw • cum nu ftstwi «wmwM«itte4 
Starts Saturday! Four Days Only! Double Feature $1.50 
MAUD'S: 8:20 
LA COLLECTIONNEUSE: 6:40, 10:15 
"jBy far the best picture in the entire competition 
(Academy Awards 1970). One of the biggest thrills 
of this or any other moviegoing year." 
—Andrew Sarris, The Village Voice 
...... "The most thoroughly mature film that has come to 
th$*screen in years." ~ 
—Arthur Knight, Saturday Review 
• ••••>;: -"'v: -• •*',.• • •••.•.• • 
"so fine that it should prove irresistible, 
achieves with elegance and eloquence 
the goals it has set for Itself, 'my night at 
maud's' was forme the finest film in the 
festival (new york 1969)." 
—¥ine«nt canby, n«w yoifc lima* 
5 
"The masterful symmetry of the plot, the nkanced 
yet aphoristic clarity of the dialogue and the unob­
trusive evocation of what D. H. Laibrence called 
"the spirit of place," explain in part why.Rohmer -
has lately become something of a film /art's cult 
figure." 
7 John T. Elson, *_ 
Time Magazine 
a delightful new surprise from 
the director of "My Night at Maud's" 
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FINAL 7 DAYS! 
A U S T I N  
r- : ,3'J so cor^ f̂. Avr 
7 p.m. 
¥: BOOT HIU • 7:50 
BIG JAKE • 6:00 9:2* 
ThoseTRINITYi 
Boys Are Batld 
m 
K h:,. hs 
ITWOTHOOS««9ffiHLE8 KJ0FFE,Pft0OUCTK>t 
r..' - > Ptatexdh/ JACK^ROSS8a^ E*«cue»«ProAKwC>WHL£SH,JC3FFe 
'ALLEN'ind MARSHALL'BfllCKMAN • CVccfM Oy WOOOYAUEnJ 
UnrtidHilall 
GP t !£3i> 
< 'a hi" V"/"vi 
' ?; I ON THE SAME. PROGRAM m 
1 I  John Wayn* ̂  ̂  Rlfl  I  A If  C'  
my 
•' 
r--:j *< f 
wai^i 
STARRING JEAN-Ido.® TRINTIGNANT AND FRANCOISE FABIAN 
IWRITTEN AND DIRECTED BY ERIC ROHMER PATHE CONTEMPORARY FILK 
Ut: v % 
ra film by Eric Rohmer 
>. Waning Haydee Politoff and Patrick Bauchau 
tn CMkntneoior 
p r — C o n t t m t x w i  ,  
MIDHITE MOVIES DOUBLE TIATURI ̂  „ MATINEE MOVIES SAT. i SUN. 
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... By CiLENN MYERS 
15. Texan Staff Writer 
Sere's a little town 
public appearance' at the impressive range and 
if'New Folk" concert portion command of his voice, has 
- - - - - -  o f  t h e  K e r r v i l l e  F o l k  F e s t i v a l ,  b e e n  p r i m a r i l y  a  r o c k  a n d  
Look-out Mountain that's She is a strong and natural blues vocalist until Plum 
•V-; plum outa Tennessee and vocalist, wiUi leanings toward Nelly. Formerly with the 
nelly outa Geawgia, and that's "Texas music" (not the kind Sweetarts and Molta, he has 
why they call it Plum Nelly," that inundates, yjau, jfUtta,-. be«n batting aroMnd, the 
'flaid Billy Stoner, member of Austtrt music scene foir 10 
Austin's Plum Nelly. Stoner, ' rhythm acoustic years and has done some work 
Once they plug in their guitar, vocals, primary writer with Rod Stewart. ̂  
strewn equipment ̂ around an of the group and former truck 
available stage-and spill inte driver, first came to Austin in 
the days of the Vulcan Gasf 
Company, about five years 
ago. His tunes, rhymes and 
thoughts are as solid country 
as they are Stoner. ^% 
Thurman, fiddle, violin a^d 
bluegrass country vocalist, 
University music major drop­
out, bass player for the 
psychedelic 13th Floor 
'& 
y The Man,' fas; yior 10 years"! and his mixture 
played with Leon Russell, of fact and "fantasy in "The 
Jerry Garcia, Moon Pie and 
their opening number, - the 
atmosphere is honky tonk 
excitement and movement, 
brought to you by the four 
distinct personalities of Jerrie 
Jo Jones, Stoner, Benny 
Thurman  and  E rn i e  
Gammage, who have blended 
their music in the old sense of 
the word "group," where the 
Jerrie Jo Jones was first 
heard by Stoner about a year 
Put them all together and 
what have you got? A group 
that combines two- three- and 
four-part harmony with lead 
vocals by any of the four, lead 
fiddle runs laid over a rhythm 
guitar and bass foundation, 
treating traditional, standard 
and original tun^s, such as 
Stonfer's "River Gang*' ("One 
of my closest friends was a 
how, we have to play crowd 
pleasers and standards and 
stuff. We enjoy doing those, 
too, but we'd like to go more 
for originals. It's a way of 
getting my songs to the 
people. We get asked to play 
Jerry Jeff and Murphy and 
Ramsey and those guys. By 
the time we get to doin' them, 
we'll be doing our own stuff," 
Stoner said. ; > v 
In their path through the 
Austin music club hierarchy, 
they play at the Dime Box Inn 
F r iday ,  Buf f a lo  Gap  
Saturday, Bevo's Monday, 
at Castle Cree* 
23 and will appear opening ' ^ 
night May 23 at Rod 
Kennedy'f Kerrville Folk 
Festival. *}>. 1 , 
Thurman feels that the 
group is a part of something 
new and evolving. "I think 
rock is spent, and country's 
comin' on. We're in on die ? 
ground floor of something big. 
Jim Hendrix was progressive* 
Rock's peaked out. Rock's 
into the future. Country's 
goin' through the same old 
bones. I know Austin's in on a 
boom cause people ii|c& 
',j3j 
Soap Creek Saloon Thursday,' Conqueroo> .comin' back."!0f^' 
'  * .««»  # '  —Twwi  S ta f f  Hm»  by  OwM Nowmon 
Plum Nelly performing at Soap Creek Saloon 
ago at Shakey's Pizza in North . Bob Brown. His fiddle is 
Austin, where she used to beat clear, test, with excellent 
her brains out trying to sound timing, and a combination of 
like a red and" white stripe? country licks with formal 
player piano and banjo, music training. 
Forsaking that life, she and Gammage, bass guitar* 
S tone r  j o ined  up ,  mak ing  the i r  s t r ong  vaca l i s t  w i th  an  
Devil and the Deep Blue Sea," 
with the rhythms and musical 
construction of rock, country, ' 
spiritual and bluegrass, 
;v"We'd tofiiirn more ahlr 
- more toward originals. But 
the way the clubs are right 
television 
America's first woman in 
space runs' into trouble when 
an explosion rips a hole in the 
capsule and wounds her fellow 
astronaut in The Six Million 
Dollar Man at 8 p.m. On 24; 
Gues t  s t a r s ,  a r e  Ju l e s  
Be rgman ,  Pau l  Ken t  and  
Dean Smith. 
4:30 p.m. 
7 Jimmie Dean Show ' , ? ' 
9, 36 News 
?< The-Six Million Dollar M4n 
36 . The Girl With Something Extra vv-*i 
• -  - -  •  . .  '  
24 I Dream of Jeannie 
•7 p.m. a ' * "?> 
7 Dirty Sally MOpm. 
9 Washington Week , 9 Lawn and Garden 
24 "The Big Cats" — National : 34 The Brian Keith Show % 
Geographic.Society Special p.m. -••••.,. , •... 
34 Sanford and Son ,, 9 Austin Profile -1 , 
*7:30 p.m. •/ <Foma 
7 Good Times.- „ . ^4 Dean Martin Comedy HoW^t 
9 yvaU Street WeeK W.v . 9:30 pm 
- 34 Lotsa tuck 9 San Antonio Profile 
• p.m. 
7 Movie: "The Sweet-Ride" 7 m m Mmr *. ' •* 
h'M 
9 Capitol Gallery 9 The French Chef 
% '  
Springsteen 
Scheduled 
< Bruce Springsteen, pop 
- music singer, will perform at 
8:30 p.m. Friday and Saturday 
\  a t  * A rmad i l l o  Wor ld  
V Headquarters. 
\ Ticket^ for the concert are 
l $3 and may be purchased at 
\Oat Willie's, Inner Sanctum 
^Records and the Armadillo 
box office, .. 
tonite 
to hear 'em is 













2714 E. 1st • 478-0182 




HYDRA till 2 a.m. 
2 for 1 ADMISSIONS 
WITH THIS AD FRI. OR SAT. 
"-." THE HUGE 
0PEN8p.m. lOth/Lomar 477-3783 
TRANS+TEXAS 
/ •AND 
6400 Burnt RM4— 465-6933 
OPEN 7:00 FEA. AT 8:00 
Before The Mafia...The Tongs. 
—TONIGHT— 
AND THE BIZZAROS 
—SAT.— - ';' 
4 
WALKIN' 
;| "Hwrty of funk" .. 
BEVO'S 
WEST SIDE TAP . 
• MIXED DRINKS P' 
24th and Rio Grande 
f-K 
BOX OFFICE OI»EN 7:0& 
SHOW STARTS DUSK 
VatiUUiiia 
PLUS O ijyjrr 
PATGARRETT 
ABB 
BILLY THE KID 
|r] METBQCOLOR : C 
SHOWTOWtNJ U.S.A. 
imon R<j 18 3 
H H '•> ij 
'WIST 5Cm«N 
CUNT 
The Most Dreaded Of All The 
Dealers In Death! 





and all that p Vrrj-'-W 
mmmmm 
new 
to you 6y wzfinep ows- the fieofi/e 
grw&you "7/?e tfezz S/h?er 











1423 W 8m White BM.-4422333 
ROCKING CHAIR SEATS 
SMOKING PERMITTED 
ACRES FREE PARKING 
Starts Today! Open 5:45 Features,6-8-10 
wtmuwtmc&mmHoo 
ncNN«ew»> HHtvmoH* 
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Twin $1.00 til 5 p.m. 
Cinema MON.-FRI. 
IMpWTHIVtMIPIblUWt ' 1 111 ' l* '* 
Joseph E. levine presents a Miha Ntchols'film starring Jack NichoKon • 
Cdinal Knowledge'it or»of th«bMtmoviM«var." 
• —Lit Smith. CotmopolHtn Migttln* 
Mike IVichol^JMNicholsoii.Candice Beigea ^ 
ArttwCarfunl̂ /Vnn Maigrei and Jules Feiffer. | 







*«8 EmMuy PWuir* 
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|C i  fj.  i 
rem the author o) Psycho' 
^ -n't-
THE TWO TOP MOVIES OF THE YEAR! 
BETWEEN THEM THEY WIN NOMINATIONS FOR ; 
20 ACADEMY AWARDS!! 
 ̂. INCLUDINO BEST PICTURE • BEST ACTOR • BEST ACTRESS 1" 
" BEST SUPP0RTIN6 ACTOR • BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS 
-.HIGHLAND MALL„ „ 
^ I & || 
OFFIH35a t  HI  WAY 290  
gi WILLIAM PETER BIATTVS--̂  
fHB 
BEST 




Hfl URUM MAts 
viiHomu RkT MWTTtl 
sun MT MtUVE^ 





BOTH HAVE BUN NOMMATEO FOR "BEST PICTURE" 





MATINEES thru SUNDAY ? 
"Oqd" at 1:00-4:354:10 p.m. 
"Son" at 2:45-6:20-9:55 p.m. 
- WÎ  
LIMITED ENGAGEMENT-MATINEES thru SUNDAYl 
John WAYNi • Anh-MARGRIT 
TRAIN ROBBERS 'pg 
•»'. •; 'A <0^5; 
—r«'' *£•&• 
; -v*. = -
PLUS 
11 THE SKirGAME' 
1.: Jaims GARNER - Lou GOSSETT 
y*-* ifc, r 1' ' • 
, hmn Hmt Todby  ̂*' 
• VTnrin Raton" at'lrf04404t25 pM. 
SUR 6«IRM" it 3:154 -̂1045 
. MANN TMEATMS 
SATURDAY - SATURDA^F 
SNEAK PREVIEW 
tir 8:25 p.m. 
True Story ot Ono Beautiful Man 
Starring one of the «t«r» of "Deliverance" 
If Education is your bag - Don'tMiss Thifl 
Skin Game before at 6:40, Train Robjber efter at 
10 p.m.. Hi-
f 
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WWW • r^r C71 A »* ^ v * ~ 
(jLASSIFI^D-^g^ERTlSING 
15 word minimum 
Each word one time ^,«..... $ 10 
Each word 2-4 times .09 
Each word 5-9 hmes .... $ 07 
Each word 10 or more times S 06 
Student rate each time S .75 
Classified Display . 
I coi. x one inch one time ...; $2.96 
I LOI. x one inch 2-9 times .... $2.66 
J .iof. Y one inch l& or more times 
$2,37 
D6AOUNC SCHRHJ1I 
, TtKonMdov ...... 
TwctAiy Twan Monday ... 
WadnnAw Tcion Tucmy 
dmtfJfm fh MhHtoi MV 
3.00 p.m; 
, 10:00 a.m. 
. .10:00 a.m. 
Friday .Taxan Tttwtdoy , ; 10:00 a.m. 
"In tht mnt ... 
adoiriUaiwwi, immtdialt Mtka mvil b* 
#ivan ot th« publbhart at* vatsanwU* far 
only ONC Imwiyl lwwfla>. M dofch* far 
rdiiHlmaaH tfooutd ba mod* hat latar 
than 30 day* after puWkoHon." 
LOW STUDENT RATES 
15 word minimum each day . S .75 
cach additional word each day S 05 
I col. x one inch each day .... $2.37 
"llnclassifieds" 1 line 3 days SI.00 
(Prepaid, No Refunds) ' 
Students must show Auditor's 
reccipt and pay in advance in TSP 
Bldy 3 200 (25th & WhitiS) from 8 
a>m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday through 
Eridivy. - - -
FOR SAL FURN. APARTS. 
NEARLY NEW Inflatable canoe with 
f00f£ump,1if4|bck*ts, and paddles. Mis­
call 474-1074-afternoon*. . 
1972 HONDA SOQcc.. 4 cyl., 8500 miles, 
crash bars. S950,, best otter. Contact 
:  G # r y , - 4 7 1 - l W 5 .  : •  ^ 5
MARANTZ 2270;Receiver with case • ;• 
perfect condition, under warranty. M50. 
Call 441-8180. Before noon, after seven.; 
1970 SAAB. 1300 miles. Runs perfectly. 
Good condition. 27 mpg. S1500. 454-2327. 
MARTIN GUITAR Model D-21, very 
' hard to find. Excellent sound, condition. 
""HWJstiett-case. *450. 477-2508 after 5. 
'70 PODGE PICKUP. Bucket seats, 
automatic, auxilary tanks, camper, 
good Condition. $1300. 454-9387 after 6. > 
NORWEGIAN ELK HOUND, male, 
three months, champion ,bred, make 
offer. 258-2744. , > 
1964 VW. Good condition. Newly 
'inspected. Call after 5:30 p.m. 454-7519. 
HEWLETT (PACKARD 80. Perfect 
condition. S350. Call 477-8994. L-201, 
Colorado Apartments. After 6. 
GIANT GARAGE SALE. Sponsored by 
U.T. Acappella Choir. Saturday 9am -
6pm Sunday 1pm - 7pm. 1502 South 
First, 10 blocks south of Municipal 
Auditorium. 
.. LA RG E *1N N E R -TU B E S far - swimming 
or tubing. All sizes to choose from. S3.00 
// up. 2201 Airport Blvd. " 
3S8 
FURN. APARTS. •  FURN. APARTS. HELP WANTED ROOMMATES l irtjuw y 
LE MARQUE " 
Close to campus. Luxury efficiencies 
$115, one bedroom $130, two bedrooms 
$170. Pool/ sundeck, •fully carpeted, cen­
tral air and heat. - . 
302 W. 38th 
451-6533 452-6066 
Central Properties Inc. 
FOR SALE 
AUSTIN 
CAMPER AAART n,— 
See us at 6324 N. Lamar for custom built, 
all aluminum and wood-aluminum pick­
up camper tops. 
Start at $159.95 
We wilt build any design, any color. 
- 452-3800 
FOR SALE. Ironsted bed painted gold, 
$35, Call after 5. 441-5707. 
'61 FORD 350. One ton truck. Old 
hydramatic 4 speed. 750x17 tires. 12 foot 
lumbpr rack. After 5 on weekdays. 1307 
Cullen Avenue. 
'69 VW FASTBACK. Automatic, radio-
50,000 miles. $1100 cast* Must sell. 476-
1432 alter 6 p.m. 20-plus mpg. 
• 16mtfi KEYSTONE MOVIE Camera. 2 
lens, turret. Slow-mo, single frame. Old, 
-• clean, ̂ reliable $85. 477-6W4. = r 
WALK TO CAMPUS 
Reasonably priced. Large one bedroom' 
" Spartments available. Carpeted; 
CA/CH, pool, sundeck, built-in kitchen. 
311 East 31st 
478-6776 451-6533 
Central Properties Inc. 
SOMETHING DIFFERENT' 
Efficiencies With elevated separate 
bedrooms plus enormous one and two 
bedroom contemporary apts. with every , 
convenience, furnished or unfurnished! 
OAK CREEK Is' environmentally, 
oriented and offers a creek that winds 
through Ihe community convenient- tq 
.campus & shopping and conveniently 
.priced from $125. 1507 Houston Street. 
454-6394 Central Properties Inc. 451-6533 
ELEVEN POOLS 
EFF„ 1 and 2 
BEDROOMS 
FROM $132 ALL BILLS 
PAID 
A new concept in apartment 
community living. Five-
architectural styles, choice of 
furniture styles, color coor­
dinated throughout. CA/CH, 
all built-ins, available unfur­
nished for S120 all bills paid/ 
1S01 Kinney Ave. No. Ill 
451-6533, 447-3983 
Central Properties Inc. 
LOOKING POR AN APT.? 
Choose from over 10,000 units," 
Advantage Point Apt. Locator 
• Free 
451-8242 - No fee. 
TWO BLOCKS 
TO CAMPUS 
1 & 2 Bedroom Efficiencies 
\ Full kitchen 
CA/CH, carpeting —* 
Large walk'in closets 
Oriental furnishings. 
Study room 
Peaiceful courtyard with pool 
Only steps to' shopping 
405 East 31st 
472-2147, 472-4162 
Barry Gillingwater Company 
HIGHLAND MALL 
A RE A ON 
SHUTTLE 
Huge V 8. 2 Bedrooms turn, or unfurn. 
witli large walk-ins, beautiful landscape 
ino. From $154 ABP. 1100 Relnli. 452-
3202, 472-4162. Barry Gillingwater Com­
pany.. ' ' 
MINI APARTMENT. Op*n beam 
celling, shag carpet throughout, ail built-
: In kitchen, color coordinated. CA/CH, 
pool, near campus. 4000 Avenue A. 
$134.50 bills paid. 452-5533, 451-6533. 
Central Properties Inc. 
s NEW THIS WEEK! Ponce de Leon III, 
- 22nd and San Gabriel. Extra large two 
bedroom, two bath apartments ABP. 
• Most outstanding apartments in the' 
university area! Call Rod Wetsel at 472-
? 8941 or 472-8253. 
$149.50 ALL BILLS RAID. 1 bedroom 
/ furnished, CA/CH, built-in kitchen, near 
campus. 4307 Avenue A. 451-6533, 451-
3840. Central Properties Inc. 
SUMMER RATES NOW! Si* blocks 
from Law School; 2 blocks shuttle bus. 2 
bedroom/2 bath; one bedroom $135. AC, 
carpet, dishwasher, disposal, walk-in 
closets. 32nd and interregional. 477-0010 
or GL3-2228 
MINI APARTMENTS, also dne and two 
bedrooms. Close to campus. Fully 
carpeted; CA/CH, rich wood paneling, 
pool, air built-in kitchen. From $1)9.50. 
4200 Avenue A. 451-6533,4544423. Central 
Properties Inc. 
STEPS TO UT. 1 & 2 bedroom 
efficiencies. Nice pool area, study room, 
oriental furnishings. From $139 ABP. 405 
East 31st. 472-2147, 472-4162. Barry 
Gillingwater Company 
.£{Ul£.T ENFIELD AREA. One bedroom 
®^"w?Th.. bullt-ins, vaulted ceilings, Small 
community living. $139.50 plus 
electricity. 801 West Lynn. 477-8871, 472-
4162. Barry Gillingwater Co. 
NORTHEAST NEAR SHUTTLE, 
Highland Mall, & Capitol Plaza. Large V-
& 2 bedroom with ail the extras. ~ 
PART-
X •*$ Kf rV 
H; 
^FULL-TIME 
' ; WORK 
If you can answer yes to three of the next 
four questions: 
1. I like to meet people?—, -y 
2. I like a challenged 
NEED IMMEDIATELY^, 4ust 
smt. 
/• 
' GARAGE SALE. Saturday-Sunday. 
Clothes, baby items, French horn, 
furniture. Good condition. 10,000 
Hampshire, 837-1152. 
-64 VW SQUAREBACK with newer 
-walnersoad tcwditlan. ennt aflef 7 u.m." 
474-17421,..-
TOP CASH PRICES paid for diamonds, 
old goldr Capitol Diamond Shop, 4018 Nl 
Lamar. 454-6877. 
YAMAHA GUITAR SALE. Free case 
- with every guitar, Amster Music 1624 
Lavaca. 
GUITARS AND OTHER FRETTED 
instruments repaired at reasonable 
prices. OUDS, LUTES, DULCIMERS, 
etc. Custom built. 20% discount on all 
strings. Geoff Menke - Amster Music. 
1524 Lavaca. 478-7331. 
GUITAR REPAIR, new and used 
acoustics, electrics, amps. Discounts-oh 
strings and accessories. THE STRING 
SHOP, 1716 San Antonio, 476-8421. Tuei.-
Sat. 10-6. 
OVATION steel string acoustic guitar. 
Must sell to repay loan. Penny, 442-0782. 
ORNATE BRASS BEDS. Polished, with 
side railings. Just arrived. Doubles and 
singles. Sandy's, 506 Walsh., 
CAVLERAS 30%-50% Off. Canon Ftb 
bl.2, list $534, only. $282. Camera 
Obscura, 478-5187 evenings. 
BankAmericard, Mastercharge. 
1970 CAMARO, 3-speed. Excellent 
condition, good .gas' mileage. Call 476-
2443. 
ATTENTION MARRIED STUDENTS! 
Want economical housing? 10' by 52' new 
Moon mobile home located in UT Trailer 
Park. Evenings, 474-2591-. 
AKC IRISH1 SETTER puppies. Healthy, 
friendly, 2 months old. Shots, wormed. 
$100. 476-5439 after 5, weekends. 
SONY TC Dual Capstan Drive Auto 
reverse cassette tape deck. $150. Eddie. 
454-9089 after 6 p.m. 
LIKE NEW BSR 810 turntable with 
•Shure M91E. Used only six months. $125. 
441-7572. 
SUNN CONCERT BASS Amp X2-15" 
Altec speakers), Giannini Craviola {12-
string Italian guitar) 3 microphones and 
other miscellaneous sound equipment. 
472-3802. 
1973 C'*PRI 2600, 13,000 miles. 
FM/cassette*fctei°eo, AC, vinyl top. 441-
1865, 258-5J21 eif 371. 
MOTOROLA TV, terrific buy for $25.22" 
screen. 476-9078. 
1948 CADILLAC HEARSE, largest car 
ever made. Show Exxon you can still 
afford gas. Completely restorable. Have 
most new parts. $695. 476-9078. 
OVATION steel string acoustic guitar. 
Almost new. Must sell. Penny, 442-0782. 
42~INCH ELECTRIC RANGE. Double, 
self-cleaning, automatic ovens. White. 
$300. 453-6544 after 5:30pd. 
KAWASAKI TRAIL , lOOcc. 10 speed 
transmission. 1973, $450, trade on MG 
Midget or Sprite. 454-3825. 
62 l.-H. METRO VAN with Hydraulic lift, 
5425. '72 ton Ford Van. 452-0004 ; 442-
0610, 
750 NORTON 1972 $1,000. New Sting Ray 
bike, 5-speed, $25. Both great condition. 
477-1614. 
SONY 250 reel to reel tape deck. $90. 476-
6721 ext 72 or 451-4080. 
/ 
JVC 4 CHANNEL, 8-track home . 
player-recorder. Like new. $110. 477-
4222. 
MINOLTA SUPER 8 camera. Autopak 
D-6, 6-1 Zoom, with intervolameter. 
Perfect condition. $140 cash. 477-3032. 
. 1969 VW CAMPER,Van. Excellent 
condition $1900. Call 471-7201. 
'72 CZ250. Excellent condition. $485. 441-
7988. 
1973 PINTO, extra clean. 12,500 miles. 
Automatic, AC, super buy. $2,649. Call 
soon. 474-6636. 
WILL SELL 4 month Karate 
membership for discount o< $75. Contact 
Mary DeBarbrie 447-4894. 
MARTIN 12-string guitar, D-12-20 with 
case. Excellent condition Best offer 
over $250. Vox Berkley It amp, $40. 
Serious buyers only 477-5244. 
BEAUT4FUL I972 DOOGE Charger, 
Wue with white vinyl top, AC, power, 
economical 318 engine. $2300 firm. Call 
452-8024 
'74PORSCHE 911T Targa: AC AM/FA* 
stereo cassette, much more. Warranty. 




Your time is valuable 









Has vacancies, 1 and 2 
bedroom 




33rd & Speedway 
Walk UT or Shjiltle at door. 
Split level luxury living. Beautiful studio 
units designed for 3-5 mature students. 
New contemporaVy decor. Walk-ins, 
pool, cable TV, shag- carpet. Quiet 
elegant atmosphere. 
King size one bedrooms also available. 
Leasing for Summer and Fall 
Drastically reduced Summer rates 
No calls after 7:00 p.m. 
477-5560 or 477-7451 
"WEST AUSTIN Brand New 
Efficiency. 5 minutes to down­
town and shuttle bus to UT. 
Call today for. your choice of 
color schemes. 
472-0558, 4728278, 4766707 - \jnit 
7551 
$129.50 
All Bills Paid 




476-6707, unit 7551. 
TWO BLOCKS UT 
One large bedroom 
apartment's. CA/CH, 
carpeted, cable, dishwasher, 
/covered/parking, laundry. 
ABP S142.50 
477-8146. 2101 Rio Grande 
POSADA DEL NORTE 
Save.rponey Come Hve with us. For the 
next tbree weeks only get your U00 gift 
Youngf manager and tenants. Club room, 
voHey}ba1i court, private parties, shag 
carped one and two bedrooms, fwj and 
townheuses. Shuttle bus 
THE BLACKSTONE 
$64.50/month 
"Apartment living !/2 block from Campus** 
Individual applicants matched with 
Compatible roommates 
2910 Red River 476-5631 
A Paragon Property 
ASK TO SEE 
QUR BRAND NEW 
I've Got a Secret Apartments. 
Located in the heart oKUT 
area. 1 block to shuttle. $149.50 
- S169.50, ABP. 






206 West 38th 
l or 2 Bedroom Furnished. Convenient to 
UT.. Beautiful Pool antf Patio. 
BsasonabJo-Siiuttle. 4t-bleefc.—-




S137.50 plus electricity. 1)05 
Lane. 453-7914, 472-4162 
Gillingwater Company 
EFFICIENCIES ON SHUTTLE. *129.50 
Includes shag, 'complete kitchen, 
CA/CH. Small community. 4204-
Spefedway. 452-09i)6, .472-4162. Barry 
' Gillingwater Co. 
SEMESTER LEASE. Large new 1 8, 2 
bedrooms with shag, jcemaker, 
3. l am willing to work 
4. My frlitnds think I'm ITwinner? 
Please Call tor Job Interview 
472-3192 , 9t 472-7206 
NEED IMMEDIATELY. v 
Person to share plush duplex 
on Town Lake. Free room and 
board in exchange for light 
housekeeping duties. 
Call Mr. Huffman 
261-6200 
i.>.AK r J-IML SUMMER INSTRUCTORS 
' C" NEEDED 
June • July 
Field classes in science-oriented and 




-skills. (Pre-school - Adult), knowledge 
of local 'area will be helpful. $2.50 per 
hour for 15-30 hour week. Contact 
NATURAL SCIENCE CENTER* 401 
Deep Eddy, 472-4523. Mon.-Frl. 9-5:00. 
Person to share plush duplex 
on Town Lake. Free ywm and 
board in exchange for light 
housekeeping duties. ; , 
• Call Mr. Huffman , ^ 
 ̂ 261-6200 
UT AREA, 2 bedroom, 2 bath, CA/CH, 
walk-in closets, laundry, pool, utilities, ' 
reasonable. 477-2608. 
FEMALE: MARCH FREE. 2 bedroom 
apartment. Town 'Lake, SS5.00 ABP. • 
Shuttle, own room. 444-3*37 anytime. 
STRAIGHT MALE ROOMMATE: 2 ? 
bedroom, SS0. ABP, IC shuttle, pool. 
Park. 4>7-5092, 
ROOMMATE to share large 2 bedroom 
apartment - March free. S70 ABP. Fred, 
477-4222. 
ROOMMATE TO SHARE two bedroom 
house. S75 a month. Call Mary between 
.10 a.m. and noon. 442-6537: • 
OWN ROOM spacious luxurious house 
near Balconies and 2222. S90 plus bills. 
451-6137. Yvonne. 
MALE ROOMMATE: share 3 bedroom 
apt. Private room, bath, pool, sauna, 
Bteightxoffin. Cail .928-2820. -
North of 27ijh 
Guadalupe 
& 
i : ^Typing, Mulftlithtng, binding - -




V. r with or without pictures. 
2 Day Service - • 
472-3210 and 472-7671 
i ,• 2707 Hemphill Park 
TYPING II 










n i r ^ i o 
paleontology, plant and  
communities, botany, mapping,, t 
gardening, Austin heritage, i 
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEQED 
NOW! Own.room. South Austin^ 
townhouse. Call 444-0292. 
MALE ROOMMATE ... 
month, bills paid. Until end of May, 
454-0161 after 6:00. 
needed. >75 per 
.Call 
TOPLESS 
1 1 Block Campus 
1 Free Parking 
1 Laundry Facilities 
• Quiet 
• Maid Service 
• All Bills Paid 
ANTILLES APTS. 
1 BR. FURN. $165 
2 BR. FURN. $180 
ALL BILLS PAID 
2 NICE POOLS 
Dishwasher >• 
Fully Carpeted 
2204 Enfield Rd. 478-0609 
SHUTTLE BUS CORNER 
H A R T F O R D  P L A C E  
1405 Hartford Rd. 263-2390 
Large furnished 1 bedroom and 
efficiency apartments. CA/CH, shag 
carpet, quiet atmosphere. Just off 
Enfield Road, convenient to UT, Capitol, 
shuttle bus. Some vacancies now, ^re­
lease for fall and summer. 
ESTABLISHMENT APTS. 
$135 
ALL BILLS PAID 
• Dishwasher 
• Coforful Shag Carpetxfc 
• Central Air 
• Shuttle Bus 3 Blocks 
• 4400 Ave. B 451-4584 
• MOVE IN TODAY 
ugui uuiiii *ri i m au y I von l nvi NO eXpCriehCe 
dut>room;-TREES. Secluded location iir " ^arn $60Ur$80r 
Northeast off Manor Road. From $159 
ABP. 2602 Wheless Lane. 926-4202,' 472-
4162. Barry Gillingwater Company. 
ENFIELD AREA. One bedroom with 
every, extra. Furnished or unfurnished 
from $139.50 plus electricity. 807 West 
Lynn. Barry Gillingwater Company. 477-
7794, 472-4162. 
FLEUR DE LIS, 404 East 30th. Mature 
student. Lovely one bedroom. Walk to 
campus. Shuttle. Summer rates. 477-
5282. 
COLORFUL MINI apartments on 
shuttle. Two locations, two designs. 38th 
and Speedway area. Convenient to 
downtown and city bus. From S119-S124 
plus electricity. Barry Gillingwater 
Comp.ahy. 454-8576, 472-4162. 
working in one <of Austin's 
newest clubs, pall 327-9055 
after 2 p.m. 
JACK'S 
CROW'S NEST 
507 E. Bee Cave Rd. 







REDWOOD EFFICIENCIES. Near 
campus and shuttle. Shag, full kitchen, 
small community living. S145 ABP, 403 
West 38th. Barry Gillingwater Company. 
472-4162, 454-8576. 
1 BEDROOM $139. Near campus and 
shuttle, convenient to downtown. New 
furniture, pool. 407 West 38th. Barry 
Gillingwater Company. 472-4162, 454-
8576. ' 
TARRYTOWN. ONE BEDROOM. 
Mature single, due to special 
circumstances. All bills paid. Only $125. 
459-7950. 
Four people suites; 2 bdrms, 2 
baths, living room, dining 
area, kitchenette. Private 
Rooms Available. 
1908 University Ave. 
' 478-2185 
"" TREES & VIEWS 
Nice 2 bedrooms furn. or unfurn. only 
mm. from downtown, 5 rhlh. from 
Large walk-ins. extra storage, private 
balconies, lots of glass. Prom $179 plus 
E. OAK KNOLL 620 South 1st (use 
Timbercreek entrance). 444-1269, 472-
4162. Barry Gillingwater Company. 
$155 ABP 
1 bedrooms 
shag - paneling 
giant walk-ins - balconies 
Spanish furnishings-'' 
2423 Town Lake Circle 
444-8118 >72-4162 
Barry Gillingwater Company 




ALL BILLS PAID 
• Colorful Shag Carpet 
• Central Air • Pool' 
Shuttle Bus 3 Blocks 
RETFfEAT APTS. 
4400 Ave. A 459-0058 
Move In Today 
MARK XX APTS. 






EL CID APTS. 
1 BR-S150 
Dishwasher - Paneling 
Central AC - Carpeted 
3704 Speedway 453-4883 
S H U T T L E  B U S  F R O N T  
DOOR 
PARK PLACE ' 
APTS. 
2 Br. Furn. -$180 
ALL BILLS PAID 
Central Air Condition - Large Rooms 
Fully Carpeted - Covered Parking Area 
452 4306 Ave. A -1801 
451-8V55 452-5326 -
KENRAV Apartments and Townhouse* 
under new ownership. 2122 Hancock Or 
next to Americana Theater, walking dis-
'ance o' North Loop Shopping Center 
and Lub?'s One halt blocMrom shuttle 
cnd Austin transit, 2 bedroom 
townhouses. extra large Two bedroom 
tiats. one ano two Oaths CA CH, dis­
hwasher. disposal, do6r to door garbage 
pickup, pool, maid servicyj it desired, 
washater.a <n complex. See owners. Apt 
113 or can 451-4848 
TE AC 450 Cassette deck'. Only five ti,_ _ 
use. Under warranty. $350 (new $429). 
441-8964... T . 
- — / 
SALE NEW SKI Parka, pants, warm 
ops. membership at finest loyat health 
spa Cheap. 477-I404. - r 
n MAyE RICtTitandard 30,000"n *v 
B00<J condition, clean. $1275. *Ji 052 
weekday 5-.10 p.m..Weekend all 
^fHEVROLEFcarri5Ivir 
np, PS._Good tor camping $79 
Banfon floats. 474-1065. 
It}'. . '69~FOIRD^FXiRCANEl radl« 
. conditioned $195. 452-2161. 
• Putatu.' 
WOOOWARO APARTMENTS 
1722 E Woodward Office 107 
444-7S55 
t. 2. or 3 t>edrooms 
^•Uflvturnished or furnished 
,K • -:i. From SU0 • $265 
2 swimming pools, pfaygrounds, 
•wasnaterta, iigf>ted>'£rovn<Js,' 5 minutes 
*o UT. mrnutes to &.A F & <, steps from 
IRS, on bus line BILLS PAID, Free 
cftannef TV 
2506 Manor Road 
Students Welcome 
Walk or bicycle to cliss 
Efficiencies only \ r 
$50 deposit \ \ 
Lowest Rates in town 
„ Going fast! 
S124 bills paid 
Efficiency, 1, 2, and 3 
bedroom apartments. 
Offer the solution to. 
your housing. 
The South Shore's centrat location 
provides easy access to U.T 
Come by and see our new efficiency and 
1 bedroom apartment* on the banks of 
Town Lake Compfete with shag 
carpeting, accent waM, modern fur­
niture, plus an individual deck overtook-
m y - j i i e  - w a t e r  , -  . -
.. From SI45 — alt bills paid 




Large 3 bedroom duplex Townhouse in 
convenient Northeast Austin, WD conn., 
vaulted ceilings, orange shag, fenced 
yard, large walk-ins. mi38 Auburn. 926-
6614, 472-4162. Barry Gifiingvyater Com­
pany. 
THE WILLOWICK 
Live in Wooded Seclusion 
Larger Apartments with shag carpets, 
modern furniture, accent waif and con> 
venienf central location. 
1 Bedroom 
. 1145 unfurnished . 1160 furnished 
,2 Bedroom 
. $178 unfurnished S19* furnished 
Aft flints-Paid^ ' ̂ ^ - — 




2 Br. Furn. -S170 
1 Br. Fgrn. -$150 
Private 
Balconies - Dishwasher 
Pool - Central Air 
441-0584 
SHUTTLE BUSCORNER 
& N E W E S T  
FINEST 
VANTAGE POINT 
RESERVE YOUR APT. POR SUMMER 
& FALL. Shuttle bus service at your 
doorstep. Rentals begin at $135, all bills 
paid. Spacious efficiency, one and two 
bedrooms. Closets galore. Party bars & 
wet bars. Private patios & balconies. 
Clubroom, game rooms, saunas, two 
pools. Individual heating and cooling. 
Professional resident management. 1845 
Burton Drive at Woodland. Second red 
light east of IH 35, take Woodland exit. 
Phone 442-6789 
ONE BEDROOM Apartment - S155.00. 
Luxury, extra nice, close to campus, 
shuttle bus. Warwick Apartment's. 2919 
West Avenue. 474-1712. 
NORTHEAST. Huge one and two 
bedroom. Complete kitchens, lots of 
storage, from S125 plus electricity. 1402 
East St. Johns (by Reagan Hjgh School) 
454-1583. 472-4162. Barry Gillingwater 
Company. 
'i MONTH RENT FREE. Large 
furnished one bedroom. CA/CH, cable. 
452-3076, 258-1832. 
NOB HILL APARTMENTS 1-2 bedroom 
furnished, pool, dishwasher, disposal, 
bills paid, laundry, '-"i block to IC shuttle. 
2520 Longvlew. 477-8741. 
EFFICIENCY - S105 all bills paid. Maid 
service, 6 blocks campus, shuttle bus. 
2408 Leon. 476-3467. 
EFFICIENCY 2700 Swisher, 1 block Law 
School. ABP S120/month. 478-6550. 
NEAR CAMPUS. Furnished efficiency 
with CA/CH, dishwasher, disposal, etc. 
S120. 104 East 32nd. Manager apartment 
no. 103. 476-5940, 451-2832. 
ONE BEDROOM furnished apartment. 
Shag, dishwasher, cable, pool, shuttle. 
$135. All Bills Paid. Call 474-2605. 
STUDIO APARTMENT - male grad 
student. Large living area, kitchenette, 
walk-in closet, hanging closet, .tail 
shower, private entrance, shuttle. J100 
ABP. 478-6380. 
NEW ONE BEDROOM furnished 
apartment with CA/CH, dishwasher, 
disposal, laundry, and pool '/2 block 




Central, air,'spacious, paneling, 1 8. 2 
bedrooms, pool, attractive furniture, 
free cable TV, gas and water, carpet, 
laundry. Hear Medical Park Tower and 
UT. Select tenants Apartment 104 
Manager. 4318 Bull Creek 
452-5431 . 459-5373 
UNF. APARTS. 
You Belong At 
English Aire • 
Efficiencies, studios, 1, 2, and 
3 bedrooms, furnished or un­
furnished, and all the extras 
you expect — like laundries, 
saunas, exercise rooms, game 
rooms, pools, putting green, 
PLUS a great restaurant AND 
the Cricket Club. Soon there'll 
be a water polo pool-and hand-
Dalkcourts, too. Gome loin us 
now! From $145 
444-1846 
. 2101 Burton Dr. 
(off East Riverside) s 
Ncw'oxpansion details the hiring of 10 
massayers to bo trained and go to work 
. „ April 15. 
N.0 EXPERIENCE 
NECESSARY 
Call Mr. Forter 441-4151 
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS for young 
persons who would like to work in a new 
massage parlor in North Austin. Ask for 
Slgne between' 10.a.m. to 12 midnight. 
Friday and Saturday till 1:00 a.m. 451-
9190, or come by at 1104 Koenlg Lane, 
between Lamar Blvd. and Burnet Road. 
Relaxing atmosphere. 
LOCK, STOCK & 
BARREL RESTAURANT 
Has openings for Lunch Waitresses, 
Cocktail Waitresses, Hostesses, Walters, 
Busboys, Kitchen helpers, Cooks, and 
Bartenders. Full or part-time. Phone 
daytime 454-6307 for interview. 
PART TIME WORK..$300/per month. 
Call 452-2758. 
COWBOYS AND HANDS WANTEt) for 
New York camp. Wrangler-counselors 
apply now: High Chaparral Ranch, Rt. 
23C, East Jewett, N.Y. 
NEED LABORERS and helpers on large 
apartment proiect. Call Bob Kendrlck 
after 6 p.m. 441-0663. 
WAIT-PERSONS WANTED. The Back 
Forty's Steak House. Apply in person. 
501 East 5th. 
UNF. HOUSES 
RETAIL ZONING. Larg« older home 
near University. Fresh paint, plenty of 
oarkina. J275/morfth. Dall McGrew. 459-
"8763, 45*7442; - ~ . — ^ — -
ABCWIT6CTUaALL¥-UNIQU«'^WU»e-
in countryside. 15 miles from^tampus 
and city. Aesthetic living for couple. 
1450.288-1835, 471-5117. 
3BEDROOM,lVjBATH,shagcarpet,-
CA/CH, stove, refrlg. .1910 .Palo Duro. 
$190:327-1590. 
FURN. HOUSES 
LAKE AUSTIN - 15 minutes 
campus/downtown. 1, 2, and 3 bedroom 
mobile homes. $85 to S140. Mack's 
.Marina. 327-1891, 327-1151. 
FOR SUMMER SESSION 2-1 house In 
Tarrytown. All bills paid. Washer and 
dryer. No pets. Call 477-5570. 
Oh the Drag - Next to Gourmet" 
EXCELLENT , 
SECRETARY TYPIST 
producing finest quality typing for 
students and faculty members in every 
field for 15 years, will take meticulous 
care to type law briefs, research papers, 
B.C. reports-, theses, and dissertations 
accurately, observing; proper forms. 
Latest* model IBM Executive carbon' 











BOBBYE DELAFIELD, IBM Selectric, 
pica (elite, 25 years experience, books, 
dissertations, theses, reports, 
mimeographing. 442-7184. » 
BEAUTIFUL PERSONAL TYPING. All 
your-University work. Fast, accurate, 
reasonable. Printing-Binding. Mrs. 
Bodour. 478-8113 
MABYL SMALLWOOD Typing - last 
minute ; overnight available. Term 
.papers, theses, dissertations, letters. 
MasterCharge. BankAmericard. 892-
0727 or 442-8545. 
FRANCES WOOD Typing Service. 
Experienced, law theses, dissertations, 
manuscripts. 453-6090. 
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Graduate 
and undergraduate work. Choice of type 
styles ana sizes. Barbara Tullos, 453-
5124. 
A TVPING SERVICE 
specializing in 
—theses and dissertations , 
—law briefs 




Pick-up Service Available 
TYPING Reports, Resumes 
Kim « Theses, Letters . 
n " S, y All University and 
.SV, business work 
R j.-;.' >'r Last Minute Service 
I yZ- ..fV Open 9-9 Mon-Th fi< 9-5 ERVICE Fr'-Sat. 
472-8936 30A Dobie Center; 
ABACUS 
BUSINESS-SERVICES 
1301 S. Interregional 
444-0816 
Typing (507page), Printing 
and Binding 
A to Z 
_ SECRETARIALSERVICE . 
109 East 10th St. . . 
472-0149 
Theses, Dissertations, themes, 
P.R.'s, BC Reports, resumes 
Multilithlng, Binding 
Everything From A to Z 
STARK TYPING. Experienced theses, 
. dissertations, PR's, etc. Printing and. 
Binding, Specialty Technical. Charlehe 
Stark, 453-5218. fe 
DISSERTATIONS, theses, reports, and 
law briefs. Experienced typist, 

















WANTED - part time. 
House, 4112 Medical 
SCHNEIDER Diverslfled-x^j r-
undergraduate J U S T  
ACTORS NEEDED for student film. 
Call Joe 477-4386 or 474-4488 after 5 p.m. 
BASEBALL MANAGERS and coaches 
urgently needed for North Austin Lions 
Club. Babe Ruth League. Mr. Jarman 9-
5, 454-4881, After 5, 452-3303. 
WAITRESS/WAITER wanted 2-3 nights 
per week 4-12 p.m. The Stage Coach 
Lounge. Please call Charles Jacobs. 451-
5291, after 6 p.m. 345-9046. 
WANTED PHOTOGRAPHERS 
MODELS for special assignment. 
Excellent pay, send vital statistics and 
photos to Lou Butler, Gen. Del., UT Sta., 
Austin, 78712. 
EXPERIENCED SALESPERSON for 
ladles' sportswear shop. Part-time. The 
Crickett Shop. Highland Mall. 
EXCELLENT TYPISTS. Must type 70 
, wpm. Flexible hours. Apply 1-5. 30-A 
Doble Mall. 472-8936. 
VIRGINIA 
Services. Graduate and 
typing, printing, binding. 1515 Koenlg 
Lane. 459-7205. 
M AND J. TYPING of theses, resumes, 
dissertations, duplication, binding: open 
everyday. 442-7008. Not at old address. 
Please call befdl-e coming. 
NEAT, ACCURATE and prompt typing. 
65 cents per page. Theses 75 cents. Call. 
447-2737. 
*S TYPING SERVICE.,Professional 
typing. Reports, theses, dissertations, 
resumes. Copy service available. 453-
7^77. 
HOLLEY'S^ TYPING SERVICE. A 
complete service from typing through 
binding. Available until 10 p.m. 
Experienced in all fields. Near campus, 
1401 Mohle Drive. *76-3018. 
North of 27th 
Guadalupe 
& 
YES, we do type 
Freshman themes. 
Why not start out with 
good grades! 
472-3210 and 472-7677 




PERSON NEEDED for 
position that requires all -
skills plus the ability to write and 
anticipafe assignments. S575/month. 
Reply In person 2813 Rio Grande, No. 
101. _ 
ADMINISTRATOR'S SECRETARY. 
Hours: 2 to 10 p.m. Monday-Thursday, 8 
to 5 p.m. Friday; at Austin Community 
College Campus. Must type 60 wpm, 
good grammatical skills, and public 
.relations. Prefer some college, three 
years secretarial-experience. Call 476-
6 3 8 1 ,  e x t .  7 0 .  • . . . . -
TOPLESS DANCERS needed. Hours 3 to 
8, Monday through Saturday. Agply in 
person. Sit'NBull, 3500 Guadalupe. 
EXPERIENCED MANAGED .needed In 
University area. Small complex, 
reduced rent. Call 472-2518. 
BABYSITTER WANTED to care for two 
4 and 5 year old girls In the evenings. 
—1-2728 
We are now taking applications 
for new cashier and grill help. 
We offer: 
$1.70 starting pay 
Vi price on food 
Flexible hours 
Profit sharing 
Scholarship plan r 
Apply 2-J's Hamburgers 
. 3918 North Lamar 
-Near 38th~and Shoar cr«k," cair«sr-: 
after 6. p.m. 
FOR SALE 
'L; 
xii 474-«» -47^3651 
IH« PLYMOUTH. Satellite. Overt 
smalt v-4 automatic good gas m 
clean 14J5 Call 471-5827 
FOR RENT - CAMERAS, L»ns. 
Protectors, Accessories. Tti« Rental 
,tc*p"w Camera Wirfilt; 
EFFICIENCIES St IS plus electricity 
Pool, AC, carpet, paneling, no pets 
Hurtttnaton ,Ville. 4*fi> and Av " " 
8903, 
e. A. 454 
"SPACIOUS 1 BEDROOM furnished NOW C 
•partro#nt» Good location, near apartmei 
campus. *tv8ep*r>g center, "»od stHittte TOS/rnoo' 
- bus All bills p a id For more Rd, 477 
information, call 4S4-M75: ' 
Pre-Lease for 2nd Semester 
1 BR. 1 BA.,2 BR, 2 BA 3 BR, 3 BA 
$164.50 $235 1325 
Large Pool~Ajl Bills Paid 
Move In Today! 
• Best Rate on the Lake 
Shuttle Bus—Front Door 
2400 Town Lake Circle 
442-8340 
ROOMS 
O V E R W E I G H T ?  T R Y  
NATUR'TRIM. No hunger 
pangs, no exercises, no drugs. 
A unique natural/food formula 
a c c e p t e d "  a $ v a  s o f t  a n d  
effective, way to weight loss. 
Call or come by Natural 
Health, 8330 Burnet Rd. No. 
128, 454-2581 after 7 453-0733, ; 
STOCK REDUCTION SALE 
A K A I  A A . 8 0 3 0  R e c e i v e r ,  2 5  r m s  w a t t s  p e r  c h a n n e l .  L i s t  $ 2 9 9 . 9 5 .  
SANSULturntable, new model SR-212. List $149 95 SCI-1253 3-
way speaker, 12" woofer, 5" mldranger, 3V2" tweeter clear 
sound. List $149.95 each. Total List Price $74^95 e«h 
r STOCK REDUCTION PRICE $435.00 
JJ"eceiVer' 45 rms.watts per channel. List $389.95; 
se' cover, Shure M91ED cartridge, 
j-'^t^201.80,^SCl-1253 speakers. List $149.95 each. "Total List 
1 Br. Furn. st45 
2 Br„ Furn, $1»0 
jstiwashei * Shag Carp»t 
Central Air n Heat. 
1403 Norwalk 
WTTLE BUS CORNER 
. 4 7 2 - 9 4 1 4 . . '  
GREAT PEOPLE I Brand two 
Irnom apartmewttv Lumpi«t«ly svn n TT fiTr, c fTtpifTt . . 
JlMnlHf?' <"VATf FURNISHED rOorJV 704 W. 
' *,4?s?-«th. Controlled heat, air condition! 
monthly, S7S depottt. Convenient relriaerator 'Call 477-5654 
Bargstrom and Highway. 183. Students g® 
and families weltome, AAanager 3*5-2043 
after4.0Q... >••• . • •: , ' 
DORM 
1905-1907 Heeces l4ll>]!HirTTt]l4 JJ1 
M - W i l l i T l U ' l l l f i t t l ,  P r i c e  $ 8 9 i «  
' oAII9 K̂ REDUCTION PRICE $499 00 -
piatfii _aJlowed. jTwo btocks from ^-j ca/cS . waUt-In closet«,ywashe^ ^,,^^ ^)|^R{^^ ^ece}verr22 ^^s v*atts per chdnnel. LtSl" 
dishwasher,, disposal, study;' 95 rH,AI . campus.Co-ed RESIDENT MANAGER* DU L 1214 lift 
new efficiency 
imesfer or longer. 
' paid 7700 Manor 
ino* Rd , 474-2201. 
HOUSE. 24Tf1 Klo. 
_A/CH. nta.'d Mrw" 
co-ed, S76-S75. 472-3«4. Don. 
SANTA JUAINA 
Grande. Kltchen, C m i servlcat. FOR RENT 
PEACEFUL WEST AUSTIN. Colorful . ........ 
(eft filancol 474.1107: 472-4U2 Barry .'i.rneais weekly, 
$199. . 
each. Tot^l List Price $701.65 
STOCK REDUCTION-PRICE $394 on 
PIONEE R KP-300FM stereo 
STOCK REDUCTION PRICE SI 143 
( ft Blanco) >74-110 , 
. Gillingwater Company comfortable conditions. Bargain. QavlcL 478-7040, 452-1275. 
'PORT ARANSAS - Spring BreaX^ 
.anytirrrt - large housV for rent. $30 daily 
J140 weekly, sleeps 20. Ca 
evenings 
: ll 1-512-; 
203 East 19th 
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| (jnwfid mothefifrf need 
of confidential medical, 







LEARN TO SAIL ^  
THIS SPRING VACATION 
intensive course, April 1-5. Sailing 
:, everyday on 44 ffi - sloop, oVernlgKt 
graduation cruise. ONLY S75/PERSON. 









Fort Worth, Texas, 
76110 > 1 
Ausfln'Palrachute Center 
For information Please caH 
272-5711 anytime.. 
NELSON'S GIFTS: Zunl Indian 
iewelryrAfrlcan and Mexican Import*. 
4412 Sooth Congress. 444-3814. Closed 
Mondays. • ' 
SELF-ACTUALIZING, process. Call!' 
Human Dynamics Institute. 452-8705. 
LEARN TO PLAY GUITAR. Beginner 
and advanced. DrewThomasorv 478-
2079. •••••.• 
Xerox or IBM 
4c COPIES 
TRAVEL 
FOR SALE 1»M vyy_ CampmobWe. 






42 Dobie Mall 476-9171 
Free Parking 
Open 75 hours a week 
COPY SHOP II 





Binding v Printing 
Save Time - Save Money 
.. . Next to Gourmel gn fhg Drag . .-
- ? ti 
Eluncl 
•{Jruxkload^M Pot Unclaimed 
?®v* ^ * W ' frfr I 
By LUPE CANALES Later investigators found a weighing scald|; 
y - Texan Staff Writer in a nearby abandoned shed and a frest||g| 
.• No suspects have yet been apprehended in ^pampfirte close by. „ . . I®?-
connection with an estimated 12,000 pounds of ;.fyDPS narcotic officers are following^, 
marijuana found in an overturned semitruck different leads in the investigation of the ^ 
near Bastrop Wednesday. Two men seen In, ownership of the land where the truck wasC • 
found, papers found in the truck, the license'v 
plates, and the weighing scale found in tW^j 
gearby shed, Robinson said 
--T«win Staff Ftoto by DavM Newman 
Officert unload 6,000 pounds of mqrijuana. . 4 
20 YEAR OLDrettred student will show ; 
you how to earn up to $800 monthly while 
attending school. Send brief resume -to 




BUY, SELL all types girley magazines, 
ooofcfs, records, guitars, stereos, radios, 
jewelry, musical Instruments. New 
buyer on duty. Aaron's, 320 Congress, 
Downtown. . i 
LOST & FOUND 
LOST: BLACK - WHITE female 
Siberian Husky, no collar or tags, has 
slight limp, answers to Lokl; If found, 
please call 476-0403. REWARD. 
LOST BLACK CAT, female, flea collar. 
Willow Creek-Burton •Drive area. 
Reward, please call 444-2749. 
SWTSU CLASS RING, 1971. Ring of keys 
near 24th/Lamar, Reward. 474-9420. 
Jim.: 
REWARD FOR INFORMATION 
concerning metallic blue Ford 1943 Van, 
Lie. No. BN-7065, stolen from Jester 
parklng iot No. 47"C" sometime inthe 
PROBLEM 
PREGNANCY 
Austin Maternity Counseling Service 
offers residential and non-residential 
programs. Located 2 blocks from UT 
campus. 510 .West 24th. 472-9251. 
„ We have been in this business 
' A. for 50 years 
ECONOMICAL GARAGfe 
Best prices, experienced mechanics. 
Trust us not to rip you off. Tune-ups, 
brakes, overhauls. House calls or 
breakdowns $5.00 additional. 
AIR CONDITIONER SPECIAL 
Leak test, check line pressure, add freon 
If needed, clean inside filter, check all. 
mounting bolts & brackets, adjust drive 
bell. Parts & labor. ONLY S7."50. 
Call Mike or Bob 444-2403. 
PRESS II 
REWARD. Lost black female puppy last ««J -.!» IL _T - '*• 
Thurs., March 7, around 23rd and San "Street and exit the campus On 
Gabriel. Small scar on side ,of face. Snn Taninfn Qtraat tn nul,inil PLEASE can 441-3167.441-5525. aan Jacinio aireei lo reduce ,. . 
, _CT c —: , ———— noise and problems on 21st LOST: From vicinity Harris Blvd.- . n. .. , 
Windson. BLIND female part German street, lne KlVerSlde routes 
shepherd. Blonde, bjack ears-nose, no aiso will be rearranged to -
form three routes..-"to jerve 
LOST MICKEY MOUSE at Lake Travis, the area, more efficiently." 
Please return. Call David, 472-4281. -/ • W.est Campus and 
REWARD, LOST brown Dachsund. RED Intercampus routes will be 
collar, answers to Cindy. Special dipt - -
required. Call 454-0425, 454-9.'" 
.. University students will be 
given an opportunity to offer 
suggestions before shuttle bus 
committee members approve 
proposed changes for next 
year's bus routes. 
*The committee and students 
will '  meet at  2 p.m 
Wednesday in Union Building 
202. 
"The proposals were 
designed from suggestions 
throughout the year from the 
bus company, students and 
citizens," John Wilson, 
shuttle bus administrator, 
said Thursday. 
The" proposed chi'nges in a 
summary prepared by Wilson 
are: 
• Biv«r-sid'e-bu«e8 will. 
travel eastbound og 21st~ 
Jm 
of services,K,t"t^^^':?"' 
•  Cameron' tloa<!, 
Intramural Field and Married; 
Student routes; will add short 
loops in intermediate areas 
during peak periods. 
' • The East Campus route 
^~will have better access to the 
parking lots east of Red River 
Street. 
No services were added to 
unserved areas because of 
physical and  financial 
limitations. 
•>- % ' - -I *» 
- If  committee members 
approve the changes, the 
modifications must be 
approved by the City Council, 
the. Urban Transportation 
Department and the 
University police, parking and 
traffic departments, t * * 
jv". the vicinity are being sought by police. 
"This is ~no amateur operation," Jim 
s* Robinson, Department of Public Safety 
(DPS) information officer, said Thursday. 
"This is a highly sopjiistlcated operation.*' 
The truck, bearing New York and Indiana 
license plates, was found about five miles 
north of Bastrop in a ditch. 
The seuture surpasses the old state record 
by about 8,000 pounds, Robinson said. 
The marijuana, valued at $1 million, was 
found processed and in balea ready for. 
distribution, DPS officers said. 
The truck's bill of lading, which shows the* 
merchandise information, was fictitious, 
Sheriff Jimmy Nutt of Bastrop said, 
v "That was what aroused our suspicion," 
t Nutt said. 
,' Nutt said his men'and other investigating 
officers were at the scene when a wrecker 
. arrived about midday. ' 
The driver-was questioned by police aqd 
' ; gave "vague" descriptions of the people who 
' hired-Mm, Nutt said. The driver was paid in 
qash. 
"We do know for sure that the marijuana 
from Mexico, but we have no information aS.-.': 
^to where it was crossed," he said. . 
x The confiscated material is being held in'" HtM 
DPS headquarters in the city, Bill Carterf *^ 
: DPS information officer, said. | ls % 
Carter emphasized that the case is being"' 
J 
Investigation, the marijuana will be brought^-Vawg 
~ 
.VfcSi .1'' 
in as evidence, Robinson said. 
vl "After that, it will be burned in a special 
container by court order," he said. 
s; The overturned truck also contained 
several hundred boxes of pineapple and 
cabbage. « 
i s "We have distributed them to the people 
. h e r e , "  N u t t  s a i d .  ' r  "  - •  . ^ -
"The food was perishable and thfefe was no 
point in keeping it, " he said. 
Use Texan Classified Ads 
Collar. Answers to Regan. Please call 
472-4443. REWARD. 
1-9329. combined, to stop duplication 
EARN 
" Blood Plasma Donors Needed - -
^ Men & Women: 
- ^ ' EARN $1Q WEEKLY 
CASH PAYMENT FOR DONAfTON 
_i ' Austin t; 
Blood Components, Inc. 
OPEN: AfON. & THURS. 8 AM to 7P.M. 
TUES. & FRI. 8 A.M. to 3 P.M. 
CLOSED WED. & SAT. 
409 W. 6th 477-3735 
We specialize . in resumes, handbills, 
letterheads and envelopes. " 
Check Our Low Rates 
2200 Guadalupe-
Just Across The Street 
ECONOMY MOVING. Conscientious 
Services at the lowest rate. Call 
anytime. 385-8509. 
THE BUG INN Volkswagen^Shop. Free 
Timing, Carborator adjustment - with 
this ad. 1024 Airport. 385-9102. 
GROW YOUR OWfyi.Food. We turn 
lawns into gardens with Troybullt 
RototilJer. Reasonable, guaranteed. 454-
8211 after 6:00. .. '• "* 
SEAMSTRESS. Good sewing done very 
cheap at my house. Call Susan, 459-9471 
after S.p.m. 
CARPET .CLEANING, maid "service, 
party cleanup, you name it - we do it. 
Quality work, home or business, at < 
lowest prices. The Services Co. 453-0457. 
THEMES, REPORTS, law notes, 
reasonable.—Mrs. Frasier, 474-1317. 
1204B 'Marshall Lane. 
VW PARTS AND SERVICE 
Quality work at reasonable prices. Tune-
up „SI0.50 plus parts. Free diagnosis. 
Estimates and compression checks. 
Please try us! (We have moved to 1003 
Saye Brush). For information caU"83^-
3171. Overseas Engine, and Supply. 
Thanks! • v 
TUTORING 
" " v 
for Your listening Pleasure 
We Have Some Fine Tunes 
x y>® LA. Freeway . «0\Vo 
Si,,in» w«' bo1" ' 
CP •;* - ;«.. ' Charlie Qunn ^ 
And Many More Fine Country Songs 




Chile Con Queso 
Fri.-Sat. 6-8 Only, Open till 1 on Sot. 
A Paraddx to Luxury (Ydu'll love It) 




Advance Tickets $3 
Available at Oat Willie's, Inner Sanctum, & Armadillo 
' $4 at the Door 
• CHAMBER MUSIC CELEBRATION • ' 
CULTURAL ENTERTAINMENT COMMITTEE & DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC 
MARCH 19 AT 8 PM IN HOGG .AUDITORIUM, 
rffa* vwh, a. 
CEC OPTIONAL SERVICES FEE DRAWING MARCH 13-19 
AT HOGG AUDITORIUM BOX OFFICE, 10 AM-6 PM, MONDAY-FRIDAY 




that you can 
ASTRONOMY, PHYSICS, MATH 
tutoring.. Experienced tutor with, 
master's degree in astrophysics. Call 
Martin anytime. 441-4141. 
record c* 
JOB WANTED 
MCSVING? My pickup makes the going 
easier. One-truckload: $12. Two loads: 
»20. 258-1891. 
COMPETENT MATURE former UT 
Administrative Secretary available 11-3 
or what have you? Please call 472-2294. 
UNCLASSIFIED! 
28mm Canon f3.5. ti 10," 477.4222. 
Wrecked '44 Mustang. $200. 477-4222. 
Lost keys - prize. 454-4479 or 472-0837. 
calendar watch. 924-4914. 
New Schwlnn Varsity lOsp. 924-4914. 
For sale Conn. French hrn. 471-7823. 
15 cubic ft. fridfte. 478-4992. t30. . 
'48 Ford Torino. S309. 474-1942 ^ 
English 3-speed. Men's 477-2)59 
Happy Birthday Leslee, Love. Jimmy. 
Walerbed t fr«me wanted..834-5181. 
*58 VW Bus. 477-2022. " = 
AR3A'S PR. S285. 454-3074 
Sleeper sofa offer? 4 p.m. 441-4739. 
JNIkon Ffh tV.4 exc. Cond 471-2275." ' 
LAM'S YUM YUM 5 
CHINESE RESTAURANT • 
World Known CANTONESE S 
Dishes , * 
Bar BQ ' * 
New in Town: • 
Weekly Special j 
Special Lunch* 
•. Daily • 
3301 N. IH3S - 477-1687 S 
Authentic American Indian 
SHOWING O DAYS 
| AND SALE O ONLY 
FRIDAY-SATURDAY-SUNDAY 
MARCH 15-MARCH 16-MARCH 17 
11:00 A.M. - 9:00 P.M. 
RAMADA INN GONDOLIER 
1001 Interregional H wy. 
Austin, Texas *' I1-
SQUASH BLOSSOM, EARRINGS 
^BRACELETS, RINGS, FETISHES 
BOLOS, CONCHO BELTS. 






• V" •>•••-;• \ 
eatin' place in town, and we're 
looking for people who would like 
to stack up some dough. v 
So if you need a job—and 
some bread, get both by serving 
up some terrific flapjacks with a 
big syrupy smile to some reat -
"honeys. 
The job requires a *£3x( 
AHC W»lmaran»r» rtasanable. 92l-13ijl 
Laminated diplomas. 454-7084 
Hp?i sale 20-40% 447-4074 nites 
'72 Gremlln. AT^alr. 1^95.477-33*8. 
Martnti, ftohner sale) 25%off.441-41l0. 
pIofSerrSXw£l348. Htm I *4l ̂ 1r|0( At K 
w"l"wv"superbietle, 81700. 4761(01. 
Ph»j«Nne*A»li00/l375rTodd.476-8422. 
If this souhds^goods? 
' k f t  
ik'< 
./ 'on out and see if you can hustl€j , / ivf ? 
'virK&iour ghjb. - ' • mi, WWi 
You can find us at 1617 S. 
, r viiamar. on weekdays, between 
*. /^nine and five. On Saturdays and *"** 
Sundays we're here between 
*$3 
Phillips 212,' ^SOSPIZ, .Todd, 47(4622. 
eleven and five. Come by in ^
-person for an Interview, please, v 
mi JPsS" Z8m& 
i £ 
ft* a 
TNI TOWN* NOT THE HOTEL. 
At the Hotel Riverside we deal in basics. For a paltry $4 a night weU 
give you a roorii with bed and basin. Your bath being mere footsteps 
down the haH. Make it $8 and weH put you in a room with bath. With 
or withoid, ymi're in a buiMing with a Luby's Cafeteria and El Poco 
Loco - one of the River's livelier nightspots. M right in the ht̂ rt of 
San Antonio's beautiful Paseo del Rio. 
Make your resenatiofls for a weekend. Or a week. At the hotel that 
figures you get morejor your money 
when you're awake. THan when 
you're asleep.; 
• NOSTALGIA WEEKEND ^ • 
• • DO YOU REMEMBER? • 
S BOBBY SOCKS, PONYTAII5, BUTCH WAX, DUCKTAIIS, SADDLE S 
J OXFORDS, 57 CHEVIES, LETTER SWEATERS . - J 
• MUSIC OF 50's & 60 s • 
J PROVIDED BY J 
iDADDY DOOWAH & THE: 





A BRING YOUR SWEETHEART OUT TO EAT. THEN REMEMBER WITH US THE 
Z MUSIC OF THE PAST. 
w ' v ^ L j' ^ 
- j  y f ~  n; — —, 
HI BALLS 
COVE%; ' $2.SO/PERSON The River's (My Budfet Hotel 
SHOWS: * Comer oi "> 
on the San 
Antonio River . .  
r?T" V^
1'''« 
8:00 FRI. Jrwt 
~'t: 9i00 SAT: 
Second level Dobie Mpll 23 st 6 Guodolupe 
free parking m the tear „ s ~ , 
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Innocent 
Ehrlichman. and Charles W. Colson defense lawyers to reply within 10 daysi 
pieaded innocent Friday to charges in the whether EhrTiehihan's trial on the other 
Ellsberg break-in as , w?U as the Watergatecounts should be separated fwm the trla^,. 
, ** Id '* W*1 
• All six men were indicted March 7 on Gesell also gave the lawyers TO days to |$v-
one count of conspiring to violate the civil say when they want the trial held and why.- |M 
liberties of Pentagon papers defendant Liddy remains in custody, but Geself 
Daniel Ellsberg's psychiatrist; whose released the<>ther three onpersonal bond/; 
office was burglarized. Ehrlichman also ' Liddy, 43, Poughkeepsie,'N.Y., finance fel 
and Felipe De Diego, 45, the only one of was charged with four counts of lying to Icounsel for the Committee To Re-Elect » 
the four not charged in the Watergate investigators. ?l$the President at the time of the break-in at. 
.WASHINGTON (UPI> - G. Gordon 
Liddy, mastermind of the 1972 Watergate 
break-in, emotionally embraced three co-
defendants in a courtroom Thursday, then 
all four pleaded innocent to conspiracy 
Charges in the 1971 Ellsberg burglary. 
.<• The others: Bernard L. Barker, 56, 
former CIA operative and foreman of the 
Watergate team; Eugenio Martinez, 45; 
SiR, 
»t> «' y < .* 
to.* 
*rft 
( burglary. All are from Miami 
Former White House aides John 
At the 45-minute arraignment Thursday^ 
U.S. Dist. Judge Gerhard A. Gesell asked 
hiMU&£$ 
fi  ̂<•» 
*the Democratic Offices in the' Watetigatte & 
complex, has steadfastly refused to testify & i 
newsmen they impressed BUENOS AIRES, Argentina (AF^) 
American oilman Victor Samuelson Samuelson calmly prayed as he was taken 
remained in the hands of his Marxist from his cell and told he would be 
captors Thursday despite payment of a executed- " V 1 
record $14.2 million ransom. ' T.,f , , r , , 
Esso Argentina officials were optimistic *5? "fT1 ° 
the 36-year-old refinery manager would be S1"1".8, fr.onl th<\ date4 °| 
released shortly even though reluctant Sarnue.lsoh s m the restaurant of 
vf* 
—UH Telephel* 
editors prevented full complaince with the "Ti^n^K is 
—guerillas' demandTfor publicity, miles north of Buenos Aires: 
the refinery he managed in Campana, 60 
Prohqska and Ackerman perform in film scene before plane 5rath. . 
Air Crash Kills TV Crew 
" • , -1 • 
"TalkingBear'ActorAmong 36 Dead 
SAMUELSON WAS kidnaped Dec. 6 and 
held in a small 
'long negotiations 
1 ?jabout either burglary. 
' r Uddy has been held in Terminal Island" 
federal Prison in California recently, |!§| 
ex|pected to be called for trial on state 
charges in the Ellsberg case. He was M'" 
transferred from the District of Columbia 
jjail where he is serving a contempt IP 
sentence that will not expire until the }••£ 
original Watergate- grand jury is | 
dismissed: /./ 
He was sentenced to a maximum of 20, f 
years in prison for conspiracy, burglary 
^and interceptio>n of a wiretap in th^ls? 
Watergate case. He will not begin that |
sentence uiitil he finishes the contemptrj: 
term. 
Barker, who told reporters he has beer! 
selling condominiums in Miami for a#> 
The ERP demanded llOmiiiion worth- small flraj In whldi he hi» a flnanciall 
• • . .. . interest, is free on personal bond awaiting nna».uu.|™«v. » «iu Of food plothihir moHir>al sunniioc mi i; i u u u
"people's jail" during the builS STt^dhSilt -appeal from his Watergate conviction, 




BISHOP, Calif. (AP) — Investigators area since 
Oew te'helicQpter Thurssiay to a roc^jfew-JBurbank, a 
ridge where a chartered plane crashed and miles sou® of here, 
exploded, killing 31 members of a 
television movie crew and- five airline 
employes. 
Eyewitnesses said the Sierra Pacific 
plane blew up like a fireball after 
.slamming into the ridge about five 
minutes after takeoff from Bishop Aiiport 
Wednesday night. The twin-engine 
propeller plane disintegrated on impact. 
Only the tail section remained intact. 
- A helicopter pilot at the site said, "They 
were all dead. All that we saw was a lot Of 
burning:" 
Wolper Productions, which chartered 
the Convair 440 for the crew filming the-
documentary series "The Primal Man," 
said one of the dead was actor Janos 
Prohaska, 54. He played the talking bear 
on the Andy Williams Television show. His 
son Robert, 34, also was identified as a 
victim.. 
The crew, which had been working in the 
headed Azzarella, a film director and writer 
iese^redits-inehidetheNationai" 
-Geographic special,"The Violent Earth,"* 
Federal Aviation Authority Officials, and a» television biography of football star 
Inyo County coroner's workers anifen EBIjj.'* Joe Namath. 
team were at the scene. The FBLni&ft In Los-Angeles, Sierra Pacific 
were assisting in identification of the spokesman Dean Sparkman said the pilot 
bodies, many of which were badly burned, had been in contact with the control tower 
Cause of the crash was-not immediately 
known. A team of National Transportation 
Safety Board investigators was on its way 
to the barren hillside, at,about the 6,500-
foot level of the White Mountain range. 
Prohaska, a Hungarian-bora acrobat 
and actor, played animal parts in more 
than 300 television shows and 37-movies. 
He and his son created the costumes for 
apes, bears and chimpanzees they 
portrayed in television specials. They 
played ^prehistoric men in the four-part 
ABC documentary about man's struggle 
for survival. 
Wolper Productions spokesman Michael 
Manheim said another victim was Dennis 
at Bishop Airport until just before the 
crash and had reported no difficulties. . 
Sierra-Pacific is a subsidiary of 
Mammoth Mountain Corp., which 
operates ski lifts near Mammoth Lakes, 
about 50 miles north of here. It purchased 
four 44-passenger Convairs last year. The 
Convair was a major short-haul aircraft 
used widely by major commercial airlines 
in the early 1950s. 
People's Revolutionary Army' (ERP) an 
outlawed terrorist group. 
- The ransom was finally paid Monday, 
142,000 $10Q bills carried to a rendezvous in 
- the trunk of a car, informed sources said. 
The ERP set a further condition that 
' Esso place advertisements in a dozen 
Buenos Aires/newspapers saying the 
ransom was-Ajpart of "superearnings 
' obtained In Argentina through exploitation 
of workers." 
Only two morning papers carried the ad 
Thursday. An afternoon daily, El Mundo, 
ran the text in a news story Wednesday 
afternoon. 
The government banned El Mundo from 
publishing Thursday, saying it had broken 
the law preventing the spread of guerrilla 
propaganda. 
V The agreement came after bargaining 
broke down and the ERP sent Esso a 
letter saying they would shoot Samuelson 
and return his body in an American flag, 
qualified sources said. 
According to an account in the Buenos 
Aires Herald, guerrillas told some local 
Argentina's needy; 
- • Esso argued it could not meet with the 
complicated distribution plan and could 
only pay cash. Officials said they could not 
pay more, than $7 million; and they said if 
the offer wasn't accepted, they would 
release all information they had on the 
ERP to the police. 
The ERP countered 
Henry B. Rothblatt, attorney for Dftj; 
Diego, told reporters before the hearing^ 
that "if necessary, we're going t'qhv 
subpoena the President." '* V 
After the arraignment, however^ 
Rothblatt said only, "We expect to call all. 
Relevant witnesses." 
their demand for $10 million, agreeing to 
accept cash,, and they added that Esso 
must spend $4.2 million for flood relief in 
northern Argentina. 
• Esso, apparently after high-level 
consultations with E^xon in New York 
late in February, agreed . to pay $14.2 
million in cash. 
Samuelson's wife and three children 
were evacuated from Argentina in mid-
January when "officials said the 
negotiations for his release were at a 
stalemate. 
Samuelson is a .native of Cleveland, 
Ohio, and had lived in several Latin-
American countries working for Esso 








Amorous Adventure Nets Pension 
ATHENS (UPI) — Greece has ruled that the widow of a Greek seaman 
is entitled to a full pension even though her husband died while 
committing adultery in the Philippines. 
The Council of State said the death of Nicos Alexious, 47, who died in 
August, 197L, in the port of Legasti in the Philippines, was an accident 
suffered while performing his duties; 
The council said an accident "causing injury or death and entitling the 
victim or his family to a pension is anything occurring during, prior to or 
after his working hours. Such an accideht can also happen during a 
seaman's recreation, which is necessary because of his long stretches 
away from home." 
Opposition Unites Against Wilson 
LONDON (UPI) — The Conservative and Liberal Parties, in a move 
that could topple Prime Minister Harold Wilson's minority Labor 
government after only two weeks in office, decided Thursday to join 
forces in a parliamentary showdown early next week. 
But political informants said Wilson may decide to cling to power even 
if he is defeated and stake his government's fate on a confidence vote 
later next week. 
Soviet Capsule Lands on Mars 
MOSCOW (UPI) — A Soviet space capsule has soft-landed on Mars and 
found there is "several times" more water vapor in the atmosphere of the 
mysterious red ^ISnet^than was -previously believed, the Tass news 
agency said Thursday; 
The agency said, however, that the probe's radio transmitter went dead 
before it touched down on the surface. The water vapor discovery was 
made before landing. 
Western space experts said the finding could be of great significance in 
helping determine if there is life on Mars. 
Market Uninspired by Embargo fend -
NEW YORK (AP) — The stock market was able to muster only a faint 
[welcome Thursday for the apparent end of the Arab oil embargo. 
1 Prices made two attempts at rallies during the session but fell back 
each time, finishing mixed. » 
The Dow Jones average of 30 industrials wound up 1.88 points on the 
minus side at 889.78, but advancing issues outdistanced declines by a 7-to-6 
margin on the New York Stock Exchange. 
TOO Percent Oil Production AtlowecT 
AMARILLO (AP) — The Texas Railroad Commission set the state's 
April oil production allowable at 100 percent for the 25th consecutive 
month Thursday 
He Crude oil purchase nominations for April totaled 3.94 million barrels 
daily, up 106,409 barrefclfrotn March, which far exceeds actual producing 
•capacity./!. • . • 
The all-out production figur? was ordered for the first time at a similar 
executive hearing in March. 1972, at El Paso. * ; ; 
By NANCY MILLS 
A student day care center will begin 
services at University Presbyterian 
Church, 2203 San Antonio St., the first day 
of the fall . semester; ,Cappy RJcGarr 
Student Government ^Vice-President, 
announced Thursday. 
Co-chairpersons of the board of 
directors, Randy Roberts and Patti Hill, 
explained that the project, proposed last 
summer by Student Government, exists to 
serve the student parent. 
"We want to provide high quality, low 
cost day care service to meet the needs of 
the student at the University," said 
Roberts. I' . , , • 
A survey last fall showed there is a ratio 
of 6,800 children to 7,900 married students 
and although there is available day care 
service in the University area, infant care 
is limited, he saidv For this reason only 
children up to 3 years old will be admitted. 
The center will remain open from 8 a.m 
to 4 p.m. Monday through Friday, but 
since the program caters to the needs of 
the student parent and not the- working 
parent, no child will be ^allowed to stay 
longer than five hours, Roberts said. 
"Fifty cents per hour will be the normal 
cost; however, the proce^p of 
in 
implementing a sliding scale like that of 
Ohio State's is being investigated. There, 
parents who use the center more often pay 
at a lower rate and students who use the 
center less often pay at a higher rate," 
Roberts explained. 
Since the center will be completely self-
sufficient, tuition will pay for staff 
employment, supplies, Utilities and food, 
Roberts said. 
The building use donated by University 
Presbyterian Church, a $400 loan and a 
$400, grant from Student Government 
proceeds from various fund-raising 
projects will begin financing of the center, 
Roberts added. Donations will be 
welcomed if they meet county welfare 
standards. 
The center is expected to handle 35^ 
children per hour or 200 children per day 
and one staff member to every four 
children, he said. 
Staff members will be selected by a 
director and an assistant director who in 
turn wjllVbe selected by the board of 
directors, Ms. Hill explained. The , 
positions will not be limited to the 
University, and applicants for "both 
positions jmust have a high school diploma 
and three references. 
Applications will be mailed to anyone 
who calls 471-3721 and leaves their name 
* and address with the Student 
Government office, she said. 
Parents, students in child qare classes 
and members of service'organizations will 
form a volunteer staff,to,aid jthe center, 
Ms. Hill added 
The board of directors will consist of 
graduate .as well as undergraduate 
students tp achieve a balance of 
experience a nd personalities, she said.-In 
two weeks, two members of University 
Presbyterian Church also will join the 
board. 
An advisory board also will be 
established to maintain contact between 
each of the different departments, Ms. 
Hill said. 
Applications for preregistration 
enrollment"will be available in the Student 
Government office "April 22, 23 and 24, 
McGarr said. There will be a $10 
registration fee; a registration fee will be 
required every, semester. 
Students must indicate the number of 
hours for which they want to enrojl their 
children; therefore, they must know what 
classes they will be taking next fall so they 
can rearrange their schedules-around the 




SAN ANTONIO (UPI) - The board of 
directors of Associated Milk Producers; 
Inc., (AMPI) Thursday announced it has 
formed a special committee to pursue : , 
possibilities of recovering "property or 
funds" improperly used during the last 
five years. 
The nation's largest dairy cooperative-
already was attempting to get back from u 
the Committee to Re-elect the President a 
$100,000 donation AMPI admitted was 
made from AMPI corporate funds to the 
Nixon campaign in 1969 in violation of the 
law. . 
Formation of the committee came at 
the end of a two-day closed door special 
called meeting of the AMPI board to 
•review an independent investigation it 
ordered into AMPI activities. < 
John Butterbrodt, of Bternett, Wis., 
president of the 40,000-maMber co-op, 
announced Wednesday the study by a 
Little Rock, Ark., law firm was being sent 
- to the Senate Watergate committee, the 
Watergate special prosecutor, the Internal 
Revenue Service and the U.S. District 
Court at Kansas City, Mo. 
The Kansas City court has jurisdiction 
over an antitrust suit against the San 
Antonio-based cooperative pressed by the 
government and 20 private firms. 
"The special board committee is 
studying the report. If wrong-doinjf is 
established, the board will take timely and 
proper action Awhile at the san^e time 
protecting the constitutional rights of any., 
citizen or organization," Butterbrodt said; 
At least one former AMPI official has 
been granted immunity-in the Watergate 
investigation and several past and present 
officials of the co-op have testified before 
the Watergate %rand jury and Senate 
select committee. 
DALLAS (AP) — Two locomotives 
hauled 11 gleaming cars into the Dallas 
Transportation Center - the old Union 
Terminal - at 7:45 a.m. Thursday to 
restore rail -passenger; service which 
. disappeared in 1969. 
' One witness said in wonderment: "It's 
almost coming when they said it would." 
The train was scheduled to arrive at 7 :30 
a.m. but was expected to be delayed a 
couple of hours by celebrations. But the 
welcomes along this line were not that 
long. 
About 150 passengers were on the train, 
met by Mayor Wes Wise, about 300 
spectators and the North Dallas High 
School Band. , 
Amtrak spokesman Jem Bryant said 
crowds of up to 300 turned out at each stop 
between St. Louis and Dallas. More than 
200 were on hand at Longview although it 
was only 5 a.m. 
The train is called the Inter-American 
nd will run three times a week to Laredo 
where passengers can change for Mexico 
City. 
But there was -a rasping sound from 
Missouri Pacific Railroad. lt tried to Stop 
passenger service between Texarkana and 
Dallas, demanding a different liability 
coverage: The case will be heard in a 
Washington court Friday. -
£The 
Dallas Gets Passenger Service 
' k?-
1 
in ..Dallas on Mondays, Wednesdays and: 
Saturdays and returns north from Laredo 
on Sundays, Tuesdays and Friday. 
The 13 stops in between include Poplar 
Bluff, Mo., Texarkana, Ark., Mafrshall^ 
Longview, Dallas, Fort Worth, Cleburne,1 -
McGregor, Temple, Austin, San Marcos 
and San Antonio. -
A band greets Amtrak pulling into Dallas' Union Station. . * w 
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